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Foreword
T he Clinton administration's health care reform proposal, announced by

the President on September 22, 1993, places substantial reliance on
telecommunications and information technology to reduce costs and
improve health care delivery. By linking computerized health informa-

tion through a national network, the proposal envisions a system that would
allow an efficenteflicient exchange of information to improve patient care and expand
resources for medical research and education, while lowering health care costs.
While automation may or may not achieve these goals, it will raise serious ques-
tions about individual privacy and proper use of the health care information sys-
tem. This report analyzes the implications of computerized medical information
and the challenges it brings to individual privacy.

In its analysis, the report examines: 1) the nature of the privacy interest
in health care information and the current state of the law protecting that infor-
mation; 2) the nature of proposals to computerize health care information and
the technologies available to both computerize and protect privacy in the infor-
mation; and 3) models for protection of health care information.

This study was requested by the Senate Subcommittee on Federal
Services, Post Office, and Civil Service, and the House Subcommittee on
Government Information, Justice, and Agriculture. The Subcommittees asked
the assistance of the Office of Technology Assessment in confronting the issue
of confidentiality of health care information in a filly automated medical envi-
ronment. OTA drew upon the contribution of participants at two workshops, and
received valuable assistance from officials of the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, the National Institute of Standards and Technology, the French
Ministry of Health and the European Economic Community, as well as a broad
range of individuals and professional organizations from the medical communi-
ty, public interest groups, industry, and academia.

OTA appreciates the participation of the advisory panelists, workshop
participants, Federal agency officials, and interested citizens, without whose
help this report would not have been possible. The report itself, however, is the
sole responsibility of OTA.

Roger C. Herdman, Director
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Introduction,
Summary, and

Options 1
C omputerization of health care information, while offer-

ing new opportunities to improve and streamline the
health care delivery system, also presents new chal-
lenges to individual privacy interests in personal health

care data. Technical capabilities to secure and maintain confiden-
tiality in data must work in tandem with legislation to preserve
those privacy interests while making appropriate information
available for approved uses.

BACKGROUND AND STUDY APPROACH
Previously, the Office of Technology Assessment has ex-

plored the need to protect the confidentiality and integrity of data
and information that is processed and transmitted using commu-
nications and computer technology.'OTA's objectives for this
study were to:

I In 1986. he emcae .Comaertlne -- Gcr-,u Affsin and the Hoe- .ort-ovm
on the Judiciary, Subcommittee on Comts, Civil Liberties mid the Admintrration of
Justice, eeqceu that OTA enretom the impact of ite technological applittons, such
as the computerized matching of wo or more sets of records, networking of computenied
record systems, and compoter-based proflles on individuals for balancing the privacy of
citizens with management effi-ieacy and Iaw ofoemeot. r response to that request,
OTAprepmedthe mpot Electro c oRd Ste and todivida! Prao. OTA-CIT-
296 (Washington, DC: U.S. Governtent Printing Office, June 19t6). That rpor0 found
that privacy is a significant and enduring value held by Americans, and that the courts
have not determined adequate constiutional prnciples of information ptivany. It
condluded that the advances in informaton technology enable Federal agencies to process
and manrpotate infornaton with great speed.

A 1987 Office of Technology Assessment report, Defnding Se.t.,to. Sharing Data:
NenLocks nd Keyfor Electronic ror .OTA-CIT-d 10 ib"aiqI: DC: I.S.
Government Prining Office, October 1987), eanned (he nulneability of oommalra-
tnns and compute, systems, and technology for safeguarding information. The epn
recognized that government agencie, the private sctor, and individuals are using
sophisticated communications and computer technology to store, process, and transmit
information that needs to be protected.

Health information

and the medical record

include sensitive

personal information

that reveals some of

the most intimate

aspects of an

individual's life.
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2 I Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

* examine the technology enabling the comput-
erization and networking of medical informat-
ion,

* identify privacy issues arising from computeri-
zation,

* examine the law dealing with privacy in
medical information, and

* examine models and rules to protect privacy,
and determine whether new technologies can
ensure privacy in the area of medical records.

To accomplish these objectives, OTA sought
the opinions, attitudes, and perceptions of the
stakeholders in academia, medicine, and the legal
profession; researchers in computer and informa-
tion system security; government agencies; and
public interest groups. This was accomplished
through interviews, correspondence, and public
participation in two workshops.

OTA explored the issue of privacy in comput-
erized medical information by addressing ques-
tions such as:

What are the issues with respect to privacy in
paper systems for health information? How will
these issues change with computerization?
What new issues will arise?

" To what extent can technology address the
confidentiality and privacy of computerized
health care information? What are the limitat-
ions of the technologies? Are the most serious
threats to privacy internal to the computer
systems designed for this information, external
to them, or both?

* What is the impact of creating a large databank
of easily accessible health care information?
What kind of uses will there be for the
information? Will additional demands for in-

formation be spurred by its ready availability?
How must these demands for information be
dealt with?

* How must underlying issues, such as the
perceived need for a unique patient identifier,
the content of the patient record, and patient
consent to disclosure of information, be ad-
dressed?

* How has the law traditionally dealt with
concerns about privacy in medical informa-
tion? What role might new legislation play in
addressing these concerns?

I What Is Health Care Information?
The Institute of Medicine report, The Computer-

Based Patient Record: An Essential Technology
for Health Care(hereinafler referred to as the
"IOM report") recommends that health care
professionals and organizations should adopt the
computer-based patient record for use in online
systems as the standard for medical and all other
records related to patient care. Computer-based
patient records would replace the present system
of paper records. Whether on paper or in elec-
tconic form, the information contained in patient
records is the core of what is often understood to
be "health care information,' information about
patients generated and maintained throughout the
health care industry in providing health care
services (see figure 1-1). But the patient record,
generated and maintained by the health care
provider and the patient in the course of the
patient's health care, is only a part of the health
information collected and maintained on individ-
uals.'Parties who are not directly involved in
patient care also gather and maintain health care

'OTA workshops, "Emerging Privacy ls9es in the Compuerization of Medical ftor=nra-"Jly 31, 1992; and "Deigning Privacy
in Computrioed Health Care tefocrn,7 Dec. 7, 1992.
3 Institute of Medicine, The Computer-Based Patient Record An Esoenttal Technologyfor Health Care, Richard S. Dick and Elainme B.

Sieeccada., (Washington DC: National Academy Press, 1991), p. S1. This is a publication of the Committee on tproing the Potion Recoid,
Diviso of Hath Cam S ices.

'lon Tak-i-.ae, Chair, Depatment of Health & Hmran Services Task FErce o he Priacy of Private Sector Health Recordi, pesonal
commonication, Apil 1993.
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Chapter I-Introduction, Summary, and Options [ 3

Figure .l-Primary Uses of Patient Records
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SOURCE: American Health Information ManagementdAssocialion (AHIMA), I993, based on infomnation contained in Institue of Medinie, The
Computo-Based PatentRec-rd:An Essaedr Tochnoloafor Healh Cae, Richard J. Dick and Elaine B, Steen, eds., (Washington, DC: National
Academy Press, 1991).

information, and are often referred to as second- educational institutions, the civil and criminal

ary users of the information. (For further discus- justice systems, pharmacies, life and health insur-

sion of secondary users of health care inform- ers,'rehabilitation and social welfare programs,

tion, see box 2-F, and oh. 2). Among these are credit agencies and banking centers, public health

Son commenttorsa contend that health caro claim reimbursement processing has become such a major and integralpar cf the delivery
of health care that health care insurers are among the primary users of patient information. In figum I-I, the Amereica Health tnlartation
Management Association shows billing and reimbursement as a primary ae of patient ecords.

,tmlCr
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4 I Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

Figure 1-2-Secondary Uses of Patient Re1 t
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Itor Medicine, The Cnptnr-&,sedPa tuien ard:An Essenoal TechInf' Hcetli Care, Richard J. Dick
and Elre B. Steen, nds., (Washington, DC: Naticnal Academy Press, 1991).

agencies, and medical and social researchers (see information vary, but tend to consider health

figure 1-2), care information to be inclusive of more than the

As a result, in exploring appropriate ways to patient record itself. The American Medical

protect privacy, proposed definitions of what Association's (AMA's) Proposed Revisions to its

constitutes "health information' or "health care Model State Bill on Confidentiality of Health

•Conduct researc

and development
Plan marketing

strategy
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Chapter 1-Introduction, Summary, and Options 15

Care Information defines the term "confidential
health care information" as:

... information relating to a person's health care
history, diagnosis, condition, treatment, or evalu-
ation, regardless of whether such information is in
the form of paper, preserved on microfilm or
stored in computer-retrievable form.

The American Health Information Management
Association's Health Information Model Legisla-
tion Language refers to "health care informat-
ion' even more broadly as:

... any data or information, whether oral or
recorded in any form or medium, that identifies or
can readily be associated with the identity of a
patient or other record subject; and I) relates to a
patient's health care; or 2) is obtained in the
course of a patient health care from a health care
provider, from the patient, from a member of the
patient's family or an individual with whom the
patient has a close personal relationship, or from
the patient's legal representative.

This report will refer to health care information
as defined in this manner. This definition includes
a range of medical information generated, gath-
ered, and stored about individuals. It recognizes
that the fill range of health care information must
be protected.

THE NEED FOR PRIVACY IN HEALTH CARE
INFORMATION

Health information and the medical record
include sensitive personal information that re-
veals some of the most intimate aspects of an
individual's life. In addition to diagnostic and
testing information, the medical record includes
the details of a person's family history, genetic
testing, history of diseases and treatments, history
of drug use, sexual orientation and practices, and
testing for sexually transmitted disease. Subjec-
tive remarks about a patient's demeanor, charac-
ter, and mental state are sometimes a part of the
record.

N

A medical information computer searching center.

The medical record is the primary source for
much of the health care information sought by
parties outside the direct health care delivery
relationship, such as prescription drg use, treat-
ment outcomes, and reason for and length of
hospital stay. These data are important because
health care information can influence decisions
about an individual's access to credit, admission
to educational institutions, and his or her ability
to secure employment and obtain insurance.
Inaccuracies in the information, or its improper
disclosure, can deny an individual access to these
basic necessities of life, and can threaten an
individual's personal and financial well-being.

Yet at the same time, accurate and comprehen-
sive health care information is critical to the
quality of health care delivery, and to the physician-
patient relationship, Many believe that the effi-
cacy of the healthcare relationship depends on the
patient's understanding that the information re-
corded by a physician will not be disclosed. Many
patients might refuse to provide physicians with
certain types of information needed to render
appropriate care if patients do not believe that

HeinOnline  -- 7 Bernard D. Reams, Jr., Law of E-SIGN: A Legislative History of the Electronic Signatures in Global and National
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6I Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

information would remain confidential.'(For a
discussion of the distinction between the terms
"privacy" and "confidentiality" and for defini-
tions of these terms for purposes of this report, see
box I-A) In addition to serving the physician-
patient relationship and the delivery of personal
health care, this information is a source of
important data for insurance reimbursement. When
aggregated, it can assist in monitoring quality

control of health

rr care delivery by
Health information providing re-

and the medical sources for med-

record include icalresearch. The

sensitive personal lack of proper
protections for

information that privacy could lead
reveals some of to (and has, in

the most intimate some cases) the

aspects of an physician' swith-

individual's life. holding informa-
tion from a re-

cord, maintaining a second complete record
outside of the computerized system, or at the
extreme, creating a market for health care deliv-
ered without computer documentation.'Safe-
guards to privacy in individual health care
information are imperative to preserve the health
care delivery relationship and the integrity of the
patient record.

Many interests compete in the collection, use,
and dissemination of medical records. In the case
of United States of America v, Westinghouse
Electric, the Court of Appeals for the Third
Circuit set guidelines to be used by a court in
weighing the individual's privacy interest in
medical records against the need for public
agency access to information.

Thus, as in most other areas of the law, we must
engage in the delicate task of weighing competing
interests. The factors which shouid be considered
in deciding whether an intrusion into an individ-
ual's privacy is justified are the type of record
requested, the information it does or might
contain, the potential for harm in any subsequent
nonconsensual disclosure, the injury from disclo-
sure to the relationship in which the record is
generated, the adequacy of safeguards to prevent
unauthorized disclosure, the degree of need for
access, and whether there is an express statutory
mandate, articulated public policy or other recog-
nizable public interest militating toward access.'

Similarly, whatever the technology employed to
computerize medical information, decisions about
data privacy also involve striking a balance, in
this case between the individual's right to privacy
against the cost of security, the inherent impedi-
ment security measures present to the ready
accessibility of data, and the societal benefits of
access to information. On the basis of the Institute
of Medicine's report and the consensus among
stakeholders that computerization will go for-
ward, OTA did not analyze the question of
whether computerization of patient information is
appropriate to the interests of individual privacy.

THE COMPUTERIZATION OF MEDICAL
RECORDS

While some aspects of the health care industry
continue to rely on a paper record system, in
recent years, individual medical practices and
institutions have computerized parts of their
recordkeeping. Computer software vendors have
developed systems to streamline record-keeping
and administrative functions. Traditionally, how-
ever, computer systems for patient information
have been largely associated with medical cen-
ters, hospitals, or offices. Departments within

6 U.S. Privacy Pronon Sdy rzniis6mn.Pvo.otvriacy io untr.,r.favSocieiy (Wasington DC: U.S. Gonennt PNinting
Office, 1977), p. 28t

'OTA Workshop, July 31,1992, p ot., fooirt 2.

'638 F.2d 570 (3rd Cr. 1980).
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Chapter I-Introduction, Summary, and Options 1 7

Box I-A-The Problem of Definition-Privacy and Confidentiality

In discussions about privacy and information policy, the terms privacy and confidentialily are often
used interchangeably. Neither term possesses a single clear definition, and theorists argue variously
that privacy and confidentiality (and the counterpart to confidentiality, secrecy) maybe concepts that
are the same, completely distinct, or in some cases overlapping.

While definitions of privacy and confidentiality and distinctions between the two cannot be tightly
drawn (as indeed, the two terms are not necessarily exclusive of one another), for purposes of this
report, OTA will attempt to use the terms in the following ways, largely mirroring approaches to the
subject matter taken by Alan Westin and Charles Fried. Confidentility will refer to how data collected
for approved purposes will be maintained and used by the organization that collected it, what further
uses will be made of it, and when individuals will be required to consent to such uses. It will be achieved,
as Anita Aen states, when designated information is not disseminated beyond a community of
authorized knowers. According to Allen, confidentiality is distinguished from secrecy, which results from
the intentional concealment or withholding of informational Privacy will refer to the balance struck by
society between an individual's right to keep information confidential and the societal benefit derived
from sharing the information, and how that balance is codified into legislation giving individuals the
means to control information about themselves.

"Privacy" can be viewed as a teorm with referential meaning; it Is typically used to refer to or denote
something, But "privacy" has been used to denote many quite different things and has varied
connotations. As Edward Shils observed 20 years ago:

Numerous meanings crowd in the mind that tries to analyze privacy: the privacy of private
property; privacy as a proprietary interest in name and image; privacy as the keeping of one's
affairs to oneself; t he privacy of t he internal affairs of a voluntary association or of a business;
privacy as the physical absence of others who are unqualified by kinship, affection or other
attributes to be present; respect for privacy as the respect for the desire of another person not
to disclose or to have disclosed information about what he is doing or has done; the privacy
of sexual and familial affairs; the desire for privacy as the desire not to be observed by another
person or persons; the privacyof the private citizen as opposed to the public official; and these
are only a few.
Definitions of privacy maybe narrow or extremely broad. One of the best known definitions of

privacy is that set forth by Samuel Warren and Lmuis Brandeis in a 1890 article that first enunciated the
concept of privacy as a legal interest deserving an independent remedy. Privacy was described as "the
right to be let alone."2 In spite of its breadth, this view has been influential for nearly a century.'ln the
19t0s, 1970s, and 1980s, the proliferation of information technology (and concurrent developments in
the law of reproductive and sexual liberties) has inspired further and more sophisticated inquiry into the
meaning of privacy:

I wie L Men, Uneasy A-ors: Privacy For Wown in a Free Soddy (Iblow, NJ: n Inan & Ittefelid,
1988), p. 24.

2ThotrMh right to be let adlco" was brrouedbytheauthsfromthe l9th century legal scholar and
jurist, Thomas Cooley. See T. Cooley, Law of Torts (2d ed. 18t).

3
Alian ergesthat lifprivacysmlyrnan'b lstalone," aeynra of offensive or harmful condrt directed

toward another person muld be characterized as a violation of personal privacy.
4 AnItal. Allen, op. cit., foo xlte 1, P. 7.

(Can .wed e nse ate)
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8 1 Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

these facilities have been linked to provide for
access and exchange of information among prac-
titioners and administrators within an institution.
Currently, however, the health care industry is
moving toward linking these institutions through
a proposed information infrastructure (comput-
ers and information system) and the communica-
tions networks.

The tOM report advocates computerization of
patient records and health care information in
online systems to improve the quality of patient
care, advance medical science, lower health care

costs, and enhance the education of health care
professionals. It envisions that the computerized
patient record will "provide new dimensions of
record functionality through links to other data-
bases, decision support tools and reliable trns-
mission of detailed information across substantial
distances.

Linkages would allow transfer of patient data
from one care facility to another (e.g., from
physician office to hospital) to coordinate serv-
ices, and would allow collation of clinical records
of each patient over a period of time among

'Institte of Medicine, up. cit., footote 3, p. 5 1.

It Ibid.

Box I-A-The Problem of Definition-Privacy and Confidentiality-Continued

In his work Privacy and Freed@, Alan Westin conceived of privacy as "an instrument for
achieving individual goals of self realization," and defined it as "the claim of individuals, groups or
institutions to determine for themselves when, how and to what extent information about them is
communicated to others," approaching the concept in terms of Informational privacy. W. A. Parent
defined privacy in terms of information as "condition of not having undocumented personal information
about oneself known by others."'

In contrast, Ruth Gavison defines privacy broadly as "limited access in the senses of solitude,
secrecy and anonymity." In her view, "privacy" is a measure of the extent to which an individual is
known, the extent to which an individual is the subject of attention, and the extent to which others are
in physical proximity to an individual. Her definition of privacy was to include:

:.. such "typical" invasions of privacy as the collection, storage, and computerization of
information; the dissemination of information about individuals; peeping, following, watching,
and photographing individuals intruding or entering "private" places; eavesdropping,
wiretapping, reading of letters, drawing attention to individuals, required testing of individuals;
and forced disclosure of information.
In Computers, Health Records, and Citizens Rights, Westin draws a clear distinction between the

concepts of privacy and confidentiality in the context of personal information.
Privacy is the question of what personal information should be collected or stored at all for a

given social function. it involves issues concerning the legitimacy and legality of organiza-
tional demands for disclosure from individuals and groups, and setling of balances between
the individual's control over the disclosure of personal information and the needs of society
for the data on which to base decisions about individual situations and formulate public

5 AanF.Westbs.Pend syaFeedom (NewYork, NY: Ahenst 1967).
OW, A, Parent,' lerkee1 the Conception of Prvacy,"AnucaurPUosePK OVartetyvol. Mtiet,

p. 341.
7 Ruth lson,"Plvacand the Limits of Law," M/e LawJournal, vot. f9, 1980, p. 421.
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Chapter l-lntroduction, Summary, and Options I 9

providers and at various health care sites."This
would provide a longitudinal record, one that
forms a cnadle-to-grave view of a patient's health
care his tory." Th

I
OM report further envisions

extraction of data by secondary users (poli-
cymakers and clinical researchers) from data in
the computer-based patient record. The Report of
the Workgroup for Electronic Data Interchange"
similarly envisions electronically connecting the
health care industry by an integrated system of
electronic communication networks that would
allow any entity within the health care system to

exchange information and process transactions
with any other entity in the industry. This
capability, the workgroup asserts, could lead to a
reduction of a administrative and health care deliv-
ery costs.

As a result of the linkage of computers, patient
information will no longer be maintained, be
accessed, or even necessarily originate with a
single institution, but will instead travel among a
myriad of facilities. As a result, the limited
protection to privacy of health care information
now in place will be further strained. Existing

i Ibid., p. 45.
12 U.S. Dep- m ofentdo H and Ho-3 vin:e.kWorptocEl-vc,:ni t m SevssReyot to LboS my.rtdy1992.

policies. Confidentiality is the question of how personal data collected for approved social
purposes shall be held and used by the organization that originally collected it, what other
secondary or further uses may be made of it, and when consent by the individual will be
requiredfor such mss. It ts to furtherthe patient's willing disclosure of confidential informotion
to doctors that the law of privileged communications developed. In this perspective, security
of data involves an organization's ability to keep its promises of confidentiality.

Allen notes the unsettled relationship between secrecy and privacy in the privacy literature. In her
view, secrecy is a form of privacy entailing the intentional concealment of facts. She claims that it does
not always involve concealment of negative facts, as is asserted by other privacy scholars:She points
to the work of Sissela Bok, who defines secrecy as the result of intentional concealment and privacy as
the result of "unwanted access."'Since privacy need not involve intentional concealment, privacy and
secrecy are distinct concepts. Privacy and secrecy are often equated because "privacy is such a central
part of what secrecy protects." Bok viewed secrecy as a device for protecting privacy."

Charles Fried also discusses the relationship between privacy and secrecy. He states that at first
glance, privacy seems to be related to secrecy, to limiting the knowledge of others about oneself. He
argues for refinement of this notion, stating that is not true that the less that is known about us the more
privacy we have. He believes, rather, that privacy is not simply an absence of information about us in
the minds of others, it is the control have over information about ourselves. It is not simply control
over the quantity of information abroad; it is the ability to modulate the qualit y of the knowledge as well.
We may not mind that a person knows a general fact about us, and yet we feel ou'"""''
he knows the details."

8 [bid.

9 SIsseTa tok Somrs: On the Eths of G.tmaheni and Rem~iao (New York, NY: Oxord UoiaersIty
Press, 1984), p. 10.

i0 Ibid.

1lChades Fried, "Privacy," Yale LawJourna, vol. 77, 1968, p. 474, at p. 782.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment 1993, and died footnotes.
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10 1 Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

A health care practitioner searches an online medical
research database,

models for data protection, which place responsi-
bility for privacy on individual institutions, will
no longer be workable for near systems of
computer linkage and exchange of information
across high performance, interactive networks.
New approaches to data protection must track the

flow of the data itself
Smart cards have been proposed as a means to

computerize and maintain health care informa-
tion. A smart card is a credit card-sized device

containing one or more integrated circuit chips
that can store, process and exchange information
with a computer (see figure 1-3). Smart card
systems are used on a limited basis in some areas
of the United States for medical purposes. They
are used on a wide scale in France, and are being
tested in other European countries to facilitate
delivery of health care services. Smart cards can
function in two ways: 1) to store information,
which can be accessed when a patient presents the
card to a health care practitioner, and/or 2) as an
access control device, carrying out security func-
tions to maintain a more secure and efficient
access control system for health care information
computer systems.

Some describe smart cards as the ultimate in a
distributed database that can meet the needs for
access control and consent to disclosure, but
critics cite shortcomings of the cards with respect
to patient privacy. Among these is the proposal
that such a system involve a backup database of
information that is contained on each card, which
would arguably present many of the same privacy
problems that an online system would have.t
(For a discussion of the privacy challenges
presented by online systems and smart card
systems, see box I-B). Some are concerned that
individuals may not even know the content of the
information they are carrying on the card. "
Others worry that the cord marks a step in a move
toward a national identification card, and that
individuals will at some point be asked to present
a card for identification purposes that contains a
tremendous amount of highly personal informa-
tion. "

13 Cicisrn of the smtaadaPPtto
'
cl

h s
t

m
lagetyfrom the paoposal slat Such a system inolvo a backp databazo of Information that

is already contained on the card. In and ofthemselves, mno cards way well of'r sote solutions to protinttg pn.aoy if tnforaontonontained
aI thet is properly seg.nted. Shed Alpst. "Medical Records, Prinaoy and Health Care R-foasn.trsossbKsaa drafti 1a- 29, 1993. A

.arsion or this paper will app... in the Noemberfloomber issue of Th HaOstiga Cereport. For fuhor discussion of smart cards, so

14 arc R le g e., Dramt,' -ilt-. t na 0 f'ice, Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility, peosnat , c ooatos..--tmr'X

1992.
1 Daoid Flri,.' Plnan-Y Cose'.s .ada tnd te Use of C e

- H
As t]ah jrstdmsasiu for trestt

l 
and tos1s.s - Camuao Pblic

Health Adminlstation, vol. 35, No. I, p. 80,1992.
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Chapter I-introduction, Summary, and Options I 11

Figure 1-3-Generalized Smart Card System

Smart card,

SOURCE: Mrtha E. Haykoand Robert .J.Warnr, U.S. Department
of Commerce, Natioalnsttoftacdardsandt-ohoooatrSart
Card Technotaya N-w Mhod tor Computer .e Control,' spaeA
publication 500-157, September 19SS.

I Computerization of Health Care
Information by Private Companies

In addition to efforts by the health care industry
to establish an online computer network of patient
records, private companies have begun to act on
the commercial incentive to collect health care
data. Information is, in some cases, gathered on
specific individuals to assist the insurance under-
writing industry; in other cases, companies offer
such computer services as health insurance claims-
processing, office management, or patient billing.
(See box 2-F.) These companies use the medical
information made available to them by gathering
and selling aggregate information, usually with-
out patient knowledge or consent (although with
the knowledge of a participating physician).
These practices, for the most part, are currently
legal, although the businesses in question operate
under no regulatory guidelines regarding security
measures, use of patient identifiers, requirements
for training of personnel about privacy concerns,

company confidentiality policies, or protocols for
gathering, selling, or transferring data. Aware of
public concerns about privacy, these companies
have taken steps to address the issue of confiden-
tiality in the data through security and contfidenti-
ality measures, employee education, and person-
nel and cofidentiality policies.

Security and Confidentiality Measures
For online computer systems, security is gener-

ally provided by use of user identification names
and passwords, and by user-specific menus to
control access to functions and to limit access of

the user to the information he or she legitimately
needs. In addition to these measures, some
systems use audit trails to record significant
events on a system that may be inspected and
traced to when a suspicious event occurs. Supple-
menting these technological measures, organiza-
tional education, policies, and disciplinary ac-
tions attempt to ensure that confidentiality is
maintained within the system. Smart cards can
also play a role
in system secu-
rity, functioning Pivate companies
as an access con- have begun to act on
trol device, serv-
ing the security the commercial

functions that are incentive to collect
normally carried health care data.
out by the user,
including entering passwords and PINs (personal
identification numbers). A more extensive dis-
cussion of the use of smart cards for access
control is in chapter 3, and a further discussion of
computer security measures is in appendix A.

A major focus of security and confidentiality
measures is preventing privacy invasion by trusted
insiders. Prosecutions of U.S. Federal Govern-
ment employees for unlawful disclosure of per-
sonal information indicate the risk of invasion of
privacy perpetrated by trusted insiders, who,
motivated by financial incentives to supplement
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12 1 Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

Box I-B-Proposals for Medical Information Technology and Challenges to Privacy

Proposals for computer systems for collection and handling of medical information generally
Inctude online networked systems, as proposed by the report of the Institute of Medicine and the
Workgroup for Electronic Data Interchange, and smart card system, reportedly to be proposed in the
report of the Administration Task Force on Healt h Care Reform. while both approaches solve a variet y
of heal h care delivery, administration, reimbursement and, in some cases, privacy problems, they also
present new privacy concerns.

Online Systems

The report of the Institute of Medicine, The Computer.Based Patient Record.A New Technology
torlfealthcare (hereafter referred to as "the [OM study"), and the report of the Workgreupfor Electronic
Data Interchange (hereafter referred to as the "WEDI Report") look toward integrated systems of
electronic communication networks that would allow exchange, storage, and processing of health care
information. Online networked systems would allow entities within the health care system to exchange
information and process transactions with other entities in the industry, facilitate integration of patient
information overtime and from one care provider to another, improve data and data access available
to researchers and make research findings available to practitioners over medical information computer
systems.

While acknowledging the benefits online systems provide, organizations involved in evaluating
plans for computerization recognize the serious implications for privacy that am raised by use of
computer databases linked electronically for information exchange. The WEDI report states that
electronic technology threatens individual privacy, and that the ability to transmit data from one
computer to another also enables violations of data integrity and security. The IOM study points out the
concern about access from outside of computer systems by hackers. The report of the Work Group on
Computerization of Patient Records notes the tremendous capacity to link data that computers provide,
and that the same ability to link patient data by insurers and providers for legitimate purposes would also
create opportunities for abuse. Concerns about data integrity reflect the possibility computers create for
"invisible" modification, deletion or addition of data.

Smart Cards
A smart card is a credit card-sized device containing one or more integrated circuit chips, which

perform the functions of a microprocessor, memory and an inputfoutput interface. Proposals for use of

their income, sell personal information. While
resources can be directed toward minimizing risk
of abuse of information by insiders, no system can
be made totally secure through technology, and
the greatest perceived threat to privacy in medi-
cal information exists in the potentialfor abuse of
authorized internal access to information by
persons within the system, whether paper or
computer based.

PROTECTION FOR PRIVACY IN HEALTH
CARE INFORMATION

Privacy in health care information has been
protected through primarily two sources: 1) in the
historical ethical obligations of the health care
provider to maintain the confidentiality ofmedi-
cat information; and 2) in a legal right to privacy,
both generally and specifically, in health care
information. The present system ofprotection, for
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Chapter I-Introduction, Summary, and Options 1.3

smart cards have been of three major kinds: Cards could be used as a means of access control; they
could serve as a medium for storing and carrying the entire patient record; or they could combine the
two function by providing an access control mechanism while storing certain limited patient information.
Proponents of smart cards argue that they provide the ultimate distributed system, so that individual
patients can maintain their own medical records, and would be empowered with the ability to consent
to any access to the data by authorization of access to the card. Real-time access to information would
be available only with the consent of the patient with the exception possibly of emergency information.

This system contrasts with the risk of computer network penetration whereby access could be gained
to thousands of clinical records.

The system presents drawbacks however, which may limit its ability to protect patient privacy.
Current proposals for use of the cards for health care data suggest that the medical data reside solely
on the card, but the card is useless if lost, damaged or forgotten. The proposed solution to the problem
is the creation of a back-up database containing the patient information, Such a database would also
address the concerns of medical researchers and accreditation organizations, whose need for
aggregate data would not be well served by storage of medical records on individually held cards.
Addressing these needs might require that the card serve as the patient's personal copy of his or her

record, or would function as an access control tool, but would not be the sole source of patient
information.

A back-up database would present many of the same problems an online computerized system
would. Questions about who (insurers, researchers, public health agencies, financial institutions) would
appropriately have access to information would remain, as well as concerns about abuse of the
information by persons with proper access to the system. Computer banking of information with some
unique identifier would occur, creating questions about linking of information, as well as the nature of
the identifier.

In addition to these concerns, privacy advocates have voiced issues specific to smart cards

themselves. Some have noted that, while the smart card allows for control over the information while
it is in the patient's's possession, it is entirely possible that the patient will not know the nature of the
information he or she is carrying on their person, so that concerns about patient access to information
and informed consent would remain. They indicate uneasiness with a system of identification cards
containing large amounts of personal information to be carded by individuals, and the implications such
a system may have for a large-scale national identification card system.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1993.

health care information offers a patchwork of motion, whether it exists in a paper or computer-

codes; State laws of varying scope; and Federal ized environment.

laws applicable to only limited kinds of informat-

ion, or information maintained specically by Ethical Sources
the Federal Government. The present legal The physician" confidentiality obligation

scheme does notprovide consistent, comprehen - can be found in the Oath of Hippocrates, written

sire protection for privacy in health care infor- between the Sixth Century B.C.E. and the First

i * n, oathofHippociste apptiesto physicians. Psychologists, naes, and others referred toas 'health cafe roe.rs" operat cdcr
differeri, prhaps less comprehensiv, strictures. teven onoks, Manager, Medical irnforragon Management, Aetna Health Plans, peronal
enmamiratin, Apil 1993,
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14 i Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

Century B.C.E. The Hippocratic Oath provided
that what the physician saw or heard in the course
of treatment "which should not be published
abroad' would be kept in confidence. Later codes
of medical ethics included language addressing
the issue of confidentiality of information. The
American Medical Association's Code of Ethics
has evolved since its adoption; the obligation to
preserve patient confidentiality remained in the
1980 code, but without guidelines about how to

respond to requests for information from second-
ary users of medical information, such as re-
searchers, police, and Federal agencies. Recent
AMA policy statements set forth in more detail
the responsibilities of physicians with regard to
confidentiality of patient information and issues
surrounding the medical record. In its Code of
Medical Ethics, Current Opinion, 1992, the AMA
states its belief that the information disclosed to
a physician during the course of the relationship
between the doctor and patient is confidential to
the greatest possible degree, and outlines particu-
tar instances when the obligation to safeguard
patient confidences is subject to exceptions for
legal and ethical reasons. Professional ethical
codes do not possess the force of law, but may be
enforced through bodies such as the disciplinary
board of the professional organization, or may
serve as evidence of a provider's breach of his or
her legal duty to maintain confidentiality,

Legal Origins
Although the Bill of Rights does not specifi-

cally set forth a right to privacy, a right to privacy
in information has been upheld by the Supreme
Court in a series of cases beginning in the 1950s.
The Court looked to the first amendment and due
process clause, the fourth amendment protection
against unreasonable searches and seizures and
the fifth amendment protection against self in-
crimination as sources of the right. A later case,

17 38t 1tS. 479, 85 S. CL 1678 (19651.

1$ "nc vde- P.Mva3 Ait f 1974. 5 U S.C. Se. 552a (1988).

Griswvold v. Connecticut", talked of the zone of
privacy created by the first, third, fourth, fifth and
ninth amendments. However, in two cases de-
cided in 1976, the court did not recognize a
constitutional right to privacy that protected
erroneous information in a flyer listing active
shoplifters, or one that protected the individual's
interest with respect to bank records. (For father
discussion of the Supreme Court's analysis of a
right to privacy, see box 2-B).

FEDERAL LAW
While some Federal laws address the question

of privacy in certain information collected and
maintained by the Federal Government, no Fed-
eral statute defines an individual's specific right
to privacy in his or her personal health care
information held in the private sector and by State
or local governments. At the Federal Govern-
ment level, the Privacy Act of 1974"specifically
endorses the finding that privacy is a fundamental
constitutional right. Designed to protect individu-
als from Federal Government disclosure of confi-
dential information, the Privacy Act prohibits
Federal agencies (including Federal hospitals)
from disclosing information contained in a sys-
tem of records to any person or agency without
the written consent of the individual to whom the
information pertains, and stipulates that Federal
agencies meet certain requirements for the han-
dling of confidential information.

In addition to the requirements of the Privacy
Act, Federal law, by statute and implementing
regulations, prescribes confidentiality require-
ments for records of patients who seek drug or
alcohol treatment at federally funded facilities.
As these regulations have the full force and effect
of Federal law, they supersede State laws on
confidentiality in the area of drug or alcohol
treatment. Provisions of the Social Security Act
also prohibit disclosure of information obtained
by officers or employees of the Department of
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Chapter I-introduction, Summary, and Options I 15

Health and Human Services, except as prescribed
by regulation.

STATE LAWS AND REGULATIONS
At common law, States have recognized an

action for invasion of privacy in the tort law.
Individuals may bring an action for defamation
when medical records containing inaccurate in-
formation are disclosed to an unauthorized per-
son, when that information would tend to affect a
person's reputation in the community adversely.
Courts have also demonstrated a willingness to
apply the ethical standards of the medical profes-
sion to compel physicians to maintain the confi-
dentiality of information they obtain in the course
of treating their patients, by enforcing those
standards as part of the contractual relationship
between physicians and their patients.

There is significant variation in the nature and
quality of State laws regarding privacy in health
care information. Among the States that have
regulations, statutes, or case law recognizing
medical records as confidential and limiting
access to them, these are not consistent in
recognizing computerized medical records as
legitimate documents under the law, and gener-
ally do not address the questions raised by such
computerization. The range of medical privacy
laws does not address the practice of compiling
medical information about patients (with or
without their consent or the identification of
personal information) for sate to businesses with
a financial interest in the data.

This patchwork of State and Federal laws
addressing the question of privacy in personal
medical data is inadequate to guide the health
care industry with respect to obligations to
protect the privacy of medical information in a
computerized environnent. It fails to confront the
reality that, in a computerized system, informa-
tion will regularly cross State lines, and will
therefore be subject to inconsistent legal stand-
ards with respect to privacy. The law allows
development ofprivate sector businesses dealing
in computer databases and data exchanges of

patient information without regulation, statutory
guidance, or recourse for persons who believe
they have been wronged by abuse of data. These
laws do not address the questions presented by
new demandsfor data prompted by computeriza-
tion, and the obligations of secondaty users in
accessing and maintaining data. Lack of legisla-
tion in this area will leave the health care industry
with an uneven sense of their responsibilitiesfor
maintaining privacy.

1 The Effect of Computers on the Question
of Privacy

All health care information systems, whether
paper or computer, present confidentiality and
privacy problems. Among these problems are
administrative errors that release, miselassify, or
lose information; compromised accuracy of infor-
mation; misuse of data by legitimate users;
malicious use ofimedical information; unauthor-
ized break-ins to medical information systems;
and uncontrolled
access to patient
data. Comput- G
erization can re- variation in the
duce some con- nature and quality of
cerns aboutpri-
acy in patient State laws regarding

data and worsen privacy in health care
others; but it also information.
raises newprob-
lems. While computers offer security measures
that are not available to paper systems, computer-
ization also presents concerns about privacy and
confidentiality that fall into the following catego-
ries:

P Computerization enables the storage of a very
large amount of data in a small physical space,
so that an intruder can systematically obtain
large amounts of data (more than could likely
be stolen on paper records) once access to the
electronic records is gained.

m Networking of computer information systems
makes information accessible anywhere at any
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16 1 Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

time to anyone who has access. Computers and
computer networks enable a large number of
people to handle or have access to information
and allow for surreptitious modification, dele-
tion, copying, or addition of data.

" New databases can be created, maintained, and
expanded with ease, and computers make it
possible to link data sets in ways that produce
new information that was not originally in-
tended.'

" The computer's ability to transmit large vol-
umes of data instantaneously make the poten-
tial dissemination of medical information"on limitless,
so that the distribution of private information
will be easy and inexpensive.

The increased quantity and availability of data
and the enhanced ability that computerization
provides to link these data raise privacy concerns
about new demandsfor informationfor purposes
beyond providing health care, paying for it, or
assuring its proper delivery. Among these con-
cerns is that information more easily gathered,
exchanged, and transmitted will be sought and
acquired by more partiesfor uses not connected
to health care delivery-parties that may have
little concern about the confidentiality of the data
in their possession and individual privacy.

SPECIAL POLICY PROBLEMS RAISED
BY COMPUTERIZATION

A computer-based patient record of the type
recommended by the Institute of Medicine study-
in which the record is linked among records or
record systems of different provider institutions
and to other databases and sources of information,
including medical practice guidelines, insurance
claims, and disease registries/and databases that
contain scientific literature, bibliographic and
administrative information-requires resolution

of policy issues, such as the use of a unique
patient identifier, informed patient consent to
information disclosure, standardization, and new
denands for access by secondary users. it is
important to resolve these issues at the outset of
the computerization process, so that system
designers can build into software the appropriate
mechanisms to implement privacy policy.

1 The Unique Patient Identifier
Proponents of computerized medical informa-

tion recommend the use of a unique patient
identiflet to be assigned to a patient at birth and
remain permanently throughout the patient
lifetime. A unique patient identifier, it is believed,
would assure appropriate, accurate information
exchange among approved parties, prevent fraud
and forgery in reimbursement, and ensure accu-
rate linkage of information. While a variety of
approaches to establishing such an identifier have
been proposed, the one most often mentioned is
the use of the Social Security number as the most
efficient and cost-effective way of identifying
patients. Privacy advocates strongly object to this
proposal. They cite the increasing use of the
number in the private sector, and the power' of the
number to act as a key to a variety of information
in both the public and private sector and to
facilitate linkage of information.

5 t 
Proponents Of

its use believe that, with appropriate precautions,
the integrity of the Social Security number can be
maintained. Although there is a belief that the
Social Security number is now a de facto national
identifier (even though this is prohibited by law),
use of the number as a unique patient identifier
still requires close examination. The use of the
Social Security number as a unique patient
identifier has fr-reaching ramiications for indi-
vidual health care information privacy that

19 OnanoCm-iEnaM of nquas into the cnn-idmiav of Health i Ie tnrmaen Repor ofthe Commission Ontario, Csn ant. Snplrnr
1980, vol. 2, pp. 160-166.

tnnat of Medicine, op. cit., footnote 3, p. 44.

21 William M. BulkeleS. "Get Ready tor maar Cad in Healti Ca,," Te ran Srreet Journa, May3,1993. p.nil.
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should be carefully considered before it is used
for that purpose.

Informed Patient Consent to Information
Disclosure

Because computerization of medical informa-
tion creates the potential for increased demands
for data for purposes beyond providing health
care, paying for it, or assuring its proper delivery,
computerized medical information challenges
present practices for providing informed consent
to disclosure.

Informed consent to disclosure of information
generally involves four main elements:

1. information about what data is to be dis-
closed must be given to the patient,

2. the patient must understand what is being
disclosed,

3. the patient must be competent to provide
consent, and

4. the patient's consent must be voluntary.

The present approach to providing "informed
consent" challenges the concept with respect to
disclosure to the patient, patient competence, and
patient comprehension about what is being dis-
closed. In spite of the requests made of them to
authorize disclosure of medical information for
medical and nonmedical purposes, patients tradi-
tionally have difficulty gaining access to inspect
their own medical records, and laws govering
patient access to records are neither universal nor
uniform.

I is argued by some that without knowledge of
what is contained in the record, patients' consent
to disclosure cannot be said to be informed per se.
In taking responsibility for the care of a patient,
physicians have been granted broad discretion to
withhold information from the patient that he or
she deems to be potentially harmful.

Recent articles indicate a change in thinking
about this approach, and the position of the
American Health Information Management Asso-
ciation (AHIMA) reflects the balance of opinion

as reflected by the literature. AHIMA's position
is that the computerized health care record, and its
potential for increased use both within and
beyond the health care relationship, requires that
patients have greater access to their medical
record, coupled with a general atmosphere of
increased patient education and involvement in
his or her own health care. Resolution of the
question of patient access to one's record so that
consent to disclosure is, in fact, informed, is
critical to confronting privacy concerns about the
computerized health record.

The element of voluntariness is also challenged
by the present scheme of providing informed
consent. Medical information is usually required
to provide health care reimbursers with sufficient
information to process claims. Since individuals
are, for the most part, not able to forego health
care reimbursement benefits, they really cannot
make a meaningful choice whether or not to
consent to disclosure of their health care informa-
tion. Some commentators suggest that alternative
schemes to deal with the need to disclose patient
information might be adopted.

1 Standards
Industry organizations are developing stand-

ards for patient-record content, data exchange
formats, vocabulary, patient-data confidentiality,
and data systems security. Standardization of
medical information in both content and format is
believed to be important to the computerization
effort. Content uniformity would assure data
completeness for medical practitioners. In addi-
tion, third-party payers could process claims
readily on the basis of the medical, financial, and
administrative information at their disposal; and
secondary users of the information, such as
researchers, utilization review committees, and
public health workers, could anticipate the nature
of the information available to them. Format
standards would assure uniform and predictable
electronic transmission of data.
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18 1 Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

Standards for patient-data confidentiality and
data systems security would ensure that patient
data are protected from unauthorized or inadver-
tent disclosure, modification, or destruction. Pri-
mary and secondary users of health care data are
working to agree on common levels of data
protection so they can benefit from use of
automated patient information.

1 Outbound Linkages to Secondary Users
and the Problem of Increased Demand

The Institute of Medicine report foresees broad
connectivity in a computerized records system,
meaning that the record or record system will
establish links or interact effectively with provid-
ers' systems and databases. In addition to link-
ages that will connect clinical records of a single

The power of

computers to allow

gathering, storage,

exchange, and

transmission of

data could prompt

increased demands

for use of medical

information beyond

the traditional uses.

patient to create
a longitudinal pa-
tient record, the
report foresees
external linkages
to other databases
and other sources
of information.
These linkages
might include
databases that
contain scientific
literature and
bibliographic in-
formation, ad-

ministrative information, medical practice guide-
lines, insurance claims, and disease registries.
The IOM report acknowledges that outbound
linkages create additional concerns about main-
taining privacy and require tight security measures.

In addition to the question of security and
privacy in the linked information, the larger
question arises as to the appropriateness of access
to information by certain parties. Policy decisions
at the Federal and State levels have, over time,
made medical records and health care informat-
ion, as it exists in paper record form, available to

utilization review agencies, medical researchers,
judicial proceedings, public health agencies, li-
censing agencies and, in some cases, employers.
The power of computers to allow gathering,
storage, exchange, and transmission of data
could prompt increased demands for use of
medical information beyond the traditional uses.

MODELS FOR PROTECTION OF
COMPUTERIZED MEDICAL INFORMATION

Health professional organizations, privacy ad-
vocates, and academics specializing in health
information privacy have proposed legislative
schemes and practice guidelines to protect pri-
vacy in medical information. These initiatives are
generally based on flmdamental principles offair
information practices. These principles, which
have been implemented in the Privacy Act for the
protection of federally maintained information,
are as follows:

1. No personal data recordkeeping system may
be maintained in secret.

2. Individuals must have a means of determini-
ng what information about them is in a
record and how it is used.

3. Individuals must have a means of prevent-
ing information about them obtained for one
purpose from being used or made available
for other purposes without their consent.

4. Individuals must have a means to correct or
amend a record of identifiable information
about themselves.

5. Organizations creating, maintaining, using,
or disseminating records of identifiable
personal data must assure the reliability of
the data for their intended use and must take
reasonable precautions to prevent misuses
of the data.

Health care information protection schemes
usually provide individuals with certain rights:

1. The proposals address concerns about pri-
vacy in personal medical information on
individuals.
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2, Individuals are given the right to access
much of the personal information kept on
them.

3. Limits are placed on the disclosure of
certain personal information to third parties.

4, Health care personnel are required to re-
quest information directly from the individ-
ual to whom it pertains, whenever possible.

S. When health care personnel request per-
sonal information from an individual, the
individual must be given notice as to the
authority for the collection of data, whether
the disclosure is mandatory or voluntary.

6. The individual may contest the accuracy,
completeness, and timeliness of his or her
personal information and request an amend-
ment.

7. The health care personnel must decide
whether to amend the information within a
fixed time, usually 30 days after receiving a
request.

S. The individual whose request for change is
denied may file a statement of disagree-
ment, which must be included in the record
and disclosed along with it thereafter.

9. The individual is given a means of seeking
review of a denied request.

Chapter 4 discusses the provisions of the
Massachusetts State Code on Insurance Informa-
tion and Privacy Protection, Ethical Tenets for
Protection of Confidential Clinical Data, the
Uniform Health Care Information Act (imple-
mented in Montana and Washington), and Model
Legislation Language of the American Health
Information Management Association, and their
applicability to new health care information
privacy legislation. While these principles form
the foundation for information privacy protection,
any new legislation must also reflect the develop-

ment of distributed processing, sophisticated
database management systems, and computer
networks; and the wholesale use of microcomput-
ers that characterize the kind of system envi-
sioned for health care information. New legisla-
tion must also take into account access to records
and security of information flows.

Current legislation at the State and Federal
level for protection of privacy in medical infor-
mation is limited in its application to individual
institutions; the ease with which information will
be transmitted between institutions requires that
the law track the information, wherever it may
reside, Technology may facilitate the policy goals
of such a protection system. A system of audit
trails and user identification codes can assist in
the identification of points of unauthorized ac-
cess.

CONGRESSIONAL OPTIONS
As computerization of patient records goes

forward, Federal legislation is necessary to
address issues of patient confidentiality and
privacy .22 The present system of protection is a
patchwork of State laws, which do not take into
account a computerized system in which informa-
tion will be frequently and easily transferred
across State borders.

Option Ia. Congress may wish to allow comput-
erization to go forwrard under the present State
and Federal systems ofprotection.

No computer system can be made entirely
secure. Privacy in health care information, whether
electronic or paper, is protected by a range of
various Federal'and State laws. These laws are
often inadequate, and in some States do not exist.
The introduction of computerized medical re-
cords entails transfer of that information among
participants in the health care delivery system

OTA Workshop, Dec. 7, 1993, op. cit., footnote 2.

t'Fcd acwi protects pain nrdy a medical records maintained by the Federal Government, e.g., records anined n Medicare
and Mtedicaid patients. Those Federal Iaws do net saet the records of the same patien manined by [heir private physician e, held by their
hospital,
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20 1 Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

located in different States and operating under
different State taws.

If not modified, the present patch work of laws
regarding patient health care information will
likely require that resolution of issues of individ-
ual privacy and improper use of medical informa-
tion be left to State legislatures and State courts.
They would also require that the health care
industry educate itself, on a State-by-State basis,
about its obligations to secure and keep confiden-
tial medical records. After a period of allowing
the system to work in this way, Congress may find
itself re-evaluating the question of State versus
Federal legislation.

Option lb. Enact a comprehensive health care
information privacy law.

As the greatest concerns about privacy lie in the
potential for abuse of information by authorized
parties with appropriate access to a computer
system, legislation providing criminal a n d c i v i I
ecourse for illegally obtaining or disclosing
records containing individually identifiable infor-
mation to persons not entitled to receive it could
address the problem of information brokering and
illegal trafficking of health care information. The
law would provide appropriate sanctions to deter
such activities.

Such legislation would:

1. Define the subject matter of the legislation,
"health care information,' broadly, includ-
ing the range of information generated,
collected and maintained about individual
patients;

2. Provide criminal and civil sanctions for
improper possession, brokering, disclosure,
or sale of health care information with
penalties sufficient to deter perpetrators;

3. Establish rules for patient education about
information practices as applied to health
care information, including access to infor-
mation, amendment, correction and dele-
tion of information, and creation of data-
bases;

4, Establish requirements for informed con-
sent by patients to disclosure of health care
information;

5. Structure the law to track the flow of health
care information, incorporating the ability
of computer security systems to alert super-
visors to leaks and improper access to
information so that the law can be applied to
the information at the point of abuse, not
simply to one "home' institution; and

6. Establish protocols for access to health care
information by secondary users, and deter-
mine their rights and responsibilities in the
information they access.

As part of this legislative effort, Congress may
want to commission an investigation of abuses of
medical information to pinpoint the nature and
scope of abuses in this area, and to provide
empirical evidence of the problem in the United
States.

Option 2, Monitor standard setting
Congress may wish to monitor and/or partici-

pate in efforts to set standards for the content of
the medical record and the minimum level of
security and confidentiality in computerized med-
ical record systems, to assure that technological
standards will facilitate privacy policy goals. This
task could be delegated to a special task force
made up of technology, privacy, and health
information experts. Or it could be delegated to a
committee charged with ongoing review of medi-
cal information privacy issues.

Option 3. Establish a special committee or
commission to oversee the protection of health
care data; to provide ongoing review of privacy
issues arising in the area ofhealth care informa-
tion; to keep abreast ofdevelopments in technol-
ogy, security measures, and information flow,
and to advise the Congress about privacy matters
in the area of health care information.

Computer systems for medical information and
the security measures available for those systems
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Chapter I-Introduction, Summary, and Options 121

are in constant development, and legislation is
challenged by a technology that changes quickly.
Demands for data change with ' 'need" and tend
to increase over time; simply relying on each
individual's efforts to monitor and protect his or
her privacy are useless because, in most cases,
they can act only after damage has occurred. A
comittee or commission to oversee data protec-
tion in medical data could be modeled on
proposals for a broader Data Protection Board,"
but with a focus on health care information. A
committee or commission could monitor and
evaluate implementation of statutes and regula-
tions enacted to protect privacy in health care
information; it could continue research into areas
of concern about privacy in health care informa-
tion to supplement mechanisms by which citizens
could question propriety of information collected
and used by the health care industry. In this way,
it would provide a measure of protection prior to
the establishment and development of new data-
bases and new uses for medical data. Such an
entity would add a layer of protection to a
legislative scheme by serving as a watchdog for
potential encroachment on individual privacy in
medical information, and serve as an early
warning system to ensure that the legislative
process is dynamic enough to deal with emerging
problems .25

One function of such a committee or commiss-
ion might be to formulate guidelines for parties
involved in computerization of medical informa-
tion, whether for purposes of health care delivery
or for commercial use of data, including an

outline of the responsibilities of secondary users
of information in maintaining security and confi-
dentiality of the data.

Computer security measures can only provide
a certain level of protection for data in a computer
system, Technology alone cannot completely
secure a system, but appropriate operation stand-
ards and data security policies can further imp-
rove the protection of data. A regulatory scheme
mandating such measures could establish a thresh-
old of protection for computerized medical data.
Such a scheme could include procedures for
informing the patient about record keeping prac-
tices, disclosure of patient information, release of
data to secondary users, examination, correction
and amendment of the patient record by the
patient, as well as provisions for internal and
external review. Secondary users of information,
such as medical researchers and public health
agencies would be required to meet certain
criteria in handling information it receives. Crim-
inal sanctions could exist for failing to comply
with regulations for maintenance of the system
according to regulations.

Various efforts have been made in the private
sector to gather and aggregate medical data. As
such compilation of data is largely invisible and
done without the knowledge or permission of the
patient, a committee or commission could exam-
ine the propriety of the activity in terms of
individual privacy. If the activity is considered
appropriate, a regulatory scheme would be neces-
sary to protect individual privacy.

OHearnsgbeforeo tseanasntm io- on Socils,yaod Family Policy of the Committee on Finance, U.. Senate, on Princy of Social
Security Records, Feb. 28, 1993, U.S. Government Printing Of-c, Waigton DC: 1992, testimony of Mar Roeoberg. Director,
Washingto Office, Computr Prfos.ionaic for Social RponFibiliy. See also, David H. Fmstoey. ' 'Ensuring Prinay and Data Protection
in Health aod Medical Cam," sec. b-0lvti daft, Apr- 5, 1993, Such , board has bn onblished in se foreign counties, including
Sweden, Germany, Luxembourg, France, NoryIsrel, A mm. Ireland, United Kingdom, Finland, Irland, the Netherlands, Canada, nd
Austalia, Fr .... aals, of data protection in certain ofth... co...trie,, see David A. ]Flafty, Pring Pr-iacri -1 :la,-cSocietes

(Chapel Hill, NC: The Unieraity ofNoh Carolina Pess, 1989).
' Discussion of a larger scale Dam Protaction Board reoxvig date privacy issues gevrally is beyond the cpa of this inoqiy Howec,

eieonaur discussing poponsa f a Da Parecion Bead is illsnaative of the nie and function of overight bodies for psiacy in personal
data.
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The Right to
Privacy in

Health Care
Information 2

T he report of the Institute of Medicine (hereafter referred
to as "the IOM report' '), claims that computers,
high-performance networks, and technologies that allow
electronic storage, transmission, and display of medical

images will improve the quality of patient care, advance the
science of medicine, lower health care costs, and enhance the
education of health care professionals. The IOM study cites ways
in which computerization of patient records could improve the
quality of patient care by offering a way to improve the ease of
access to patient care data. Computerized patient records could
facilitate integration of patient information over time and from
one care provider to another, They could make medical
knowledge more accessible to practitioners, and they could
support decision making by practitioners.1 With respect to
medical research, the IOM report states that computerization
could improve data and access to data by researchers, and
research findings could be provided to practitioners over medical
information computer systems.

Computerization is seen also as a way to assist in lowering
health care costs. The IOM report argues that improved
information could reduce redundant tests and services carried out
when test results are not available to the practitioner. Administra-
tive costs could be reduced by electronic submission of claims
and the ability to generate reports automatically. Practitioner
productivity could be improved in three ways:

I Instiute ofrtedicinc, The Copuer-Bsed Patient O .Essential Tchology
for HeathA Care, Richard S. Dick and Blaine B. Stees. eds., (Washington DO National
Academy Press, tO9t) p. 24. This is a publication of the Committee on Improving the
Patient Record, Disin sfH.lth Car Sia Instili.
'Ibid.
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24 I Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

" reduce the time required to find missing records
or to wait for records already in use,

" reduce the need for redundant data entry, and
" reduce the time needed to enter or review data

in records?

The Computer-based Patient Record Institute
(CPRI), an organization of public and private
sector entities concerned with the computeriza-
tion of patient records, was established in re-
sponse to a recommendation of the IOM report.'
Its purpose is to facilitate development, imple-
mentation, and dissemination of the computer-
based patient record, and its vision is the use of a
comprehensive, longitudinal patient record to
provide all clinical, financial, and research data.
The computer-based patient record would con-
tribute to more effective and efficient care
through:

* access to lifetime health data collected and
contained across the continuum of care;

" support for quality of health care delivery;
w ready access to knowledge bases to support

clinical practice, administration, education, and
research;

" patient participation in health status determina-
tion; and

" wellness and disease prevention.

The Workgroup for Electronic Data Inter-
change (hereafter referred to as "WEDI' envi-
sions electronically connecting the health care
industry by an integrated system of electronic

communication networks that would allow any
entity within the health care system to exchange
information and process transactions with any
other entity in the industry. According to its
report, such a system could reduce administrative
and health care delivery costs. Electronic process-
ing of insurance and managed-care administrative
transactions, such as claims, eligibility checks,
and coordinating benefits, could streamline pay-
ers' operations and reduce the administrative
tasks of providers. Clinical applications, such as
computerized patient records, test results, and
outcome studies, might assist providers in ensur-
ing high-quality care without unnecessary or
duplicate procedures.'

While endorsing the adoption of the computer-
based patient record and electronic data inter-
change for health care, these reports acknowledge
the concerns about privacy that such systems
raise. The IOM study notes that, ' 'the computeri-
zation of most types of record keeping, as well as
the recent well-publicized cases of inappropriate
access by computer hackers, has increased con-
cerns about the misuse of personal information.
Among the concerns cited by the IOM study are
security features of computer-based patient re-
cord systems, the lack of generally accepted
standards for protection of computer-based medi-
cal data across States, and the potential for
invasion of patient privacy presented by a per-
sonal identification number for all patient rec-
ords.

'The tn i tcfMedicine study rites a 1991 report of the U.S. General Accounting Ofnte (GAO) on automated medical records. That
report hiniff three nays that such records could anseni health care. GAO stated that automated records could improve delivery of slth
care by providing mi personnel with better data access, faster data retrieval, higher quality data, and more verstility in data display.
Automated records could also support decision making and quality assurance activities and provide clinical ter asist in att are.
According to GAO, autoate ecord cud ,huancr ums research by electronically capturing clinical information for evaluation and
could increase hospital efficiency by reducing costs and improving productivity,

'Membership of CPRI includes representatives of Fa.-ul e ta organizations such as the American Medical Association, the American
Hospital An%.A snr the American Medical Ir-tmriks Association American Nurses man. the American Health Information
Management ,am e the American Association for Medical Transcription computer and telecommunications companies, and health
maintenance organirations.

'U.t. Department of Health and Human Services, Workgroup for Electronic Data Interchange, Report to thesncaury, July 1992,
Executive Summary, p. iii

Institute of Medicine, op. cit., foonote 1, p. 103.
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The Report of the Work Group on Computeri-
zation of Patient Records to the Secretary of the
U.S. Department of Health & Human Services'
echoes the concerns of the IOM study. The Work
Group on Computerization Report asserts that
linkages between systems will significantly en-
hance access to patient information, thereby
offering tremendous potential for improving the
quality and efficiency of health care delivery.
With enhanced access, however, come concems
about confidentiality and the protection of patient
privacy. While patient data is already shared
among those who deliver and pay for care, the
health information infrastructure envisioned by
the Work Group on Computerization Report
would make patient information accessible to
care givers, payers, and others, and would create
new opportunities for abuse unless protection for
patient privacy is built into its design and use.

The WEDI Report discusses in depth the
serious implications for privacy raised by the use
of computer databases linked electronically for
information exchange. The report clearly states
that:

[t]he electronic technology itself holds intrinsic
threats to maintenance of personal privacy. The
same technology that made it possible to transmit
data from one computer to another, whether those
computers are in the same room or on opposite
sides of the globe, also permits violations of data
integrity and data security.

It goes on to assert that:

[t]he establishment of the types of data reposito-
ries envisioned for health care claims processing
to effect administrative savings should be accom-
panied by promulgation of significant patient
rights regarding the accuracy of personal infor-

mation maintained and the extent to which it is
shared with others. The need for security and
confidentiality of patient information should not
be subject to individual organizational deterinat-
ion of need. Security and confidentiality must be
preserved and protected. They must not be
compromised for expedience or the "bottom line.

The WEDI Report examines the complex state
of the law regarding privacy and confidentiality in
such information, and cites the need to streamline
the protection of patient information as one of the
key steps the industry must take to implement
electronic data interchange efficiently. Recent
surveys demonstrate that the concerns voiced in
these reports reflect a broad concern among the
American public about privacy in their personal
information. A joint Lou Harris/Equifax survey
indicated that 79 percent of Americans feel their
personal privacy is threatened, and some seg-
ments of the population fear that consumer
information will be more vulnerable by the year
2000. Most Americans also specifically acknowl-
edge the dangers to privacy of present computer
uses. According to the survey, two-thirds of the
public believes that personal information in
computers is not adequately safeguarded, and a
significant portion of the American public no
longer has confidence in the way industry treats

personal information. Almost 9 of 10 Americans
surveyed believe that computers have made it
much easier for someone to improperly obtain
confidential personal information about individu-
als6

In an earlier poll, conducted by Time and CNN
in 1991, 93 percent of respondents asserted that
companies that sell personal data should be
required to ask permission from individuals in

'U.S. Department of Health and Human Soices, Work Group on Cosputesiation of Patient Records. Report to the Secretary, 'Ward
a'ini HealthI Inosmuaon irfttrnmctuo ' April 1993.

:-im0-ri nq- m Consumer Prisacy Suey 1992. conducted for Eqfus-,u by Louis Harris and Associates in association with Alan F. Win,
Columbia Uniesity. See l, Joel Faudnumog. Associate Professor of Law. Rodulmn Univesity School of Law, testimony before m, House
Committee on Energy and Commerce, Subcommittee on Toleommusnicauons and Finaoe, Ovesight Hearings so sines Related so the
Integrity of Tnienomouicatiors Networks and Transmissions, Apr. 29, 1993.
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26 I Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

advance. California's Privacy Rights Clearing-
house, the first privacy hotline in the Nation,
logged more than 5,400 calls within 3 months of
it inception in November 1992.'

These concerns are well founded. A market
exists for the sale of personal information from
both public and private sources, encouraged by
financial incentives for staff to supplement their
income through unauthorized disclosures of per-
sonal information. Prosecutions of U.S. Federal
Government employees for unlawful disclosure
of personal information indicate the risk of
invasion of privacy perpetrated by trusted insid-
ers. Those indicted include current or former
employees of the Social Security Administration,
the Internal Revenue Service, local police officers
accessing the FBI's National Crime Information
Center, and a number of information brokers. In
most of these instances, employees were bribed
by information brokers and private investigators
representing private clients. Anecdotal evi-
dence in this country, and formal investigative
work overseas, indicates that abuse of informa-
tion, and specifically medical information, is
widespread. (See boxes 2-A, 2-B, and 2-C)

In addition, increasingly interconnected, af-
fordable, fast, online systems enable the building
of electronic dossiers. Macworld magazine re-
ported that it investigated 18 business leaders,
politicians, Hollywood celebrities, and sports
figures, primarily in the State of California where
most public records are online. The investigation
sought all legally accessible data available from
four commercial and two governmental data
suppliers. Investigators were able to obtain the
following kinds of information: birth dates, home
addresses, home phone numbers, social security
numbers, neighbors' addresses and phone num-

bers, driving records, marriage records, voter
registration, biography, records of tax liens,
campaign contributions, vehicles owned, real
estate owned, commercial loans and debts, civil
court filings, corporate affiliations, public records
for criminal court filings, fictitious business
names, records of bankruptcies, insider trading
transactions, trusts, deeds, and powers of attor-
ney. To obtain this information, investigators
spent an average of only $112 and 75 minutes per
subject. "

WHY IS PRIVACY IN HEALTH CARE
INFORMATION IMPORTANT?

Health care information relates to profoundly
personal aspects of an individual's life. The
medical records kept by physicians and hospitals
about patients may include identifying informa-
tion, x-ray films, EKG and lab test results, daily
observations by nurses, physical examination
results, diagnoses, drug and treatment orders,
progress notes and post-operative reports from
physicians, medical history secured from the
patient, consent forms authorizing treatment or
the release of information, summaries from the
medical records of other institutions, and copies
of forms shared with outside institutions for
insurance purposes. But in addition to objective
observations, diagnoses, and test results, medical
records may also contain subjective information
based on impressions and assessments by the
health care worker. Medical records may also
include impressions of mental abilities and psy-
chological stability and status; lifestyle informa-
tion or suppositions (including sexual practices
and functioning); dietary habits, exercise and

'Charles Paler. "Privacy in Peril," Vac-arrd Spcial Repe1 on Electronic Privacy. lorkialace and Coanterr Ptacq Under Srige,tJly
1993, p. 8.

IoDavid Fliomrsy, "Ensaing Privacy and Data Protection in Health and Medical Care," prepehilkr draft, Apr. 5, 1993, p. 8 (citing

Michael nikoff, "Theft of U.S. Data Seen as Orwing Threat to Pivacy, " The Wlhingtn Pert, Dee 28, 1991, and "Dealing Federal
lnfntreatnen a Privae Rrlers," Priay J.a- 1, el. 17, No. 3, Janary 1992, pp. 1, 4).

sCsaeaPieer, op. cit., footnote 9, pp. 11-12
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Box 2-A-instances of Health Care Information Abuse United States

.While researching the life of a well known member of the film industry, a journalist entered a New
York hospital disguised as a physician. The journalist obtained the actress' medical record and
published that tihe actress had been treated for asexually transmitted disease.

.While a prominent Washington politician was under consideration for a Federal Government
post, researchers reviewed his personal data and found that 26 years earlier he had been
admitted into a mental institution. Although details of his treatment were unclear, on the basis
of the information he was eliminated from consideration for the post.

* A Colorado medical student provided medical records to attorneys practicing malpractice law,
copying them in the medical records department at night and selling them to in-State and
out-of-State attorneys for $50.00 each.

SOURCE: Comments of Peter Wagemann, Executive Director, Medical Records institute, to the Conference an
Health Records: Social Needs and Personal Privacy, Washinton OC, Feb. 11-12,1193.

* A researcher conducted two studies on tobacco and cancer and assured his research subjects
that the information they provided would remain confidential. In a lawsuit not involving the
researcher or the two institutions where the information is stored, American Tobacco and two
other companies compelled the researcher by subpoena to provide the data. A court held him
in contempt for failing to comply, though it noted that it would take more than 1t00 hours to detete
data identifying the study subjects.'

*In an article on emergency health care technologies, a local newspaper published details of
B. J.R.'s wife's fatal illness. Despite B.J.R.'s distress, a court ruled that the newspaper was free
from liability.'

* A physician was tested for the AIDS virus as part of a survey of health-care workers. Although
the physician was promised cont identicality, the researcher disclosed the fact of her positive test
result to her employer, the county hospital. The physician learned the results of her AIDS test
through her employer.'

* An insurance company discovered that one of its agents had AIDS and terminated him without
the 30-day notice required in its contract. The man died before recovering $16,000 in back pay
through arbitration'

* On the basis of parents' objections to reported curious remarks made by a school bus driver
while driving children on his moute, the school superintendent investigated the complaints and
reported that as long as the driver followed his medical regimen there was little likelihood t hat
his disorder would interfere with his work. The parents insisted on seeing complete medical
reports on the driver, and in 1986 the State Supreme Court ruled that they were entitled to thed.

* A physician under contract with R. B,'s company discussed the individual's health condition with
managers, in apparent violation of the company's rules on the confidentiality of employee
inform ation.'

I Mount Snisd So'sol arlse.,c Ar;wri ao Tobacco CO., 866 F. 2d 552 (2d Cir. 1989).
2 TheMorng Cat, Allentown PA, Non. 19, 1982, Wn-ecy7",cwa-lcltoolio.
3 Asoc adPoss story dated Jan. 2,1990, New York wens, Jan. 24,1990,P.tt-3.
4pflVaoyJornaJ, September 1987, P. s.
5 h ,o-vy. wwrDchlusPosno.lceJanloh WV, NoV.

13
,1989, P. 1; PdaMsy JMl, Victims ile.

6 Btlv. IBM Corp., 785 F. 2d 352 (1986); lecyS-anWna. May 1986, P. 6.

SOURCE: Robert Ellis Smith, wfith Eric Siegl, llhrtcaaa,:-z"r.a ofPeMna 'Obta.,s;ltowec"a ef Privacy,
July 1990.
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Box 2-B-Investigation of Information Brokering-An International View
The Krever Commission

On Sept 30,1930, the Royal Commission of Inquiry Into the Confidentloity of Health Records in
Ontario, Canada headed by Mr. Justice Horace Krever (The KreverCommk@on), submitted its report
about abuse of confidential health information. That report dealt with the breaches of privacy in
information maintained in both paper and computer record keeping systems. The KreverCommission
found that the acquisition of medical information by private investigators without patient consent and
through false pretenses was widespread.1 During a 14-mnonth period, the Krever Commission heard
from over 5000 witnesses, including private investigative firms, insurance companies, hospitals and
others. For the years 1976 and 1977, the Krever Commission found that there were hundreds of
attempts made in Ontario to acquire medical information without consent from hospitals and physicians,
and that over haft of the attempts were successful.

As a result of the Krever Commission's inquest, several investigative firms went out ofbs10 ,
so many insurance opnanie were found to have been using medical information obtained under false
pretenses that the Insurance Bureau of Canada made a general admission to the Royal Commission
that is members had gathered medical information through various soureswithoutthe authorization
of the patient.

The Independent Commission Agaist Corruption of New South Wales
in 1992, the Independent Commission Against Corruption of New South Wales released its Report

on unauthorized government Information. Accoording to the report, Its Investigation revealed a massive
Illicit trade in government information. Standard practice in this trade was to buy and sell government
information, In some casses on a very large scale, for purposes of locating debtors and preparing for civil
and criminal litigaatien. The most common sorces for information were driver's license and motor vechile
registration, police records, government departments and agencies, and, in spite oforimlnal sanotions
provided by the Social Secrurity Ad of New South Wales, information from the Department of Social
Security. Principal participants include public officials of New South Wales, who sold information,
insurance companies, banks and financial institutions that provided a market information and private
investigators who act as Information brokers and retailers.'

1Foori e0iwrlete at th nde used by the frever Cwrnm to oooew these aCis see Fedwetl
Privacy of Medli tnformation Act, S. Rept 96-832, Part 1, 96th Cor, Mar. 19,1080, pp. 24-28.

2 "Report on Urltidodnad Flsa of O ,nureNd Information," PJilcafb of TiWs Iradurdew Commr-
lion Against CwnVoms vd. 1, Mak 1992, Wao", Camalanuw.

SOURCE: Offlcet'f€etno Assessment, 1993 and died footnotes.

recreational activities (including dangerous ones comments about the patient's character or de-
life insurers would want to know about); religious meaner are sometimes included in the record.
observances and their impact on treatment deci- Increasingly sophisticated diagnostic tools yield
sions; alcohol and drug use; and comments on more and more detailed, and potentially sensitive
attitudes toward illness, physicians, treatments, information about a person's body-genetic re-
compliance with therapy and advice, etc." Staff search and testing results in information that not

is.tasoaaatonr a, Jaaaosaesa Kenned" Instiuto of Ethics, Georgetown raivety, pmaeeat szaon a odMY 1993.
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Box 2-C-=envestigations of Information Brokering-The United States
The U.S. Social Security Administration

As part of its system modernization effort, the Social Security Administration (SSA) converted
many of its files to online databases. As a result of these efforts, claims processing was vastly
streamlined. While the SSA took steps to safeguard the records in this database, the new ease of access
brought with it new threats to the confidentiality of records, a fact revealed in an investigation of
suspected misconduct by SSA employees. The Office of the Inspector General (OtG) investigated 200
allegations cd illegal disclosure of confidential information by Social Security Administration employees.

The computerization of the files making the Mor making immediately accessible and vastly more
systematized than paperfiles, coupled with the personal nature of the information housed in SSA
records, made the records an attractive target for individuals attempting to obtain or authenticate
information. The OIG testified before the Subcommittee on Social Security and Family Policy that there
has been an expansion in the number of "informafion brokers" who attempt to obtain, buy and sell SSA
information to private companies, for their use in boating people or making decisions on hiring, firing,

using or lending. As the demand for the information grows, brokers turn to increasingly illegal methods.
In a case involving Nationwide Electronic Tracking (NET), a florida based firm that promised

"instant access" to "confidential data ... 24 hours a day, 7 days a week" 23 individuals, including
private investigators, department employees, and law enforcement officers, were indicted by Federal

grand juries for buying and selling confidential information held in government computers. The
information released included SSA earnings information, Social Security numbers, full names, dates of

birth, names of parents, names of all current and past employers, salary information, and other
nonpublic information. The investigation revealed that the government employees were allegedly bribed
for access to the information, which was then sold.

The 0IG identified three methods used by information brokers to obtain SSA information. First, the
broker entered into a "contract" with one or more SSA employees, who sold earnings histories to the
brokers for about $25 a piece. The brokers marked up the price to $300 or more. Brokers tended to set
a fee schedule, depending on the type of information requested and how quickly it was needed. Second,
brokers went through an entity that legitimately contracted with SSA to obtain earnings record
information. These entities Included private investigators, insurance companies, law enforcement
personnel, attorneys, credit unions, and employment agencies. Theo ontract holderfurnished a forged
Social Security number release form to the SSA office of central records operation, which then supplied
the information within 6 weeks. A third scheme was "pretesting." This method, generally used by private
investigators, involved calling an SSA office, claiming to be an SSA employee from another office where
the computers were down. The employee was requested to obtain the information and read it over the
phone. The investigator then wrote down the information and passed it to his client.

SOURCE: Statement of Larry D. Morey, Deputy Inspector General for Investigations, Department of Health and
Human Services, In Hearings before the Subcommittee on Social Security and Family Policy, Feb, 28,t92, S.
Headng 102-679, pp. 62-87.

only indicates a patient's present condition but Medical information can affect such basic life

also enables prediction of his or her future activities as getting married, securing employ-

medical condition and the prospect of developing ment, obtaining insurance, or driving a car."

specific medical problems. Medical conditions have served as the basis for

n AiuuWeanaCoeyrera.~lrtrhRcods, and Citim Rights (Wasiagte, DC: U.S. Governaent iaeg off@ 1976) P. 9.
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discriminatory practices, making it difficult to
participate in these activities." Because of its
highly sensitive nature, improper disclosure of
medical infornation can result in loss of business
opportunities, compromise to financial status,
damage to reputation, harassment, and personal
humiliation. However, defining what is "sensi-
tive' in a record may be difficult, since the
definition may depend on the intended use of a
record. "

Yet at the same time, the integrity of the patient
record and the disclosure by the patient to the
physician of information necessary to establish an
accurate diagnosis is desirable to attain the best
clinical outcome. Simply stated, disclosure of
medical information by the patient, free of the fear
of improper disclosure, is necessary to obtaining
good quality medical care. An environment must
be maintained in which this kind of disclosure is
possible. In its testimony to the U.S. Privacy
Commission, the American Medical Association
stated, "Patients would be reluctant to tell their
physicians certain types of information, which
they need to know in order to render appropriate
care, if patients did not feel that such information
would remain confidential. "More recently, the
AMA Code of Medical Ethics stated:

The confidentiality of physician-patient commu-
nications is desirable to assure free and open
disclosure by the patient to the physician of all
information needed to establish a proper diagno-
sis and attain the most desirable clinical outcome
possible. Protecting the confidentiality of the
personal and medical information in such medical
records is also necessary to prevent humiliation,
embarrassment, or discomfort of patients. At the
same time, patients may have legitimate desires to
have medical information concerning their care
and treatment forsarded to others .17

UNREGULATED COMPUTERIZATION AND
MARKETING OF HEALTH CARE
INFORMATION

In addition to the widespread problem of
information brokering and abuse of authorized
access to computerized information within a large
public sector database of sensitive information,
the private sector has begun now to respond to a
strong commercial incentive to aggregate medical
information. In some instances, such as that of the
Medical Information Bureau," information is
gathered and banked solely for the purpose of
assisting the insurance industry in making cover-
age exclusions in their policies. In other ses,.

companies offering such computer services as

14SaRtspc iil' 12.aaeJt --.mnoiol~ 5[tniga,."- Actof 1989,42 U.S.CSe 12101, PL. 101-336, slSfomrtih td tieiaids and

ecteni of sii.oa n thatean result on the basis ofa medical condition- The repot ces specificaiiy the testimony ofa woman who was
reed from the job she held for a number ofyeai because the ,ployer ound out tuat her son, who had become in wilth AIDS, had moved into
he, house s she could care for him. It also caid testimony of former cancer patients and perso- with pilepsy, among others, who tad been
sbjtd to simila ps of dsrimsnatio. Among [be repoir's conlusons is that "[h eiltlyindividuals with disabilities have been
isolated and subjected to diso,,,iatiosasd such isolation and diruomation is still pervasive in our society. " While the Americans With
Disabilities Act cmn address the problem legally, it does not solse the problem of social stigma and social ostracism that can result when a
person's medical condition becomes known.

15 For txamplo :.rbac n osck bManj ao-x- when used to determine whether or not to employ specific individuals, sensitive?

Different persons will also vaiy in their perceptions of what is sensitive, ad thus what constitutes an invasion of pivacy map vary n. person
to person. loan aro...u= Chair, Department of Health and Human Services Task Force on the Privacy of Private Sector Health t,,cat,
personal ,-o.aoc~ean April 1993. Some cormentators suggest that medical information is so sensitive that it deserves a special standard
for protection under the law, one higher than that provided for say, financial or consumer information. Jeft euto aneos.Raoae'a and
wtdit, New York. NY, personal communication, April 1993.

us i.s.Fiaoasy ls't So dy commiont.Pbu Pivacy in as dforsont society (Washington DC: U.S. Government fin@
Office, 1977), p. 28.

a7 a1csm unr.i man3eorvioo: ~¢ -tJnnEtu mpsassosw enabythcnoooa taa daaksuhaAoantu2

so. 5.07.
18 For b .e itee ini of he t M In Uie io' Brmeau, is Ip- and acdieirts b discussion n bo. 2-E.
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health insurance claims processing, office man-
agement, or patient billing, take advantage of
their access to medical information (see box 2-D).
In these instances, aggregate information is gath-
ered and sold, usually without patient knowledge
or consent. At this time there is no law prohibit-
ing these practices. 19 Thbusinesses involved in

these ventures operate under no regulatory guide-
lines regarding security measures, employee prac-
tices, or licensing requirements.

POTENTIAL FOR INCREASED DEMANDS
FOR COMPUTERIZED INFORMATION

The IOM study discusses in some detail the
increasing demand by multiple users for access to
patient care data." According to the report,
information must be shared among many profes-
sionals who are involved in delivery of health
care. In addition to these persons, administrators
and managers of health care institutions require
information to monitor quality of care and allo-
cate resources. To develop budgets, measure
productivity and costs, and assess market posi-
tion, managers of institutions seek to link finan-
cial and patient care information.

Quality assurance activities also involve access
to information. Among those organizations in-
volved in such activities are the Joint Commiss-
ion on Accreditation of Healthcare Organiza-
tions (JCAHO). Third party payers carry out
quality monitoring and evaluations. The best
known is perhaps the Medicare peer review
organization program administered by the Health
Care Financing Administration. Increased Fed-
eral involvement in health care has resulted in
greater need by the government for medical
information. Programs that pay for health services
legitimately require review of individual medical
information as part of the payment process. In
1992, Medicare alone paid over $126 billion

dollars for health services .21
Related programs for quality control and to

limit fraud, abuse, and waste have needs for
medical records. In addition, records are main-
tained by agencies that operate health programs
such as the Department of Veterans Affairs, the
Department of Defense, Indian Health Service,
and the Public Health Service.'

Demands for information come not only from
review bodies, third-party payers, outside billing
and computer services, and government, but also

9 Concaraa-mLat tis practice contributes to inadequate O:canst coverage for many Americans. Margaret Asualp-il, Associate
En tive Dinetor, Cnmput-,.basd Parinti Re.ard Institute, Inc., personal s -n-m.n.-a5-mApril 1993.

acInsLnatsn of Medicine, op. cit., footnote I. p.21.

2HCFA Data Compendium, Health Care Financing .Inbianta Fiscal Year 1992, U.S. Department fHaIthand Human Seites,
Buan of Da Managenent and Strategy, Office of Statistics and Data Management, p. 

2
8.

22 Fedcralprivacy of gS Information Act, Report 96-832 Pant .Ma 19.1980, P.30.
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32 I Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

Box 2-D-Private Sector Computerization of Health Care Information

Medical Information Bureau
The Medical Information Bureau (MIn) was established in 1902 by a group of 15 life insurance

companies. Now located in Westwood Massachusetts, the object of the industry-supported MIS is to keep
underwriting costs down by uncovering dishonest or forgetful applicants for insurance. MIS's stated
purpose is to discourage fraud when companies are called onto write insurance for applicants with
conditions significant to longevity or insurability. MIS acts as a medical and other risk information
clearinghouse for member companies. About 700 U.S. and Canadian life insurance companies at 1,054
locations belong to MIS. According to MIS, its ranks now include virtually every major company issuing
individual life, health and disability insurance in the United States and Canada:

While MIB was setup by and forlife insurance companies, a member of MIS can also access its file
for health or disability insurance purposes if the member sells those products. information about persons
applying for individual health insurance through a member of MIS can be entered into MIS.

Applicafions for individual insurance-heath, life, ordisability-carry an explanation about MIS. If
an insurance company finds something in an applicant's history that could affect longevity, the member
company must file a report with MIS about the applicants insurability y. A potential insurer may request an
MIS check to see if past reports about the applicant have been filed by other companies; MIS makes about
22 million such checks each year for member insurers. MIB's reports alert a potential insurer to omissions
or misrepresentation of facts by an applicant. In principle, an applicant can refuse to allow his or her
information to be communicated to MIS. The price of such a refusal to an applicant is usually refusal by
the insurance company to process the application.

MIB keeps its medical reports on patients for 7 years. MIB stores its records in a specially coded
format, which the company will not disclose to regulators, legislators, or consumergmupson the grounds
that to do so would compromise the firm's confidenfiaity.(MIB did, however, make its code list without
numerical security codes available to about six government organizations including the FTC on a
proprietary, confidential and privileged bass).'MtBentar approximately 3 million coded records a year
and has information on about 15 million persons in t he United States. The basic identifiers are limited to
the person's name, birthdate, birth-State, occupation, and a single letter, usually signifying residence in
a mulfi-State region such as New England. Street, mail address or telephone numbers are never included.
Social Security numbers (SSN) presently are not included on MIB reports, but this may change.'
Information about applicants is encoded into a set of 210 medical categories and 5 nonmedical codes
(e.g., hazardous sports, aviation activities, poor driving record) at the time an individual applies for
medically underwitten life, health, or disability insurance from a member company. MIS does not validate
the accuracy of the information. Not all information entered into MIS is negative information about an
applicant, as normal results of tests are also submitted to MIB. For example, if an applicant has a previous
record for high blood pressure, an entry might be made at a later date reflecting a normal blood pressure
reading. Insurance claims made by individuals are not a source of records and codes for MIS.

1 MIS,lnc.,Acu-umersGulde, Rfbhatkli of the Medcl eler*r.r Bureau, Nuvebmerl55o, p. 5.
However, Blue Cross and Blue Shield do not belong to MIB.

2 Shnmnn L. Galnkel, "From Database to Blacklist," The Christian Se;ace Mluruah Aug. 1, t990.p.12.
3NellDay, Frenldel.MIS Inc., personal communicanon, ApdIl1993.
4 MIS, nc.:A-Coourmar' Guide, puulcallon of the Medical Wmintnatn Bureau, p. 6. However, MS states

that, afterfurther study, use of the Social Security number has become less likely.
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According to MIS, the organization attempts to maintain a reasonable balance between a person's

right to privacy and an insurer's need for protection against fraud or omission. Among the safeguards

it has established to protect confidentiality are its computer system that is "exceptionalty user

unfriendly" to the 1000 terminals in its network. MIS verifies that reports are properly requested and
transmitted, and it documents all access to MIS. According to MIS, its staff of 200 is educated as to

expectations of confidentiality and is limited in its access to the MIS code book, to the computer room,

and the MIS database, Member companies of MIS must make an annual agreement and pledge to
protect confidentiality, and are required to adhere to confidentiality requirements.

Any individual can inquire whether MIS retains a record on him or her. Individuals can inspect and

seek correction of their own records. According to MIS, on average, 48,000 people request disclosure

annually,'and after reviews conducted by the insurers who originally sent the disputed information to
MIB, about 400 records are corrected.6 MIS retains records on an individual for 7 years, if no additional

reports come to MIS during that time, the record is purged.

MIS emphasizes that its reports are not used as the basis for a decision to reject an application or
to increase the cost of insurance premiums. Actual underwriting decisions are based on Information

from the applicant and from medical professionals, hospital records, and laboratory results. In 12 States

it is illegal under the National Association of Insurance Commissioners Insurance Information and

Privacy Protection Model Act to make underrdting decisions solely on the content of an MIS record; the

act also is adhered to by some Insurers in States that have not enacted it. Another deterrent to using

MIS codes to deny coverage is the requirement that insurers disclose the basis for an adverse

underwriting decision under the Federal Fair Credit Reporting Act (Public Law t01 -50).

Physician Computer Network, Inc.

Physician Computer Network, Inc. (PCN) operates a national, interactive communications network

linking its 2,000 office-based physician members to a variety of healthcare organizations including
hospitals, clinical laboratories, Medicare/Medicaid intermediaries, Blue CrossBlue Shield providers,

managed care providers, insurance carriers, and pharmaceutical companies. For a yearly fee of

approximately $3,000, PCN provides member physicians with software, peripherals, computer

hardware (an IBM Personal System/2 Model 30 for the physician and a PS/2 Model 80 running Unix as
the server) installation, computer training, maintenance, and telephone support for the system.

The PCN system then acts as a computer gateway link with financial management services
(including patient and insurance billing and receivables), office management and administration

(including word processing and scheduling), relational database manager (managing medical records,
patient charts and prescriptions), practice analysis reports, interfaces with hospitals and laboratories,

and electronic claims processing. In return for these services, the physician pays the relatively modest
enrollment and rental fees, and agrees to watch certain promotionalleducatlonai materials, keep patient
records on the system, and allow the aggregate clinical data to be used by PCN for some time in the

future, for commercial purposes (see figure 2-D-1).

5 Michael Day, President, MI, Inc., personal communication, A019fl93.

vAoentig to MIs,the orpay Is required to change records that am not correct underthe FairCredit
Reporting Act. bid,

(continued on axtpage)
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Box 2-D-Private Sector Computerization of Health Care Information-Continued

The PCN Electronic Communica- Figure 2-D--Information Services/Market Research
tions Data-Link Service attempts to Applications

ease the burden of rising administra.
tive costs by providing "point-to-point" r
electronic insurance claims process- ob..rmtPtat -50
ing for physicians in the New York f

State, Alabama and New Jersey areas.
PCN plans to expand this electronic
claims processing capability to Pen. 0
sylvania, Georgia, Florida and Califor- - .

nia.
The PCN Clinical Database and

Market Research/Medical Information
Services has been the subject of some
controversy. PCN has investigated and
planned for the development of a

database for the purpose of providing
market-related clinical data and infor- KEY. P.p'4-9. nsm Computer Network

mation relevant to the office-based SOURCE: PCN. n.
physician's activities and clinical
trends. Under its agreement with physician members, PCN can electronically access anonymous,
aggregate clinical data from the practice's databases, and can use or sell this data to market research
providers, information services and other organizations. According to PCN'S 1991 Annual Report,

"[unlike drug prescdption databases derived from other sources, such as wholesaler, pharmacy and
mail order prescription services, the database available to PCN consists not only of prescription
information, but also includes diagnoses, treatments and procedures, as well as patient and practice
demographics."

PCN sees its end users of the PCN-sourced data products as pharmaceutical manufacturers,
insurance companies, health maintenance organizations and other health care institutions. By virtue of
the Physician Member Agreement, entered into by the physician member and PCN, PCN has the right

to market the anonymous, aggregate clinical data contained in the databases of its physician members.
in anticipation of marketing this data in the future, PCN has implemented international security and has

engaged in the services of a certified public accounting firm to certify that the data PCN retrieves remains
anonymous. PCN also is investigating the possibility of establishing a Confidential Data Intermediary

(CDI) to act as guarantor that aggregate data is, in fact, anonymous.

PCS Health Systems, Inc.

PCS Health Systems, Inc., is a managed prescription drug care company, which processes

payments for companies that give their employees a PCS insurance card to present at pharmacies. In
doing so, PCS looks at 120 million prescriptions a year. Ninety-five percent of pharmacies are online
with PCS. These pharmacies agree to PCS participant standards, and range from large chain stores to
individuality owned ones. PCS does not engage in its own underriting; rather, PCS' customers are
third-party payers with prescription drug benefit programs. PCSprocessed claims for these third-party
payers. The PCSsystem involves a card system for identification and for establishment of eligibility and
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level of benefits. At the time the card is presented at the pharmacy, the claim is processed and any
co-payment is collected. Records of these transactions are maintained to provide for drug utilization and
review, and certain information is aggregated, "sterilized" and used for marketing and academic
purposes. According to PCS, the entire database is sold to PDS, a division of Walsh America, a medical
Information collector, without patient names orsocial securit y numbers.'According to Walsh, patient
information is frequently compiled for pharmaceutical market research purposes. Studies to view patient
compliance, drug concomitance and demographics are vital to the market research needs of many
pharmaceutical companies and drug researchers.'n none of these studies is it important to know or
personally identify the patient. The need is only to be able to match prescriptions to a "unit of
observation" without any means of specific identity. Walsh claims that is wit! only accept and use
patient/drug data when the information is provided in a form in which the patient cannot be identified.

In order to address the question of confidentiality in patient data, PCS issues a Data Security
Manual, that includes a "PCS Employee Data Security Agreement," which is signed by PCS employees.
Violation of this agreement to comply with the guidelines stated in the Data Security Manual maybe
cause for disciplinary action. The Data Security Manual sets forth the purpose of the data security
policies and procedures as the minimization of exposures to data and data processing resources due
to errors, purposeful acts and disasters resulting in loss of assets or service to customers, It establishes
a data security administration, which is responsible for, among other things, administration and control
of security software systems, establishment and maintenance of the PCS corporate security policy and
manual, monitoring and reporting violations of data and physical security, establishing and maintaining
data security standards and procedures, password management guidelines, access rules detailing who
has access to which datasetsltransactions, and participation in the development of automated

applications, providing data security guidance where needed. The Manual discusses the separation of
functions between the Information Security Department and the user organizations, as well as within
the Information Security Data Department. PCS sets forth access and security standards, including
provisions for physical security, access to hardware, access to files and access to documentation. The
manual also discusses policies regarding passwords, togon lDs, automatic cancellation of terminals
afterts minutes of nonuse, investigation of attempted violations to access unauthorized data, and
shredding of hardcopy,

7 PGS had o.igiratly doveped a policy, at a time when PI) was a PCS subsidiary, offrarsmttlng the
database to PDS wgh social secuety number inlded, with P montkii'g the numbers before transmitting the data
to any third party. A ehil Street J.,aro a published Feb. 27,1992, asserts that this policy was employed at
that time. PCS r aernts on this situation further that when the Wall Street Journal article was published,P00 was
independent of PCS but was located physically on PCS premises. However, according to Pce, the data processing
functions of both organizations were performed on the same hardware as an integrated operacon. While technically
the responsibility for encrypting the data remained with PDS, even after it was no longer a subsidiary of PCS, the
procedure was so automated and the process so fully integrated between the two organlzaftons, that as a practical
matter FOS staffs were not even aware that they were receiving unemycrpto d data When PDS and Pcg became
aware of this situation, the lchrn.i responsibility for data encryption was reassigned to PCS. PDS, as of October
1992 no longer occupies space at the PCS site and the data processing operations of the two firms are separate.
Stephan E. Chertaft, Director, Government Relations, PCS Health Systems, personal communication, April 1993.

8 ,,DndesndP-nma sIesare Gahsrod and Mined for Useby Drug Mewrs,"The 1.'0naetw "
Feb. 27,1992, p. A.

SOURCES: Jerry Brager, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Physician Computer Network, Inc. personal
communication, January 1993, and PCN documents; Stephan Chnlcff, PCS Health Systems, inc., personal
communication, February 1993; and cited footnotes,
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36 1 Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

from employers, insurers, and others who use
health care information for nonhealth purposes.
Some suggest that, as the supply of computerized
personal medical information increases, there
may be a demand for access to information that is
not currently authorized. Will investors seek
"medical reports' on the chief executive officers
of companies in which they are considering
investing? Will the media seek to determine what
prescription drugs celebrities are taking? Will
direct marketers, or market researchers, have
access to infrmnation about patients' prescription
and nonprescription drug use, either from medical
records or from pharmacies? To what extent
might employers demand medical information?

t

The Report of the Work Group on Computeriza-
tion of Patient Records recognizes that:

as capability for storage and analysis of personal
records increases and the cost of collection
decreases, the demand for such information by
providers, payers, policynakers, and researchers
will likely multiply. There may be pressure to
collect more data than is strictly necessary for a
given purpose-collected data may then be main-
tained in a large database where it may be
vulnerable to misuse.'

Others are concerned that extensive access to
medical records and health care information may
pose a threat to privacy, and that safeguards
against unauthorized access are meaningless if
authorized access is so broad.

0
Still others point

out that, once any kind of information is compiled

for whatever legitimate goal, the impulse to
access that information for another well-meaning
purpose is strong.

t
The technology of com-

puterization and security makes it possible to
monitor information flow in computer systems,
and enables society to enforce clear value choices
as to whom information should properly be made
available.' Some suggest that this presents an
opportunity for a reassessment of the question of
authorized access, who should have it, and under
what circumstances. Resolution of these issues
would allow software developers to design sys-
tems in which access and security provisions for
appropriate secondary users become a part of the
computer systeme"

ISSUES RAISED BY COMPUTERIZATION
In view of the report by the Krever Commiss-

ion, discussed inbox 2-B, and from anecdotes of
the kind presented in box 2-A it is clear that it is
easy to gain access to, copy, remove, and destroy
paper patient records. However, computers create
new and more clearly defined problems about
confidentiality and privacy than exist in paper
record systems, and also bring longstanding
confidentiality and privacy issues into sharper
focus. Computerization of data with appropriate
security measures can address the problem of
confidentiality in sensitive medical information.
Security alone, however, cannot solve the prob-
lem of patient privacy. The maintenance of
medical information on computers also worsens

2tGnryD.tLeoo -aeVi President and Director, ovenn Affairs, Vc.mcn4S. , Inc., personal con-an6= April
1993.

naeprt of te WeorkGrp on ConputeriantionOf Patient Records, op. Cit., foetne7, p.14.
25 rg :aeed-.am ptvie enontpetnenhlnnedial t-"ai isu att rit ofbsood ssstmerelnoa nnns edntnmsteea re ediest ne.

Geroy D. toe op. cit., footnote 23.
26 eTA ,wesnthopnlso 992.Ot eexample of tis roshttoe is ft tte eoflaxay informtion to atk parents nhose child tpport

paynents are delinquent
27 Al- WetnYes rtetoofror f. o t L- O and Gx n oltaat Uoivensity, persnl creromnicotion February 1993.

2s Ga, D.ane, op. cit., ftoteote 23.
29 s is _fH enoitet tht en eo a tl le ity rostnnoeeeiint sy tt . the sontware is dpdcl Red. K evn C ,loy n

Member of Technical Staff, Algorithms and Discrete Mathematics c rtetttesaedts National r.aneutet.m personal r eoen.s-.dAtt
Novomber 1992.
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Chapter 2-The Right to Privacy in Health Care Information 1 37

some problems and raises new and complex
issues not confronted in a paper environment.
Legislation to address concerns about privacy in
this information must apply to paper records, to
computerized onies, and to the period of transition
between paper and computers.

As discussed earlier, electronic storage and
management of medical information is believed
to provide certain advantages in the delivery of
health care:

" It could allow for greater mobility of patient
treatment within the health care system, which
could foster competition for patients among
health cure providers.

" Use of an electronic system could potentially
increase the speed with which patient medical
histories could be accessed, thereby speeding
treatment, particularly in medical emergencies.

" It has been suggested that computer records are
better protected through computer security
measures, thus eliminating the potential for
abuse presented by paper records,

" Some suggest that the computer record allows
greater control by part of record-keepers over
patient information so that information based
on need-to-know can be released to third-party
payers, utilization review boards and other
appropriate parties, replacing the current prac-
tice of releasing the entire patient record to
process one insurance claim."

However, computerizatien of health care infor-
mation raises other concerns:

Computer technology makes the creation of
new databases and data entry easy, so that

databases can be created and maintained read-
ily. This could result in a proliferation of data
and information that is easily searchable.

9 Computerization allows for storage of large
amounts of data in a very small physical
medium. An intruder into a database can
retrieve large amounts of data (most likely far
more than could be stolen on voluminous paper
records) once access is gained.

* Computers provide for the possibility of "in-
visible theft'-stealing data without taking
anything physical-so that patients and provid-
ers remain unaware that the data has been
stolen, altered, or abused.

* Computers allow for the possibility of 'invisi-
ble" modification, deletion, or addition of
data.

"

* Computers create the potential for the easy
linking of data that were not intended to be

collated .32
- Computers allow a large number of people to

handle or access data; the potential vulnerabil-
ity of the data to large-scale intrusion is
significantly increased in a computerized envi-
ronment."

In sum, computer systems create easy opportu-
nities to compile and maintain large amounts of
information and to use it in ways that were never
intended by the person who provided it."The
compilation of data and the ease with which the
information contained in the databank can be
transferre by computer make access to that
information easier and more attractive to a wider
group of people."

3tOtAWkehop.say3li.1992. Insurers' requts may be apeitfic while the respoe to the roia t maybe much broader th* threuais

old require. Steu.u Books, Maager, Medical tutorutie Jrtonmeom t..Aee Health Plans, personalreomracuiirra April 1993.

iOeaiiro m e morti au-iytesIhConfidenialityofHelhlrtfeeutin"RepesifthrComilissiof 1980 uifl,pp. 16e-16.

32 This linkage ofdara is urther ftei iataed by ;rl1 irsm of data by soual Security Number, if it iseuset.

33 S tuen Brooks, p. cii., fesaote 30.

34 @pfroCeeeenJeaiueatlujuuyibc-ec-i-rinleyetiieahafurmm. up. ci., f-3e1.

35 OTA, e jg., J@ 31,1992. Sorsouegthaioeedata scomple for a u -i,£ rou the dlesre ar 0seit for some other "laudable

goal" becomes ireesistible. JanleriGOlcleau. Dirner, Privacy and Technology Project, American Civil Libeties tUion, personal

communication, July 1992.
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38 1 Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

RIGHT TO PRIVACY IN HEALTH CARE
INFORMATION

Privacy in health care information has tradition-

ally been protected through ethical codes and
through State and Federal laws. In addition, the
Supreme Court has found sources for a right to
privacy in health care information in the Constitu-
tion (see box 2-E).

Ethical Origins
The historical origin of the health care pro-

vider's obligation to protect the confidentiality of
patient information is traced to the Oath of
Hippocrates, written between the Sixth Century
B.C.E. and the First Century A.C,E. which states:

What fanmy see or hear in the course of the
treatment or even outside of the treatment in
regard to the life of men, which on no account one
must spread abroad, I will keep to myself...

Confidentiality requirements for physicians were
formulated differently in later ethical codes.
Thomas Percival's code of medical ethics, pub-
lished in 1803 included the language:

Secrecy and delicacy, when required by peculiar
circumstances, should be strictly observed. And
the familiar and confidential intercourse, to which
the faculty are admitted in their professional
visits, should be used with discretion and with the
most scrupulous regard to fidelity and honor.

The first code of Ethics of the American Medical
Association, adopted in 1847, was based on
Percival's Code. The Code's provisions on confi-
dentiality repeated the language of Percival's
Code without substantive change, and continued:

The obligation of secrecy extends beyond the
period of professional services-none of the
privacies of personal and domestic life, not
infirmity of disposition or flaw of character
observed during professional attendance, should
ever be divulged by [the physician] except when
he is imperatively required to do so. The force and

necessity of this obligation are indeed so great,
that professional men have, under certain circum-
stances, been protected in their observance of
secrecy by courts of justice.

The AmericanMedical Association's ("AMA")
Principles of Medical Ethics expand on the
ethical confidentiality obligation, requiring phy-
sicians to "safeguard patient confidences within
the constraints of the law."" In addition, the
AMA's Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs
issued guidelines for maintaining confidentiality
of health information in the Electronic Data
Interchange environment. These guidelines re-
quire that the physician and patient consent to
release of patient-identtilable clinical and admin-
istrative data to any entity outside the medical
care environment. The guidelines also state that
the release of confidential health information
should be confined to the specific purpose for the
release, and the recipient of the information
should be advised that further disclosure is not
authorized.

The AMA's Code of Ethics evolved from 1847
until the version drafted in 1980, in which
confidentiality is covered in the fourth of eight
principles.

A physician shall respect the rights of patients,
colleagues, and of other health professionals, and
shall safeguard patient confidences within the
constraints of the law.

The obligation to preserve patient confidentiality
remained in the 1980 code, without any specific
guidelines about how to respond to requests for
information from researchers, police, Federal
agencies, or other potential users of information.
Nor is the term "patient confidence" defined.

Recent policy statements of the AMA more
clearly detail the responsibilities of physicians to
protect patient rights to confidentiality and the
medical records. In the Code of Medical Ethics
(Current Opinions, 1992), the AMA expresses its
belief that the information disclosed to a physi-

36 Priucipks of Medical Ethicc, Principle IV.
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Chapter 2-The Right to Primacy in Health Care Information 139

Box 2-E-Development of the Right to Privacy in Information

Although a right to privacy is not set forth in the Bill of Rights, the Supreme Court has protected
various privacy interests. The Court has found sources for a right to privacy in the First, Third, Fourth,
Fifth and Ninth Amendments. The concept of privacy as a legal interest deserving an independent
remedy was first enunciated in an article co-authored by Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis in 1890,'
which describes it as "the right to be let alone."2 Since the late 1950s, the Supreme Court has upheld
a series of privacy interests under the First Amendment and due process clause, for example,
"associational privacy,"3 "political privacy,"4 and the "right to anonymity in public expression."S The
Fourth Amendment protection against "unreasonable searches and seizures" also has a privacy
component. In Katz v. United States, the Court recognized the privacy interests that protected an
individual against electronic surveillance. But the Court cautioned that;

... the Fourth Amendment cannot be translated into a general constitutional "right to
privacy." That Amendment protects individual privacy against certain kinds of governmental
intrusion, but its protections go further and often have nothing to do with privacy at all. Other
provisions of the constitution protect personal privacy from otherforms of governmental
invasion.'

The Fifth Amendment protection against self incrimination involves a right to privacy against
unreasonable surveillance or compulsory disclosure.'

Until Griswoldv. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1985), any protection of privacy was simply viewed
as essential to the protection of other more well-established rights. In Griswold, the Court struck down
a Connecticut statute that prohibited the prescription or use of contraceptives as an infringement on
marital privacy. Justice Douglas, in writing the majority opinion, viewed the case as concerning "a
relationship lying within the zone of privacy created by several fundamenta constitutional guarantees,"
i.e., the First, Third, Fourth, Fifth and Ninth Amendments, each of which creates "zones" or
"penumbras" of privacy. The majority supported the notion of an independent right of privacy inhering
in the marriage relationship, Not all agreed with Justice Douglas as to its source; Justices Goldberg,
Warren, and Brennan preferred to locate the right under the Ninth Amendment.

In Eisenstadlv. Baird, 405 U.S. 438 (1972),8 the Court extended the right to privacy beyond the
marriage relationship to lodge in the individual:

ithe rght of the individual means anything, it is the right of thdndividual, married or single,
to be free from unwarranted governmental intrusion into matters so fundamentally affecting
a person as the decision whether to bear or beget a child.

I Warren& Brandus, Tha Right to Privacy, 4 Harvard Law Review, t193 (18u).
2The temn "the right to be t alone" was borrowed by the authors from the 19th century legal scholarand

jurist Thomas Cooley. See T. Cooley, Law of Torts 29 (2d ed. 1888).
3hIhAF v., AJabr 357 U.S. 449 (1958).
4 Ka (sW. Un,. States354 U.S. 178 (1957), and Smeezyv.New Hampshire, 354 U.S. 234 (1957).
6 Talayu. California, 362 U.S. 60 (1960).
6Katav. United States 389 U.S. 347,350 (1967).
7 

SeenVmiwu.siS ea78U,s.478 (1964), M6oaedav.AaLeo, M4 U.S. 436 (1966); and Scj.wber
Caeiforuu. 384 U.S. 757 (1956).

8 In which the Court struck down a Massachusetts law that made it a felony to prescribe or dslrbue
nontrceptl.en to single persons.

(coninued on next page)
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40 / Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

Box 2-E-Development of the Right to Privacy in Information-Continued
Roev. Wade, 410 U.S.113 (1973)lfurther extended the right of privacy "to en compass a woman's

decision whether or not to terminate her pregnancy." The court argued that the right of privacy was
"founded in the Fourteenth Amendment's concept of personal liberty and restrictions on State action."
The District Court had argued that the source of the right was the Ninth amendment's reservation of the
right to the people.

In the earliest case that raised the issue of the legitimate uses of computerized personal
information systems, the Supreme Court avoided the central question of whether the Army's
maintenance of such a system for domestic surveillance purposes "chilled" the first amendment rights
of those whose names were contained in the system."ln two cases decided in 1976, the Court did not
recognize either a constitutional right to privacy that protected erroneous information in a flyer listing
active shoplifters 11 or one that protected the individual's interests with respect to bank records."ln Paul
v. Dalis, the court specified areas of personal privacy considered "fundamental":

... matters relating to marriage, procreation, contraception, family relationships, and child
rearing and education.

Davis' claim of constitutional protection against disclosure of his arrest on a shoplifting charge was

"far afield from this line of decisions" and the Court stated that it "declined to enlarge them in this
manner.""ln United States v. Miller, the Court rejected Miller's claim that he had a Fourth amendment
reasonable expectation of privacy in the records kept by banks "because they are merely copies of
personal records that were made available to the banks for a limited purpose," and ruled instead that
"checks are not confidential communications but negotiable instruments to be used in commercial
transactions.""

9 In which the Court struck down the Texas abortlon statue.
10 L.icrd. atart4c U.S. 1 (1972).

11 Paulv. Das 424 U.S. 693 i1976).

12 United States v. M sJ 425 U.S. 430 (1976).
Is Ibid., p. 713.

4tS .S, ltlfr, 425 U.S. 435, 442 (1976). In response to this decision Congress passed the Right to
Financil Pdvacy Act of 1978 (Public Law t5-830) providing bank customers with some privacy regarding records
held by banks and other financial institutions and providing procedures whereby Federal agencies can gain access
to such procedures.

SOURCE: U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Fedmi Governentsrria'i Technology.
fltec Record Systems and &aoitAd Pivacy, OTA,,C fT-2 (Washington D. C.: U.S. Government Printing

Office, June 1986.

cian during the course of the relationship between make this disclosure with the knowledge that the

physician and patient is confidential to the physician will respect the confidential nature of

greatest possible degree. the communication. The physician should not
reveal confidential communications or informa-

The patient should feel free to make a full tion without the express consent of the patient,

disclosure of information to the physician in order unless required to do so by law.
that the physician may most effectively provide

needed services. The patient should be able to The document sets forth particular instances
when the obligation to safeguard patient confi-
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Chapter 2-The Right to Privacy in Health Care Information 141

dences is subject to exceptions for legal and
ethical reasons:

Where a patient threatens to inflict serious bodily
harm to another person and there is a reasonable
probability that the patient may carry out the
threat, the physician should take reasonable
precautions for the protection of the intended
victim, including notification of law enforcement
authorities. Also, communicable diseases, gon
shot and knife wounds, should be reported as
required by applicable statutes or ordinances."

Other providers and organizations maintaining
records have established standards to protect the
confidentiality of health information. The Ameri-
can Hospital Association's Patient's Bill of
Rights states that the patient has the right:

to expect that all communications and records
pertaining to his/her care will be treated as
confidential by the hospital and any other parties
entitled to review certain information in these
records.

FEDERAL LAW PROTECTING PRIVACY IN
MEDICAL RECORDS

The Federal Privacy Act: The Federal Pri-
vacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. Section 552a (1988)
protects individuals from nonconsensual govern-

ment disclosure of confidential information. The
Act prohibits Federal agencies, including Federal
hospitals, from disclosing information contained
in a system of records"to any person or agency
"without prior written consent of the individual
to whom the record pertains' unless the disclo-
sure or further use is "consistent with' the
purpose for which the information was col-
lected."The purpose of the Privacy Act is "to
provide certain safeguards for an individual
against an invasion of privacy. "The Act
contains major requirements concerning collec-
tion, maintenance and dissemination of personal
information. Agencies must:

1. Permit an individual the right to determine
what records pertaining to him are col-
lected, maintained, used, or disseminated
by such agencies,

2. Permit an individual to prevent records
pertaining to him obtained by such agencies
for a particular purpose from being used or
made available for another purpose without
his consent.

3. Provide a procedure by which an individual
may request the correction or amendment of
information pertaining to them.

37 Code'f-'edlci] Ethics, Coora, o, -s. -- Medical Association 1992. The AN'A addresses these-'sagaininits
Policy Coipendio, Caere's Poliies of ohe Aer-ican Medica.Assocition, st- of Deleoateo itrogh the 1991 dteim Meetin. On its
Policy Compendium of 1991 the AMA Council on Long Range Phismiehg and Developmet discuies Fundamental Elements of the
Patist-Physician Relationship. ' Among these are the patient', right to utffideus," ("The physician should not reeal cou i'- I
communications or infranntion without the consent of the patient unless provided for by law or by the need to protect the welfare of the
indunisid or he public inteest. ' '), and the psgomist's right to obtain copies or summaries of their medical records. (Section 140.975,
Fundamental Elements of the Paient-Physician Relationship, subsection, [4] and [I], espetiely.) Special sections of the document stie
specifically the AMA's support for continued effors, o ensure the confidenality of infoatinon on md=os records, and encourages
consideration of AMA drafted model stae legislation, as well as its support for appropriate effoes to protect the confidentiality and privacy
of unfsrmatio coniained in elecnonio medisl rordis .( Section 315.993, 998). It ls. add-o about m isonir , ini of insfounai.
requested by third party payes and uiliationeviewm groups. (Section 320.979 and 320.986).

eihncon 552a(1(4) of the Prinacy A. defines, for purposes of the Ac the i-s "-eor as "any item. collection or grouping of
information about a indi'idual that is maintained by as agency, including but not limited to his edabadiaos financial transactions, medical
histcry ni criominal or emplsyent history sd that contains his name, or the iuldyg number, symbol or other identifying particular
assigned to the individual such as a finger or oice print or a phosgaph. '
The Aut delin he tom "system of recidis' as " group of any records under bhe snoi of any agency from which information is retrieoed

by the nam, of the individual or by some identifying number, symbol, or other identifying particular assigned to the indicidual. "

39Ibid. Scion52a(b).Aemcinbare expanded upon the notion of'mcomiisi with' iojstimyfir uses of personally identifiable

information.

55 Public Law 93-579, -oo. 2(b).
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42 1 Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

4. Be subject to civil suit for damages that
occur as a result of willful or intentional
action that violates any individual rights
under the Act. The Privacy Act permits
exemptions from the requirements for re-
cords provided in the Act only in those cases
where there is an important public policy
need for such exemption as determined by
statutory authority (e.g., law enforcement).

Thus, the Privacy Act requires Federal agen-
cies to collect, maintain, use, or disseminate any
record of identifiable personal information in a
manner that ensures that such actions are for a
necessary and lawful purpose, that the informa-
tion is current and accurate for its intended use,
and that adequate safeguards are provided to
prevent its misuse. Hospitals operated by the
Federal Government are bound by the Privacy
Act's requirements with respect to the disclosure
of the medical records of their patients. Also,
medical records maintained in a records system
operated pursuant to a contract with a Federal
agency are subject to the provisions of the Privacy
Act. For example, hospitals that maintain regis-
ters of cancer patients pursuant to a Federal
contract or to federally funded health mainte-
nance organizations are subject to the Privacy
Act.41

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Laws: Two Federal
statutes prescribe special confidentiality rules for
the records of'patients who seek drug or alcohol
treatment at federally fuded facilities."These
statutes and their implementing regulations apply
strict confidentiality rules to oral and written
communications of "records of the identity,
diagnosis, prognosis, or treatment of any patient

which are maintained in connection with the
performance of any' educational, rehabilitative,
research, training, or treatment program relating
to drug or alcohol abuse."The regulations define
apatient's record as 'any information, whether or
not relating to a patient, received or acquired by
a federally assisted alcohol or drug program. "
In essence, these restrictions provide for a higher
level of confidentiality and allow limited excep-
tions for release of patient information. These
exceptions, however, allow disclosure with the
prior written consent of the patient (if the consent
meets certain requirements prescribed by regula-
tion)."These regulations have full force and
effect of Federal law, so that they supersede State
laws on confidentiality.

Section 1106 of the Social Security Act: This
statute prohibits disclosure of any file, record, or
other information obtained by the officers or
employees of the Department of Health and
Human Services except as prescribed by regula-
tion. This prohibition also applies to officers and
employees of any agency, organization, or institu-
tion that contracts with the Secretary (intermedi-
aries and carriers) during the course of carrying
out the contract. The regulations that implement
section 1106, 42 C.F.R. sees, 401.101-401.152,
supplement and are consistent with the regula-
tions that implement the Federal Freedom of
Information Act."1

SOURCES OF THE CONFIDENTIALITY
OBLIGATION-STATE COMMON LAW

Defamation. Defamation is the false written or

oral communication to someone other than the
defamed of matters that concern a living person

4Mh' gxr. the MlaW, flh-.11Roah. , S..a N. Mcf.Criepe€.ly e*,It :lcVD ~x S ,- C- .'
198

5
) p. 78.

2 ca U s.C. 29d.90see-3 '1988)"
43 42 CFJ..sees.31et ,,q., (1990).

- 42 C.F.. s-c. 2.12(e)(
4

), (1990).

45Se.42C.F.R.c 2.31 (1990).

465 U.S.C.ue. 5552 (1988).
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Chapter 2-The Right to Privacy in Health Care Information43

and tend to injure that person's reputation."
Medical records may contain information that is
inaccurate and that, if published, would tend to
affect a person's reputation in the community
adversely. Thus, conceivably, disclosure by a
hospital to an unauthorized person would result in
an action for defamation. A qualified privilege
may exist where information is transmitted to a
third party with a proper motive or purpose and
with the exercise of reasonable care that the
information was true.'

Breach of Contract. Courts have, of late,
demonstrated a willingness to apply the ethic
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44 I Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

by secondary users of that data: parties that use
medical records for nonmedical purposes. This
patchwork of law addressing the question of
privacy impersonal medical data is inadequate to
guide the health care industry in carrying out its
obligations in a computerized environment.

Furthermore, States are not consistent in their
acknowledgment of the computerized medical
record, and do not confront the problems pre-
sented by computerization. Some States continue
to require that patient records be maintained in
writing. Moreover, State law does not address the
growing segment of the information industry that
seeks to compile (whether with or without patient
names or identifiers) medical information about
patients for sale to interested corporations.'As
the WEDI Report to the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services states:

Myriad laws and regulations require providers to
maintain health information in a confidential
manner... IC]onfidentiality has historically been
addressed at the state level, with each state
crafiing its own unique approach. The state rules
are superimposed on a federal regulatory frame-
work. The result: a morass of erratic law, both
statutory and judicial, defining the eonfidentiaity
of health information.'

INADEQUACY OF EXISTING PROTECTION
SCHEME AND THE NEED FOR FEDERAL
LEGISLATION

Legal and ethical principles currently avail-
able to guide the health care industry with respect
to obligations to protect the confidentiality of

patient information are inadequate to address
privacy issues in a computerized environment
that allows for intra- and interstate exchange of
information for research, insurance and patient
care purposes. Lack of legislation in this area will
leave the health care industry with little sense as
to their responsibilities for maintaining confiden -

tiality. It also allows for a proliferation of yrivate
sector computer databases and data exchanges
without regulation, statutory guidance, or re-
course for persons wronged by Abuse of data.

The scheme, as it exists, does not adequately
take into account the tremendous outward flow of
information generated in the health care reIn-
tionship today (see box 2-F and figure 2-1). This
problem has always existed, but was not as
serious because medical records were only occa-
sionally used outside the medical treatment proc-
ess. The expanded use of medical records for
nontreatment purposes exacerbates the short-
comings of existing legal schemes to protect

privacy in patient information. The law must
address the increase in the flow of data outward

from the medical care relationship by both
addressing the question of appropriate access to
data and providing redress to those that have
been wronged by privacy violations. Lack of such
guidelines, and failure to make them enforceable,
could affect the quality and integrity of the
medical record itself.

Further, the reservation of regulation of these
matters to the States does not address the growing
reality that this information will increasingly be
transferred or accessed across State lines. As a
result, health care providers, third party-payers,
and secondary users of medical information will
remain uncertain as to the law under which they
are operating. The WEDI Report echoes this
concern:

The regulatory framework governing providers'
disclosure of patient-identifiable health informa-
tion is flawed. It dictates different disclosure rles
for different types of providers. These rules may
conflict within a given state and among different
states. The great variance in disclosure rules
creates inconsistent standards for providers and
offers inconsistent protection to patients. Some
states offer little protection for health infrmat-
ion, while others offer protection for the initial

smTnaeSh -m;rq .vPNcIn dP CS Health Services, taseed idtnn bx2-E.

C'V orkw for Eterrooto Dtto trtrtronge, op. Cit., footnote
5
, app. 

4
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5
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Box 2-F-Recordkeeping and Information Flow In Health Care Data

Medical recordkeeping usually begins with an individual patient's personal physician, hospital,
health center, or clinic. Traditionally, record keeping in the office of the physician has varied depending
on medical philosophies, the nature of the medical practice, and the idiosyncrasies of the physician;
some physicians use their office records only to jog their memories about the social and medical
characteristics of the patients, while others may keep records that are very detailed in descriptions,

diagnosis, and treatment. Participation in a group practice may affect the physician's habits of record
keeping, since there is likely to be a greater need for clear communication between physicians in the

group responsible for the patient's care. Psychiatrists, psychologists and psychotherapists in private
practice vary in the amount of detail they include in the patient record, from very detailed records,
including notes of physical ailments, to coded shorthand notes, to no written record at all.

Among the physician's considerations in determining the manner in which he or she keeps records
is the requirement of insurance companies to justify payment for services and public reporting
requirements under State statutes. In addition to the need for records to comply with government
requirements that the incidence of certain communicable diseases, child abuse and neglect, and
accidental and industrial deaths, physicians must keep a record of their prescriptions for certain
narcotics and controlled substances. The Increase in filings of malpractice suites has led to the practice
of 'defensive medicine,' the ordering of tests and consultations so that the record will show the doctor
undertook all reasonable measures. This practice is reflected in office records, which as a result are a
prime source of information about the quality of care.

The medical records kept by hospitals about admitted patients may include identifying information,
x-ray films, EKG and lab test results, daily observations by nurses, physical examination results,

diagnoses, drug and treatment orders, progress notes and post-operative reports from physicians,
medical history secured from the patient, consent forms authorizing treatment or the release of
information, summaries from the medical records of other institutions, and copies of forms shared with
outside institutions for insurance purposes. Medical records may also include impressions of mental
abilities and psychological stability and status; lifestyle information or suppositions, including sexual
practices and functioning; dietary habits; exercise and recreational activities, including dangerous ones
life insurers would want to know about; religious observances and their Impact treatment decisions;
alcohol and drug use; and comments on attitudes toward illness, physicians, treatments, compliance
with therapy and advice, etc. Staff comments about the patient's character or demeanor are sometimes

included in the record.
In addition to the central record, files maybe maintained in several departments of a hospital,

including such departments as social service, billing, and pharmacy. Information kept in one such file

may also he of relevance in another, so that the patient's hospital record becomes several different files

that may overlap and are often maintained inseparale places.
Hospital records are subject to both internal and external review. In instances such as Medicaid

or Medicare, where Federal money is disbursed for health cafe, Federal regulations require the
establishment of a Professional Review Organization (PRO) to determine that facilities and professional
services are used properly.'Medical records play a central role in this process. Local and State agencies
also conduct hospital reviews. The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Health Care Organizations
makes considerable use of patient records when reviewing hospital facilities and procedures.

IThaSoca SecuriyAct, Sections 1151-64.
mraiedonr next page)
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Box 2-F-Recordkeeping and Information Flow In Health Care Data-Continued

That organization sets standards for hospital accreditation, requires that standard nomenclature be
used in diagnoses, and requires that records contain information sufficient to Justify a diagnosis and to
warrant the choice of treatmentand outcome

Thus, like private practitioners' records, hospital records are used for insarance, both private and
governmental, protection against malpractice claims, and quality assurance. Hospitals are also subject
to the same public reporting requirements as private physicians: communicable disease, law
enforcement, child abuse, controlled substance prescriptions, and birth and death certificates.

Figure 2-F-I-The Flow of Personal Medical Data
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Third-Party Payers and Health Care Reviews

Medical records are used by those who pay for medical care-third party payers-both private
insurance companies and government programs such as Medicare and Medicaid- Groups ad
government agencies that review individual medical records as part of their attempt to analyze the
quality of medical care and to determine whether hospitals and other health providers are in fact
delivering the health care for which they are being reimbursed also have access to medical records.

Third-party payers, whether government agencies or private companies, require positive
identification of the patient and what medical services he or she received. Without this basic information,
claims for benefits or reimbursement are not honored. Frequently, third party payers require more than
this basic information to protect themselves against fraud by the patient or by the health care provider.
Private companies may also collect medical information and other personal data in advance of granting
insurance coverage underwriting to make sum that the individual is an appropriate financial and medical
risk.

The three types of information generally colected by the third-party payorfrom the patient record
are:

t. patient identification, including name, address, name of subscriber, relationship of patient to
subscriber, patients occupation and employer, age, sex and identifying number;

2. clinical information, including attending physician, referring physician, description of accident
or illness, description of operations or medical procedure, dates of service and final diagnosis
and complications; and

3. financial information, including length of stay, charge per day, and accommodations.

Hospitals and outside monitoring agencies attempt to determ ine how the hospital's faclities are
being used by means of utilization mview.The examination of whether the treatment prescribed for the
patient is appropriate, and whether the actual delivery of that treatment is appropriate according to
professional standards,is involved in quality care assurance. Hospitals carry out these kinds of reviews
in order to plan the most efficient use of their facilities at the lowest costs. Third party payers engagn
in these examinations to control health care costs and to assure that good quality medical care is
delivered.

Among the kinds of utilization reviews carried out is that of the Joint Commission on Accreditation
of Hospitals, which reviews hospital performance to make sure that they meet certain professional
standards. State and local agencies responsible for monitoring hospitals supervise sanitary facilities,
compliance with building, fire and safety codes; as well as costs, procedures and length of stay.

Professional review organizations, physician staffed and directed commissions under the aegis of
State Medical societies, are designed to detect fraud and misuse of facilities by health care providers
and to assure that proper standards of care are secured under public funds.

Secondary Users of Personal Medical Data

The power of computers to facilitate gathering, exchanging and transmitting data could spur
increased demands for use of medical infornation beyond the more traditional uses described above.
Secondary users of personal health care data are parties that use medical records for purposes not
directly involved in providing health care, paying for it or assuring its proper delivery. Rather, such
information is obtained for various business or governmental purposes. Among these secondary users
are life and auto insurers, employers, licensing agencies, public health agencies, the media, medical
researchers, education institutions, and rehabilitation and social welfare programs. The flow of

(continued on nelipage)
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disclosure of information but ignore the problem
of subsequent disclosures .56

This lack of clarity could lead to increased
litigation over medical cofidntially issues and
the obligations of parties with access to the
information.
Patient awareness that records are maintained

on computers, absent the assurance of a clear law
protecting the confidentiality of those records,
could lead to deterioration of the traditionally
cofidential "physician-patient' relationship."
Some contend that this breakdown could well
lead to patients' withholding information critical
to their care, thus jeopardizing their own health as
well as denying the health care system (including
physicians, nurses, hospitals, third-party payers,

and researchers) information they may legiti-
mately want and need, and that society has
already deemed appropriate to give them. It could
also place physicians in the difficult ethical
position of deciding whether or not to enter
sensitive information into the record at the
patient's request (or maintaining a separate,
noncomputer-based record), or the extreme of this
situation, the development of a "black market'
health care system that does not participate in the
computerized exchange of patient information."
Yet others argue that while patients do express
concern about the privacy of their records in
general, there is a body of medical literature that

has found no significant patient concerns with the
privacy of computerized medical records within

Box 2-F-Recordkeeping and Information Flow In Health Care Data-Continued
information to these parties in some cases affects people% lives in very direct ways, determining
whether they are hired or fired, whether they can secure business licenses and life insurances, whether
they are permitted to drive cars, whether theyare piaced under policesurveillasce or labelled as security
risks. Medical records are also used in civil and criminal judicial proceedings, and in quasi-judicial
proceedings such as disability hearings, probation hearings, and workmen's compensation reviews.
Protection of privacy in computerized medical information also invoiles the responsibilities of these
secondary users in maintaining confidentially in the information.

As discussed earlier, medical records are used to comply with public health reporting requirements.
Law enforcement sees patient medical records as aresource in solving cases. Medical records are
maintained as part of school records, and medical research has long been viewed as a worthwhile
reason to allow access to personal medical information. (figure 2-F-I ) Computers maywell force in society
to make clear value choices about to whom this information is made availble. Security easures such
as audit trails, etc., alow the enforcement of these decisions.!

2 Alan VStln, Professor of Publc Law and Government, Columbia University, perieml car-iian,
February 1993.

SOURCE: Alan F. Westn,Coeworr . Htailh Records, andcltLma l gltn National Bureau of Standards
Monograph 157 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1976).

56 Ibid., p. 17.
nOTA Workshop, iMiy 31,1992.

58Ibid., . the Physicio in the Protction of Patient priay, N-1, COs.
La- Ret'ie,; wl. 62, 1984.
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Figure 2-i-Progression of a Person Through the Spectrum of Medical Care
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private medical settings.
" 

While parent concerns records stored in the large, national databases that
may be lessened when their medical records are are proposed as a part of recent health care
stored in the computers of their personal physi- initiatives .60
cians, patients may be more concerned with

oSa, A.potere "'Ceoep.otesa in General practice: Te patient's Vieo ,'Joornal of the Royal College of GenI ralPracice, vol. 31, 1981,
pp. 83 to 85; M. Pige. S. Robins, sod G. Brow, "Computers in the Surgery: The Patient's View." British .vi'esn r 1984. vol. 288,
pp. 289-291 t G.. eenvoetondT" Wall, ' 'Patient reetions to doctors' coepoter toe en genel prctteoennuhtattels. Social
Setene Medicine, 1985, ol. 20. pp. 47-52. . Reos. P. lppene.C. Wolfs, I Diede-tlee, "Do personalI ompters make doctors less
pasonal?" Breioh Medical Jo-tl 1988, vol. 2%, pp. 1446-1448. Because medical compteriation is frther advanced in England shan in
the United States, these studies ae psedetostly surveys of patient opinion within the British working class. Similar findings have been
reported in American work. See,. I egle, R. Oates. "Patient Reactions to Physician Use of Computers During Clinical Encounters.
Poopehhofitn- drft.
e9SeeA, Potter,"Computes in General Practice: The Pde's Vice"Jornal ofthe Royal College of Gnerol Practice. vol. 31,1981,

pp. 83 tO 85; M. Pringle, S. Robins, and i. Brmn, "Computer in the Surgery: Tie Patient's View." British ld- Voa etot . 1984, vol 288,
pp. 289-291. . Bronmbdge, G. Hernark, end TWall, "Patient reactions to doctors' copuer use in general practice consultations." Social
Science Medicine, 19885. vol. 20, pp. 47-

5 2
.J.Retatm P. Htppenor. G. Wolfi, I Diedrsih, "Do personal nomputes make dotos less

personal?" Britih Medical Jooto, 1988, vol. 296, pp. 1446-1448. Becaun medical computerintion is further advanced in England than in
the United Stan, these studies at predominanty snney of paficm opinion within the British working class. Similar findings have been
reported in American work. See, J. Legler.R. Oates. "Patient Reactions to Physician Use of Computers Duing Ctlw Encounters."
Petpdhoisoo draft.

oJamesD.Leger,MD -.tissait Profesor, Departme of Family Pratice, Ui-eo .eofTes, Health Scietelstse at San Atotnio,

personal communication April 1993.
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Computerized

Health Care
Information 3

I mplementation of a system for computerized medical

information involves technological and nontechnological
elements. Among the technological aspects of such a
system are the online or off-line approaches to maintaini-

ng and processing information, computer security systems, and
standards for computerization of medical information and the
content of the medical record. From an administrative and policy
standpoint, computerization of health care information requires
foolproof identification of patients and patient information,
policies to clarify questions of ownership and access to patient
records, and practices for obtaining informed consent from
patients for release and use of their personal data.

THE TECHNOLOGY OF COMPUTERIZED
HEALTH CARE INFORMATION

Early research into computerization of medical information
focused on administrative record keeping, laboratory manage-
ment, and electrocardiographic analysis. In addition to these
uses, one of the goals of this research has been the creation of an
electronic, computer-based patient record, computer systems for
health care information records consist of four essential ele-
ments:

Hardware, including a central processing unit, mass storage
devices, communication channels and lines, and remotely
located devices (e.g., terminals or microcomputers with or
without local area networks) serving as human/computer inter-
faces;

software, including operating systems, database management
systems, communication and application programs;

Data, including databases containing patient information; and
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Personnel, to act as originators and/or users of
the data; health care professionals, paramedical
personnel, clerical staff, administrative person-
nel, and computer staff'

These elements have traditionally been con-
tained within each medical institution, and each
department within the medical facility has been
linked to provide access to information by health
care practitioners and administrators working at
the facility. Privacy and security concerns have
been addressed by the individual institution.
Recently, however, faced with rising costs and
increasing demands for more cost-effective deliv-
ery of services, the medical community is consid-
ering a system that links computers among
institutions. Such an approach, an online system,
would tie together computer systems in hospitals,
private practitioners' offices, health maintenance
organizations, health libraries and research re-
sources, and third-party payers. Information about
the individual patient could be transferred among
these facilities, with the intent of eliminating
paperwork and lowering administrative costs,
while raising the level of patient care.' Linkage of
these computer systems would expand access and
broaden security and privacy concerns.

A smart card system has also been considered
as the primary means of storing and maintaining
the patient record, or for use as an access control
device to assure confidentiality in an online
system, or some combination of the two.'

Smart card systems for health care have been
implemented extensively in France. Other Euro-

pean countries have pilot projects to test this
technology for maintenance of health care data.
Smart cards can be used in two ways: for storage
of medical information, and for enhancing secu-
rity of online computer systems. Smart cards are
considered by some as away of giving the patient
maximum control over the confidentiality of his
or her health care information. However, depend-
ing on how smart cards are used, they too raise
concems about privacy.
Whiatever the technology employed to maistai

medical information, decisions about privacy in
data involve balancing the individual's right to

privacy against the cost of security, and the
impediment that security measures impose on the
accessibility of data. Individual rights must also
be balanced against public interests in informa-
tion such as those for medical research.'Technol-
ogy controls improper access from outside the
system, but the greater concern for abuse is
iniproper actions by persons authorized to access
the computer system from within an institutions
No system can be made totally secure through
technology.

Online Systems
The Institute of Medicine (IOM) report dis-

cusses the potential for linking data in terms of
"connectivity'-a term denoting the potential to
establish links or to interact with any source or
database that may improve the care of the patient.
The report identifies three interfaces important
for such interactions: 1) the interface between the

I Gretchen Murphy, 'System and Daam Protecting" Aspecits of the Compute Bsed Pal Recrd Marion J. Ball, Moms F. Con. eds.,
lNew York, NY: Sprtnger-velog, 1992).
'Wide Linkage of computer systems has already been accomplished between fanneial institutions, allowing for, among other things,

electronic funds transfer, ad immediate, nuite verfication oreditligibility.
'Suggsins have been made that the smart card might cnnti. citain ritical pieces ofinformation e.g., patient kit tfl .t, special

conditions or alergies, the Fame aed ph.eum be ifhi patient's primary physic@ as well as act as an access control device.
'Some commentators suggest that the fundamental question may be whether individual prvacy in medical information is an absolute Sa

one not subject to a utilitarian balancing approach. nai perspective suggests the more died isue, whsther personal medical information
should even be entered into a national computerpesinm regardless of the safeguards put i place. Gerry D. Lore, Associate Vice President and
Directa, Government Afairs, ianataammt Inc., personal eoammicatia April 1993.

5 Rien H Couney. "Considerations of Information Secuty for Large Scale Digital aibnm,-contractor e pa prepared for the Ofea
of Technology Assessment, Mar. 27, 1993.
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record and other repositories or potential reposi-
tories of information that may be useful in
providing patient care, 2) the interface between
the record systems of different provider institu-
tions, and 3) the interface between the record and
a practitioner.

The ability to link these kinds of data depends
on new network technologies that are built on
communications, computing, information and
human resource capabilities, and integration of
computing and communications technologies to
enable transmission of text, images, audio and
video. The information infrastructure enabling
these developments include communications net-
works, computers, information and the people
who use these resources and create information.

Communications networa are interconnected
and interoperable public and private communica-
tions networks ("public" networks refer to those
networks, such as the public switched telephone
network, that are open to use by anyone (common
carriers); "private' networks refer to those that
are limited to use by a specific group of people
meeting certain criteria, such as corporate net-
works or "value added networks") providing
services ranging from high to low speed, allowing
a range of uses anytime, anywhere. They also
involve agreed-upon technical standards for piec-
ing together the network and having all the
elements work together; the capacity to transmit
information at both low and high speeds, in a
variety of data formats, including image, voice,
and video; and multiple mechanisms to support
the electronic transfer of funds in exchange for
services received.
Computers include specialized computers resi-

dent on the communications networks to provide
intelligent switching and enhanced network serv-

ices, personal computers and workstations, in-
cluding machines that respond to handwritten or
spoken commands and portable wireless devices
that are easy to use and that can be easily accessed
by users, and distributed computer applications
that are widely accessible over the network.

Information includes public and private data-
bases and digital libraries that store material in
video, image, and audio formats, and information
services and network directories that assist users
in locating, synthesizing and updating informa-
tion.

From a health care perspective, a high-
performance computing network is believed to
allow linkage of hospitals, doctors' offices, and
community clinics through high-speed networks.
Patient records, including medical and biological
data, would be available to authorized health care
professionals anytime, anywhere over these net-
works, allowing health care providers to access
immediately, from any location, the most up-to-
date patient data. This data would in the future
include not only textual records but would also
incorporate medical images (e.g., x-ray and mag-
netic resonance imaging) from clinical or labora-
ory tests. From an administrative standpoint,
such a system could enable efficiency gains and
cost savings. Most often cited is the projected
savings in administrative costs involved in proc-
essing an estimated five million health care
claims per day. It is believed that a network would
allow improved management of and access to
health care-related information and reduce costs
for processing insurance claims through elec-
tronic payment and reimbursement. High-speed
networks would also enable medical collabora-
tion through use of interactive, multimedia tele-
medicine technologies over distances.' The exten-

'S. 4, Title VI - Information Infrastructure red Terhuolgy, introduced before the 103d Conges. sts flrth applications of such a network
fer health ca. Tres, include netork, for licking hospitals, clinics, doctors' ofilces, medical schools, medical libraries, and universities;
sofware aad visualization technology for visualizing the human anatomy and aoalyzing x-ray, CAT Sea% PET scan imagery;virtal reality
technology for simulating surgery and other medical procedures; collaborative technology to allow several health case providers in remote
locations to provide real-time treatment to patients; database technology to provide health care providers with access to relevant medical
inforation and liteoraun; database technology for storing, accessing and transnittin parients' medical records while protecting tie accuracy
and privacy of the rords. (Corresponding bill introduced before the House of Representtives, H.R. i757.)
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sire linking of coutputers through high performance,
interactive networks that enable instantaneous
exchange of information challenges existing
schemes for data protection, which place respon-
sibility for confidentiality on each institution.
Information will no longer he maintained, ac-
cessed, or even necessarily originate from a
single institution, but will instead travel among a
myriad of institutions, so that new systems for
data protection must track the flow of the data
itself

SECURITY IN ONLINE SYSTEMS
In online systems, security is generally pro-

vided through the use of user identification names
and passwords. User identification names can be
defined in a variety of ways, including different
combinations of segments of the patient's name
and number sequences. Passwords are, theoreti-
cally, known only to the user and are periodically
changed. More advanced technological solutions
to the problem of access control include use of
smart cards, or biometric control devices such as
seamers that read finger-prints, retinas, or speech
patterns. These devices provide heightened secu-
rity, but at higher cost.'

In addition to user identification names and
passwords, systems may also be equipped with
user-specific menus to control attess to functions
and thereby limit user access only to particular
parts of the patient record that the user legiti-
mately needs to carry out his or her job. Thus, an
administrator may have the ability to view only
accounting and demographic data and have no
access to medical data. Indicators, or flags, can be
used to define the level of interaction in a
particular functional or domain area. For exam-

pie, flags can control whether data can be
accessed to be read or updated only; whether data
can be corrected only on the same date of entry;
whether data can be updated at a later date; and
whether data can be validated or a process
activated. Policy decisions may be made that
certain kinds of information need not be accessi-
ble to all health care personnel. Thus, software
can be implemented that suppresses and restricts
access to certain categories of data.'

Because a networked system allows access to
data from a number of terminals, terminals may
be left by the operator during a data entry session
after the password has been entered and at a
sensitive point in a query of the data entry
process. This problem may be addressed by a
mechanism for quick storage of information, and
time-out features so that any idle terminal unused
for input for a freed period of time will automati-
cally revert to the password entry screen.

Some systems make use of audit trails, records
of significant events (login, user authentication,
and authorization, activities of specific users) that
may be checked when something of a suspicious
nature occurs. Audit trails can reveal irregular
patterns of access and allow detection of improper
behavior by legitimate or nonlegitimate users."

Equally as important in supplementing the
technological measures taken to address the
problem of maintaining a secure networked
system are organizational education efforts, poli-
cies, and disciplinary "actions' to ensure the
ethical behavior of persons inside the computer
system who have authorized access to the infor-
mation, In addition, organizational committees
are often established to oversee and make deci-

'V. Ed. Hammond, "security, Privacy and Confidentiality: A Perspetie," Jaurn al ofteahb Itermaao Mtaneen Reserch, 10.
1,No, 2,tiitsil 1992, pp. 1-8.

'Ibid. Harvard Community Health Pii for eample, restrit, among other things, certain kinds oftnrative meai health data (notes,
dictation, free text) in his manner.

'Some organtions implement a policy whereby people who have not properly logged out of a system will be held responsibli for
improper sis to data.

OAditrailsaly tect breach.e in -,y"ftirhe fac" there must be a Pic poliy inp a that such tls anelegaIic lyecleced
in order for them to be effective.
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sions about compliance with regulations about
data. legal concerns, and ethical considerations
regardinthe transfer and release of information,

Smart Cards
A smart card is a credit card-sized device

containing one or more integrated circuit chips,
which perform the funrctions of a microproces-
sor, memory, and an input/output interface,
Smart cards can perform two major roles:

1. the tan provide a medium for storing and
a f1r0. 5tt7 ,ersonal :t rl4Masia; and

2.thev n ca n't irssrsatothat enhances
tice se nori'i of nasiy online computer sys -
aeas. thus acting as a means for accessing
i.c-v'wtiit, in a network of computers. *2

Definitions of what constitutes a smart card
differ. Generally, a smart card encompasses
off-line technology that is able to activate devices
at the point of use. The traditional smart card.
invented in 1974. is embedded with a microchip,
Which allows it to exchange information with a
c cots i., supe smart card is battery-
powered, contains a keyboard and display, and
has a 64 EEPROM (Electrically Erasable Pro-
grammable Read Only Mearay)" reprogramming
ble memory chip and microprocessor for internal
power.'

The smart card reader/writer device is also a
major component of the smart card system. The
main purpose of the reader/writer device is to
provide a means for passing information from the
smart card to a larger computer and for writing
information from the larger computer into the
smart card. The reader/writer device provides
power to the smart card and physically links the
cards hardware interface to the larger computer.
Since the smart card's inicroprocessor can control
the actual flow of information into and out of the
card's memories, the reader/writer device's role
may be minimal. Some smart card systems
incorporate reader/writer devices that perform
calculations and other funtions. It is generally
the smart card itself that determines if and when
data will be transferred into and out of the smart
card's memories.

SMART CARDS AS A MEANS OF
INFORMATION STORAGE.

The capacity of smart cards to store informa-
tion has increased to 800 printed pages. In
addition to this expansive memory, the smart card
can ensure that the information stored in its
memory is secure. The memory of a smart card
can be divided into several zones, each with
different levels of security and requirements for
access, as required for a specific application. The
smart cord microprocessor and its associated

tiam-" 'fo.i =isthcomponent wichl distinguishes a smat card from cards designed tO simply sto daU ThestmioJ:F- er and
is,.i.r ii'itirm enables the snag card to "make decisions' about where it will store data in its memores and under ahat cicumstances

-lwarcns'-dala tbeugh is inparloutput interface.

I ':n,a _ -dsatdcnsr - a only one pan of an -smBll computer seceurity progas For a discussion of aenstint¢cmuty

I'tl~lP. l is .ass that can be electrically ersed and reprogrammed via a readnrtwnter device at the iset'sfacility.

ii alhe,~*,,,
1  

n.as, rk erkasatas cadiixlad gs~ea smpro~edaseWh~chbeasenubnailut bits (0 bytes) of

is lner iiioa ' .aciaig'y atd as banking cards. ;g. uheots'emrceac sespa ctr ds arc in the development stage. Uning new magnetic
sme.tlg'oaatf would be able no carry onc iegabit or aoe.Mmoiycord, involve the use of integrated circuits, but do not have

r - t'oe-,ycdt are oen described a the imediate techological adrvnce over magnetic stipe enods, The optical carder .ecja.m
iuatal .piirtlca'.s card with lutes-ecorded and lis-read information that can be edited or updated and has a storage capacity of 800

pfen, ptg Sa, J A Rs , "Smart Cards: Microhip Tecbslogy Realutionie the Development of Bank Cards," Tzlt .- asaa -nr.

icna it. it}S1.Ni3S.1992, p 34: and "Introduction to Sniort Cards" Versin 1,0, Reference GGA061IO, a publication of Gempls Card

:-r~iA. 19i
sie -,-o -nm tsrs.n u mear of sectne orage of information and as a means of access control ann derived from I.tucia Ilaylda

atnadR,strBJ. Sitn L', S, DeparmentsofCormec, Nadel Institute of Standards and Technology, "SmatCardT¢ahnology: New
Ml.'tidc for itampulcs A.ss. Control,' NIST Special Publication 5-57, September 1988, pp. 13-26.
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56 Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

Figure 3-I-Possible Applications of Smart Card Memory Zones for
Medical Information

ZONE I-Card holder's identifying information

This usually involves the fullname, sex, date of
binh, next of kin, and adminlstrative numbers. It
may also include accese and PIN cdue

ZONE 2-Emergency information

Information considered usually important in
the first few minutes of an emergency.

ZONE 3-Vacinafon history
Information on vaccinalions including travel
immunizations.

ZONE 4-Pharrnaceueial and medications
Prescription drugs and the over-the-counter
drugs taken on a regular basis; allergies and
Intolerance to specific drugs. This zone could
include such specifica as drug name, qunty.,
renewal schedule, and duration of treatment.

ZONE I-Medicine hlistory

Details relating to medical history of family members,
personal history, current care, preventive care; data
justifying specific follow-up procedures. [

Illustrates how the health cam information contained on the smart card maybe accessed and used.

Zone t: Idenfiecation Information. All carn provider would have access to this level. Only physicians,
pharmacists and the issuing organization would be permitted to make entries.

Zone 2: Emergency information. All cae providers would be authorized to read this zone. Only
physicians would be authorized to make entdes.

Zone 3: Vaccination information. All providers with the exception of ambulance personnel would be
authorized to ead this zone, but only physicians and nurses could make entries.

Zone 4: Medication Intformaeon. Only physicians and phamaeists would be permitted to read or write
in this zone.

Zone 5: Medicine history. Only physicians would be permilted to read or write in this zone.

SOURCE: Smron teves, Bie Broahr Auvsftria's Gmnhei Jie vfSveIkv (Australia: Simon and Schuster, 1992).
rnd Ofe of Tennelgy Asessenet, 199.

operating system can keep track of which mem- transactions, made with the card. The confidential
ory addresses belong to which zones and the zone could have a password known only to) the
conditions under which each zone can be ac- card issuer, who could examine the history of the
cessed (see figures 3-1 and 3-2). card for evidence of misuses of the system. To

A confidential zone could be used to store an prevent any attempts to modify the card's audit
audit trail listing all transactions, or attempted trail, the confidential zone could have a read-only
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Figure 3-2-Possible Smart Card Memory Zones

Secret =ee

Unreadable

For storage of passwords and cryptographic
keys

Confidential zone

Read-Osly, with Password

For storage of an audit trail of card
transactions

Usage zone

ReadlWrite Access, with Password

For storage of information actively used
in applications

Public zone

Read-Only, without Password

For storage of nonsensivee information, such
as the issuer's name and address

This figure Ilustrates a posible srart card weoory dlded
into four aones: a secret zone, a confidential =oe, ,age
zone, and a pubic zone. A secret one could be used for
storoge of infomaeon that can be used only by the mcroproc-
essor Itself. Passwords, cryptographic keys, the card bearer's
digitized fingerprint, or any other information which should
never be readale outside of the smart card could be stored In
this on.
SOURCE: Metho E. Haykin and Robert B.J. Warer, Smart Card
Tehooegy: New Method. for Computer A.ces Contrml," NIST
Special Publicalon 500-157, September 198, p. 25.

access restriction, so that the system could write

to the zone, hut information could not be changed

from the outside.

A usage zone could be used for storage of

information that is specific to the smart card

application and that requires periodic updates and

modification. For example, the date of the card

bearer's last access to the host computer or the

amount of computer time used could be stored in

the usage zone. Depending on the sensitivity of

the data, a password could be required for this
zone. The usage zone could have both read and
write access protected by a password.

A public zone could hold nonsensitive infor-
mation, such as the card issuer's name and
address. The public zone could have read-only
access, without a password.

Crucial secret information can be maintained in
separate protected memory locations through the
use of the smart card's memory zones. It may also
be possible to produce a smart card that would
ensure that the entire secret zone will be destroyed
if any attempt is made to access the data in that
zone; information located in that zone could be
used only by the microprocessor itself Informa-
tion such as passwords, cryptographic keys, and
other information which should never be readable
outside of the smart card could be located here.
The smart card's capacity for distinct memory
zones also allows for the allocation of separate
memory zones for individuals so that, for examp-
le, only the card bearer could access the usage
zone, and only the card issuer could access the
confidential zone.

Care providers would be equipped with a
reader, microcomputer, and necessary software.
Each provider would be given an accreditation
card to gain access to the smart card of patients.
This card defines the zones to which access is
allowed. A Personal Identification Number (PIN)
would also have to be entered before the smart
card could be accessed (like those used by bank
automatic teller machines and credit cards.)

SMART CARDS AS A MEANS OF
ACCESS CONTROL

A smart card can be used as part of an access
control system to protect sensitive data. Appendix
A discusses generally the basic access control
concepts of cryptography, user authentication,
and device authentication, A smart card can be
used to perform the encryption operations needed
for authentication rather than a cryptographic
device attached to (or inside of) a terminal (see
figure 3-3). A smart card is intended to remain in
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58 I Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

us.

Figure 3-3-A System of Authentication Using Smart Cards

(1l' Smart card reveals 3 Host es"ryp s
Its password to user random challenge

valueon orttro

sier cord

Smart
) User seeds PIN card 4 Sma card encrypts

andlor bicmntric I random challenge
data to smal card I value sent by host

Hnt 
t icompue

NOTE:Ths r ear illutratesthe Un tse of . ar d ina pm esecfearhen o between a user and a ht Thcough a system of uathelicaflon
using m ert srd can bcery intcte, it dces t deemad that t uer peic any cnplicated peUn.. The cemmands eeded tI Incl a and
cat out the processare stored within the smart card. Thusth uer only needs to memoze cre PIN and be able to recogize the smart card's

pa ord.

SOURCE: Manha . Haylon and Rebrd B.J. WantrnSart Card Teohnoloe.o ethodo of CompoterAccrs Control. NIST Special Publication
500-157, Septtuber 1988, p. 23.

the possession of its sole user, who is responsible
for its protection, as opposed to a cryptographic
device kept at the site of the terminal, which may
be vulnerable to tampering. The cryptographic
operations perfonaed by a smart card are believed
to possess the potential to improve security.

In addition, the smart card is capable of
encrypting short strings of data used in authenti-
cation procedures. Several encryption algorithms
are currently available in smart cards and imple-
mentations of the Data Encryption Standard have
been developed for smart cards.

THE SMART CARD AS A CARRIER OF
MEDICAL DATA

The concept of a patient card and the portable
medical record was originally born in the 1970s,
but it took several years, until the mid 1980s, to
implement the operation. 16 me frqet Used
definition of a patient card is:

... a plastic card of credit-card size upon which
is printed legible information; it may also carry
part or all of the patient's medical record in micro
or digital form. A card that carries only medical
information is referred to as a "dedicated"

patient card. Non-dedicated cards may carry
insurance information, financial or credit data,
educational data, etc., in combination with medi-
cal nformation.'

Several coantries are currently attempting to
implement such a health care card (see box 3-A on
the French Smart Card System for Health Care).
In Australia, proposals for implementation of
such a system provide that:

Patients will be able ts elect to have a life-long
health care record in electronic form, which will
contain a summary of all relevant health care
information from the date of birth until death.
Included will be entries from general practition-
ers, specialists and consultants, radiologists, labo-
ratories, nursing care, hospitals, physiotherapists,
psychologists, occupational therapists, dental care
etc. The total record will be carried by the patient
on a "Health Card' the size of a plastic credit
card. Copies will also be kept by the last doctor
seen and by a "national back-up service" (a non
goverament organization) which will maintain a
network of back-up centers throughout the coun-
try. This eleotronirecord will have several levels

i Claudia Wild and Walter Pedssl, "Patient Cards: An Asssment efa New Iteneation Technology in Health Ce," ITin Medicine,
Priojet Appraisal o 7, N,. 2, June 1992, pp. 67-78.

It Mid-
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Box 3-A-The French System: A Smart Card Approach

The French Social Security System and the Health Insurance Scheme

The French Social Security system was established shortly after World War l1 and was designed
to work on the basis of mutual cooperation between all beneficiaries. The compulsory Health Insurance
scheme is administered by employers and representatives of workers subscribing to the system. The
Social Security system, which is financially independent from the State, draws its resources from
contributions paid by people insured and their employers. These contributions are calculated according
to earnings.

The Health Insurance branch of the Social Security system performs two main roles:

1. It reimburses most health charges incurred by French workers and their families. Presently
someone requiring medical treatment can expect to have about 75 percent of his ambulatory
care bills reimbursed by Social Security.

2. The Social Secudty System provides a guaranteed income for people unemployed for medical
reasons.

in addition to belonging to the statutory, compulsory Social Security system, the French are often
covered either by complementary health insurance contracts negotiated by their employers with
nonprofit mutual insurance companies, or by contracts with private health insurance companies. This
enables the patient, once Social Security has reimbursed him or her about 75 percent, to recover part
or all oft he remaining25 percent, Approximately 80 percent of the population has supplementary private
or nonprofit health insurance. Although there are only three major compulsory health insurance
schemes in France, them are over 10 thousand complementary Insurance organizations.

Growth in Health Expenditures and Information Flows

Transfer of information and communication between all the public and private health professionals
and institutions in this sector is increasing rapidly. The exchange of medical and administrative data
between patients and the Social Security Organization, nonprofit insurance companies (known as
mutuelles) and private insurance companies shows a similartrend. The Health Insurance branch of the
Social Security System in 1989 processed 760 million paper health care reimbursement claims.

in its efforts to reduce the cost of health care, the government is attempting at the same fine to
preserve the fundamental principles of the French health service: free choice of health services for
patients; free choice on the part of doctors as to methods; conditions and areas to establish medical
practice; and respect for the confidentiality of medical information and the protection of individual rights.
The Health Professional Card (discussed below) was designed to assist in this effort.

Card Systems

SESAWVITALE PROJECT of the Social Security Organization
Among experiments involving the use of smart cards, the Social Security Organization's

SESAMMTALE is asystem aimed at the substitution of the Social Security insurance paper card (45
m i H ion are issued every year) as wll as the 800 iM ionreimbursement claim forms processed per year,
by a m icrcchip card called VITALE, a "portable family administrative file." All paper transactions will be
replaced by electronic information transfers. The essential purpose of the SESAM/VITALE project is to
improve the quality of adminstrative services and to reduce costs. As of 1992,300,000 cards have been
issued in the SESAMITALE Project.

(continuedon next page)
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Box 3-A-The French System: A Smart Card Approach-Continued

MUUTUSANTE CARD of the Mutuele Medicate et Chimrgicae des Alpes

Mutusante is issued by the Alpes Surgery and Medical Mutuelle in Digne. In 1987 the Mutuelle
decided to launch a smart card project with the following objectives in mind:

* simplifying and reducing administrative procedures;
* replacing financial paper transactions by electronic transfers between the different organiza-

tions; and

Sallowing prepaid health care services for drugs and laboratory work.

The card contains personal identification, identification of all members of the family and their
insurance coverage, the rights and dates of validation. By the end of 1992,50,000 cards were distributed
in this program,

Carte Santa of the Federation des Mutuel/es de France (SMS)
The aim of this project, now being implemented in various sites throughout France, is to offer new

services to members of the Mutuelle and to establish a new partnership with health professionals in
offering new services, particulady financial ones. In this program, 250,000 cards have been issued. The

card contains

1. Social Security and Mutuelle rights;

2. bank references to allow for deferred payment;
3. an emergency zone with emergency data, permanent data such as blood group and missing

organs, and variable data such as pregnancy, special treatments, etc:

4. a surveillance zone listing illnesses and periodic examinations, their dates and locations,

regular cheek-ups; and
5. a preventive zone including the work environment with its specific risks and genetic factors.

Updating of the card is possible at the doctor's office or at any branch of the Mutuelle.

SANTAL CARD of the Centre Hospitalier de Saint-Nazaire

The Santal system was first tested in 1987 in the Saint Nazaire area of France and was developed
in close collaboration with members of the medical profession. Thirty-two thousand patients as well as

hundreds of health professionals and employees are now involved. Four public hospitals, 4 private
clinics, and 11 laboratories and health insurance companies are also participating in the project.

The aims of the project are to facilitate reception of patients at medical facilities, to provide easier
communication between hospital services, and to optimize use of hospital and medical resources.

The Santa] card includes an administrative section concerning the personal identification and
health insurance affiliation, the names of the doctor and of persons to be alerted in case of an

emergency; a medical segment used as an alert to significant surgeries, in-patient hospitalizations or
out-patient diagnoses, drug treatments, previous hospital stays, date of admissions, etc.; and data
concerning blood groups, nurses' files, and prescription information.

DIALYSRE CARD of the Fondation de L'Avenir
Dialybre is a project supported by the French mutuality organizations, with the purpose of

increasing patient autonomy and mobility, and keeping medical information current.
The early pilot study was launched in 1988. The system consists of a smart card, used as a hand

portable, minimum medical file given to every patient with terminal renal failure treated by hemodialysis.

Patients undergoing hemodialysis are free to travel from center to center for treatment The Dialybre
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Card carries the minimum data records concerning the care given to the patient. By the end of 1992,
6,000 cards were in use in this program.

CARTE DU PROFESSONNEL DE SANTE (Health Professional Card)
The French see the use of a "Health Professional Card" as the key to promoting coherent

communication and secudty between all the different health information systems (patient Smart Card
systems as well as traditional medical information system), while at the same time respecting the
autonomy of various participants in the system in making management decisions.

The Health Professional Card is a smart card designed to give nationwide identification of health
cam professionals to be used as a single access key to all the medical and social securit y dat a systems.
It is issued in partnership between the Ministry of Health and Social Secut y, professional unions and
all sectors organizations. It has been conceived by representatives of the professions doctors,

pharmacists, nurses, dentists, midwives, etc, and will be issued to France's health professionals.
The Health Professional Card is a portable data support tool permitting the holder to identify himself

or herself, to state his or her professional qualifications, to read andlor write medical Information f rum

medical files or health cards according to their status and qualif !cation within the health care system,
and to sign electronically the medical information put into the patient card or database. It is seen by some
as a sort of "box" of safety measures for the broader smart card system for health care, providing a
source for identification, authentication, certification, electronic signature, and encryption. The Health
Professional Card, it is believed, allows for integration of a variety of computerized information sources

only by appropriate persons. At the same time, these databases can remain decentralized, which many
believe is imperative to maintaining the confidentialit y of the data contained in them. Approximately 1.3
million health professionals are expected to be issued cards.

While planning for the implementation of this technology, the French Ministry of Social Affairs and
Health has also been working with its partners to determine laws and regulations to permit the
implementation and use of this technology. The challenge is to balance legal, institutional, technical,

administrative and social demands to provide computerized health services.

SOURCE: Elbeth Monad, Mission Carte Communication Santo, International Relations, French Ministry of Social
Affairs and Health, 1992.

of security restriction which will control who will Pilot projects have been implemented in
have access to what part of each encounter." France, Great Britain," Sweden, and Italy, which

In the Australian approach, the smart card will use the smart card in a different manner, storing

collate all patient information-administrative, limited kinds and amounts of information (see

hospital, and doctor related records. box 3-B). In the United States, card systems are

i155'e r ae .Hast~i'h,.ff~inetcnkaaasin General Pi -tie in Asita-lia. National Crate for Epidemiology and population lecaim,
Discussion paper No. 2, ANU, Canberra, 1991, cited by Simon Davies, Big arraotaAasvalias Ct-ang ebvfSaetltene (Austalia:
Sim.c & StIear, 1992), p. 5

4
.

9 7rhe ErcWich ro, cndeed crie, isand Iistitue oi Mediine, Tiae a.daar t a,--'a-Ptrin Record: An
Essential "fre'ry-Heait, Carei cihard S. Dick and Elaine B. St, ads., (Washingn DC: National Academy Press, 1991), p. 78-

79
.
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62 1 Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

proposed as one solution to the need to contain
costs, streamline paperwork, and increase availa-
bility of health care services.'

Smart card technology is often cited as a
possible solution to the problem of privacy in
computerized medical data. In lieu of a computer-
ized, central database, or a linked network of
information, smart cards would allow individual

patients to maintain their own medical records,
and would empower the patient with the ability to
consent to any access to the data by authorization
of access to the card. The smart card, as a
patient-bome record, would represent a distrib-
uted database with the advantage that real-time
access to information is available only with the
informed consent of the patient (with the excep-

m aMajocproposals befo n thet102d CCotnes con ithnalth care reform and involing the us of smeart card trehoclngincluded one
by the Bush administrtion (originally issued a a White Paie, in 1992, which discussed the cane ofadmlistrotive costs and strategies to reduce
them) introduced in both House, an "The Medical and Insurancn tnomation Refom Act of 1992" and thre legislatice pop.a.sn: S. 1227,

Knelt Asal.a Affodcble Health Ca far All Anefcans Act" introduced by S.nar Mchrl[ and Kemedy; H.R. 1300, 'The Unrao l
Health Cate Act of 1991" introduced by Representative Russo; and Mt. 3205, "The Health Insuance Coverage and Cost Containment Act
of 1991" introduced by aeprsente R -s sH. The 103d Congress intnduced several new propals, including HIR. 200, intoduced
by Congecmn Stnk, "Health Can Cost Containment& Reform Act of 1993"; HR. 191, introdoe.d by Congenman nt,6. "American
e, otaan Health Care Retom Act of 1993' and S. 223 "Acess to Affordable Health Care Act' inteoduced by Senator Cohen

Box 3-B-international Examples of Health Care Applications for Smart Cards

Since the mid-1980s, approximately 100 pilot projects using smart cards for medical purposes
have been initiated internationally.

Applications for smart cards in health care can be classified in two major categories: cards with

administrative data and cards with clinical data. International pilot projects have tested various
applications.

Identification and social aeeurityc ardreplaces an existing paper insurance card for identification
of the patient and his or her claim.

Health pass: replaces an existing paper health card for patients who need intensive care in a
particular phase of their lives (mother-child pass, senior citizen pass, health examination pass).

General patient card: a patient health card on which the patient's medical record is stored; the
primary aim is to improve the information flow within the entire health service.

Blood type card: replaces an existing paper blood group card.
Emergencycard replaces an existing paper identification card of an accident patient and provides

the immediate availability of emergency data.
Work orsporfs medical card: replaces and introduces a card for a particular group of people who

are under permanent medical supervision or who are exposed to special risks.
Risk group card: introduces a specialized patient card for patients with chronic pathologies

requiring long-term treatment or medication.
Labartory pharmacy card: a card facilitating communication between the prescribing doctor

and the laboratory or pharmacist, as a means of conveying accurate information.
Payment or accounting card that rationalizes accounting and cost refunding and facilitates

finanicial transactions.

SOURCE: Claudia Wild and Walter Petssi, "Patient Cards: An Assessment eta New Information techology in
Health Care," ITin Medicine, Project Apraisal eo. 7, No. 2, June 1992, pp. 68-74.
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tion, probably, of emergency information) .21 This
is contrasted with the acknowledged risk of
computer network penetration by the determined
"hacker' who, if successful, could have access to
thousands, even millions, of clinical records, The
restriction of access to different kinds of data of
different levels of sensitivity enabled through use
of security codes arguably heightens the patient's
personal control over the data.m

However, critics of such a system cite short-
comings of the card's ability to protect patient
privacy in medical information. Concerns have
been raised about patient compliance with carry-
ing the card .mThe proposed solution to such
compliance problems is the creation of a back-up
database containing the patient information, such
as that proposed in the Australian plan (see
discussion on pages 58-61).'Such a database
would, arguably, present many of the same
problems as an online computerized system.
Others have noted that while the smart card
allows for control over the information while it is
in the patient's possession, it is entirely possible
that the patient will not know the nature of the
information he or she is carry ing.tln addition,
without further laws to the contrary, the carrier of
the patient card could be completely dependent on
the judgment of health care administrators to
determine what information should be accessed
by which health care provider, insurer or other

third party .26 Concerns remain, also, about secu-
rity of information at the host."Yet another
concern is that patients will not want information
about psychic and mental diseases, AIDS tests,
abortions, venereal diseases, or genetic anomalies
recorded on the card. As a result, there is concern
about whether a smart card will contain a
comprehensive medical record, or an abbreviated
version of the record with its attendant limita-
tions.

Some also contend that, while the patient data
serves to document the process of patient care, it
would be inappropriate to eliminate the hospital
or office-based record of care because that record
is also part of the process information of the
health care provider. The proposed 1994 Accredi-
tation Manual for Hospitals released by the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Or-
ganizations (JCAHO) emphasizes the ever-
increasing role of information in patient care
processes as a way of measuring the quality and
efficiency of health care delivery. Given this
scenario, the card would more likely serve as the
patient's personal copy, or would serve as an
access control tool, but would not be the sole
source of patient information.

"
From the stand-

point of health care research, questions remain to
what extent this system would hinder epidemiolog-
ists' efforts to examine the course of diseases

01 somcaoea iceee ,hatosnad efd.am .-. so, mad cards could offer the technical capability to give lie Patient more mtal .oer
medical iforman, but only if the medical dam is completely and solely resident on the card. Shei Alper. "Medical Records, Privacy and
Health Care Rteform, " p,$r=U-- draft, June 28, 1993, A version of this paper will appear in the Noembenr/cember 1993 issue ofiho
The Han6,et Center Repon.

nf Debate ai .s about who may exatee which zone of the cad, ad who may Make entries On he card.
23 Th c card is teei if lost, ftgalten, or dmged. No.e ofthe -1 lrop.oals for use ofih cards suggest shat the medical dam eide

solely on the card far that .eason In addition to oacens ahour compliance, there is also a potential for theft and fraudulent rue of the cards.
ei Eal of the current proposals for impleetation of an leetromne card system also caIls for one or mo databases o the other end of the

medieal/tnsneace transaction, Ieeping mch of ee.ry claim filed and every medical treatment adminisered,
ae Maecmeiohen re7ner-', :..an Office, Computer PFefemtoordi for Social Responsibility, perso multzivin =fi ebemer

1992.
m Sher Alpert, op. cit., fomom 21.

27 Stl KalkyNNai c.ooltlus"eofSc , S am- rd Tmrthsperonvalz: recomrJ nn.Oat.26,1992 OTA workshop, D 7,1992.

2t Sean McLinden, GFN lhcaltfi Inc., perol communication, Ma,. 14, 1993.
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64 1 Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

through access to medical records.' Still others
indicate their uneasiness with a system of identifi
cation cards containing large amounts of personal
information to be carried by individuals, and the
implications such a system may have for a large
scale national identification card system."

THE UNIQUE PATIENT IDENTIFIER
Proposals for establishing a unique patient

identifier have been the subject of much discus-
sion. Proponents of the computerized patient
record recommend the use of a unique patient
identifier that is assigned to the patient at birth
and remains permanently throughout the patient
lifetime. Theoretically, an identifier might allow
appropriate information exchange between ap-
proved parties in the course of delivery of health
care, and may ensure that accessed, entered or
altered records correspond to the proper patient.
The assignment of such a unique number might
also prevent problems of fraud and forgery in the
reimbursement process. It could also facilitate
linkage of information for administrative, statisti-
cal, and research purposes.

A variety of systems for assigning such a
number have been proposed, including some

combination of parts of the Social Security
number, segments of the patient's name, digits
from the patient's date of birth, and the latitude
and longitude coordinates of the patient place of
birth, or place of issuance of the number." The
most often mentioned, and what is often argued to
be the most expeditious solution, is the use of the
Social Security number itself."While recogniz-
ing that problems exist in the assignment of the
Social Security number while avoiding duplica-
tion and preventing forgery, many see this estab-
lished system of a unique number for individuals
to be the most efficient and cost effective way of
dealing with the problem of the unique patient
identifier."

In spite of the ease with which proponents
believe that such a system might be put in place,
and the advantages of such a system to facilitate
record linkages that might permit improved
delivery of health care and reimbursement, pri-
vacy advocates strongly criticize the proposal."
Concerns about the proliferation of the use of the
Social Security number for purposes unrelated to
the administration of the Social Security system,
and the power of the number to act as a key to
uncovering and linking a vast amount of informs-

2$' ibid.
aroevid H.Rahaty,"NviCy. CaYti rdiiY andtb U of- a Health Inforaation for Research and siusics' Canrendfaplie

Admnioiration cal. 35, No. 1, 1992, p. S0.
,i Sie, fr exaple, Guide for Unique rccat-are Identfier Modet ASTM do- Apr. 29, i99S. Tae dr- -, is not am ASTM

Standard. It is under consideration within an ASTM Technical committee but has not received all approvals required to become ae ASTM
standard.

32 The proposal of te Bush administration before he 1Oi cAem. "The Medical and Insurance Irforation Reform Act or 1992,"

roqained as of the Social Security Number.
33 Tohage v t et /O/ehillit t rued sonie, v m anexrrtpm] ay.rw ,n smrarhr$ b r aothe oe t'$'a aisro

on Social Security, Gwendolyn S. King, Commissioner of Social Security, disuased the potential effect on the Social Security Adrtnisfato
of xprded use ofthe SSN elate-suiir to make the Social Security Card a eational personal ititter. She stated hal. to issu new Social
Security cards containing enhancements in make them useful for personal a i-alru.in would bean "ononeous and expensive undertauing
The prcess of verifyin g identities cad ci'suing cvreye a new, mare secure card would h very cosily-in the range of S 1.5 to $2.5 billion.'
(This ttmuny did no pecifically a dcss us. of In, numberas a aique patientiaon number.) Tle exact cost would depend on the
security fenaures and imsuanco pirooduros used. U.S. Congress, House Committee on Ways and Moan, Subcommittee on Social Security,
Heaing on fi e Use of fhe Social Security Nnber a a National ldenfifo, Serial 102-11, Feb. 27, 1991, pp. 24-25. Others suggest that
implementation ofe medical idra zb number could be accomplished on a prospective basis. Jeff 7 hUrrJc .Baynaema & Wdnrtu. New
York. NY, pon.al comiunmcaiuon, April 1993.

U W sillisar M. niceley. "Ge Ready for Smar Cards and Health Care, ' The tan St ree furnal.May 3. 1993, p. B 11.
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Chapter 3-Systems for Computerized Health Care Information I 65

tion held both by the government and private
companies,

3 5 
have been voiced by many in a

variety of contexts. Following passage of the
Social Security Act in 1935, the narrowly drawn
purpose of the Social Security number was to
provide the Federal government with means of
tracking earnings to determine the amount of
social security taxes to credit to each worker's
account. Over the years, however, the use of the
number as a convenient means of identifying
people has grown, so that the Social Security
number has been used by government agencies
and the private sector for other purposes."

As a result of this expanded use of the Social
Security number, the number now facilitates the
ability of large institutions to compare databases.
It allows outsiders (including private detectives,
computer hackers, or other strangers) to move
from database to database, from credit bureau to
insurance company to grocery store to publisher,
to find out detailed marketing, finacial, and
medical information about an individual, so that
a very detailed dossier on the individual can be
created.

The Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit in
Greidinger v. Davis"noted that since the passage
of the Privacy Act, an individual's concern about
his Social Security number's confidentiality and

misuse has become more compelling. The court
discussed at some length the potential financial
harm that can result from the number falling into
the hands of an unscrupulous individual. At least
as important, however, is the court's recognition
that other illegal uses of the number include
"unlocking the door to another's financial re-
cords, investment portfolios, school records, fi-
nancial aid records, and medical records. ""
While the adoption of any patient identification
number should be carefully considered, use of the
Social Security number as a unique patient
identifier presents special privacy problems.
Proposals to adopt the Social Security number, as
opposed to some other unique patient identifier,
should be closely scrutinized and alternative
proposals considered as decisions are made
about computerization of medical information.

Proponents of the use of such an identifier
believe that, if appropriate safeguards are used,
the integrity of the Social Security number can be
maintained. One suggestion is use of encryption
to protect the number."Others argue that the
solution to the problems presented by use of the
Social Security number is not to devise an
alternative system, but to create and enforce a
policy that addresses the abuses to which the
number may be subject."

O o. . Deo d~t.ufeaat inEncard .. Wetfase, The Secretary 's Advnry Cemitue an Autoatd Presnal Da Systet, necords,
Cenputend 1e Righ-ofCii .c:,hidWnDC: U.S. Govemment Printing Office, 1973), p. 121. The advisory comittee warned thai
the use of the Societ Serity number as a personal Maru aould enhance the likelihood of arbitrary or uncontrolled linkage of records
ahut people, paricularly bewcen govrnment cr governmeit-supporned automated personal data systems..."

cSra. A. Wsetweud M. Baker, Osahats, in u Free Sorie N (uew YrKNY: i..u~e snooka n972),p.399.
37

0Gt.sre', n ,aiCaer Ne. 92-.57. Oc,Didsd Ma.
2

,1993,p,17.lunGru a' ist cowl found that ibepel$ictr's Yausa right
to vote was substantially burdened to the extent the states at icie pcnnitd tie public disclosre ofhis Social Security number.

38 tbid. p.lgn ro na asoradnnniun that its review of a
t

t arm is not eiti 5 but highlights some ltinestosate the
egregionei of the hum.

ra Position statement fote.aRncath:ff!ai:i Mantagevent Associatioi on the Universal Patient Identifier, Draft as of Aug. 8.
1993. aMIor' econ ds use of the Seial Sterity Number sA the addition of an encrypted confidentiality code for use initially to tia
. patients teirds asst the health .r system. Ae 1ro the patient's records would require use of both the Social Security number and the
confidential code. Providers would be free to s their own system nfpaien "mo mo h - t the records ofrdifferent provide would be
linked ias, of the Smial Scenrity number with an encrypted confidentialty code. For the onger erm, AR]Xlt believes a nationwide syston
o oiarrddenifiers must be implemented.

-OTfdpolicy oid he pan ore aeater scheme it t.o prma-Inscf rights to privacy impersonal. SiauaO enr n- et attin.ratiru

or otherwise. Scan M'.cLtnm. op.c., footnote 28.
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66 I Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

The experience of Ontario, Canada with unique
patient identifiers in delivering health care bene-
fits is useful." All Canadian provinces have some
type of health identifacation numbers. While
some are permanent numbers, some change in the
course of an individual's lifetime. Only the
province of Prince Edward Island uses the Federal
social insurance number, a number akin to the
Social Security number in the United States, for
health purposes.

Ontario introduced a system of unique, life-
time, 10-digit health numbers for all individuals
in 1990. Privacy advocates in Ontario wanted to
ensure the use of the new numbers for health-

related purposes only, and to prevent their emer-
gence as a universal unique identifier for residents
of the province, as they believed had been the case
with the social insurance number."

In response to these concerns, the Ontario
legislature enacted the Health Cards and Numbers
Control Act, which specifies that "no person
shall require the production of another person's
health card or collect or use another person's
health number. " The numbers can be used to
provide health resources funded by the province
and for 'purposes related to health administration
or planing or health research or epidemiologic
studies. 

'

STANDARDS FOR COMPUTERIZED
MEDICAL INFORMATION

According to the IOM, in order to implement a
computerized system for health care information,
three kinds of standards must be developed:
content, data-exchange, and vocabulary; patient
data confidentiality; and data and system secu-
rity. It is believed that these are necessaryfor

transmitting complete or partial patient records,
and that they are essential to the aggregation of
information from many sources, either for longi-
tudinal records for individual patients or for
databases of secondary records to be used for
research or epidemiologic purposes.

Content standards are to provide a description
of the data elements that will be included in
automated medical records, with the intent that
uniform records will be produced no matter where
or in what type of health care setting the patient
is treated. Data-exchange standards are formats
for uniform and predictable electronic transmis-
sion of data, establishing the order and sequence
of data during transmission. Vocabulary stand-
ards establish common definitions for medical
terms and determine how information will be
represented in medical records. These standards
are intended to lead to consistent descriptions of
a patient's medical condition by all practition-
ers. "Currently, the terms used to describe the

41eTOh nuau..Canadasystempvides rue aeacces to health ct beneie ts.

42PriaCyavocaes in tbetl.dted States vaice aicilarconcems about the Social Security numbr,, ecing a de facto atiotal identification
number through the proliferation of its us in the pritesecta.r

43 DAd iR. Fater. "-acy, OcEnka5-and thetUu of Canadian Health Information far Research and Sutatisi, Cana n Public
Admhtstato, vat. 35, No. 1,992, p. 80. Flahers asts that, "those seeking to strengthen te ta thmsma--r system ne.d to be sensims
t he risk ftiqua personal identifiets being used for purposes unrelated to health that may pose serious threats to the privacy of individuals.
Speaking of the Canadian system he states that 'provinces must be escouraged to enact legislation to restrict the use of such health identifiers
to health-related purposes, in both the public and private , in order o, redduce pubi anxieties about abse ofsuch umbes. "

u !itdte au f oeatep. cit., footnote 19, pp. 144-145, U.S. Congress, General Accounting Ofiae Actst'a Mdeal tRacod:

Leaerehip Needed to E ediu Sndaras Deetlopett Repsa to the Chattman, Coaitte, an Govemental Affairs, U.S. Senate:
O-.k tesroM "-i'-Oa thni~tse, MD: U.S. General Accounting Office, 1993), p. 8. General Aceunting Office charatearies tese
categories ofstandards similarly, as vwahulay, struture and onttat messaging, and security,

45 Scen t aa. behve that -nTes--i, of establishing ad maintaining a common eectronic data dtenrd y as .t asysa'tcm

orunique patien idenifiers should be delegated to a Privacy protection Board. Randall Oses. Acenuian Academy of Family Practice, personal
caunsnicastn, April 1993.
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Chapter 3-Systems for Computerized Health Care Information 167

same diagnosis and procedures sometimes vary.
Data and system security standards are to ensure
that patient data are protected from unauthorized
or inadvertent disclosure, modification, or destruc-
tion. Health care providers, hospital administra-
tors, researchers, policymakers, and insurers must
agree on common tevets of data protection before
they can benefit from the widespread use of
automated patient information."

Two kinds of standards must be developed for
the content of computer patient records. One is a
minimum data set that applies to all computer
patient records; the second is content standards
for specific kinds of computer patient records,
Establishment of these standards would allow
effective use of the patient record data by clinical
and nonclinical users because record content
would be consistent among various institutions
and practitioners, There is also an effort to
establish a specific meaning for data elements;
data elements would be used to collect the same
pieces of information in all record systems.
Composite clinical data dictionaries would ena-
ble users to translate data from different systems
to equivalent meanings.

Standardization of medical information in both
content and format is believed to be of utmost
importance in establishing a computerized sys-
tem. (For discussion of standard development
efforts, see box 3-C). The completeness of
patients' records for subsequent users depends in
part on agreement among users about uniform
core data elements. Without such uniformity,
what one patient-record user views as complete
data may be considered incomplete by another.
Data completeness implies that systems will
accommodate the currently expected range and

complexity of clinical data and that they will
permit new data fields to be added and obsolete
data to be identified, Standardization of medical
information facilitates gathering, exchanging,
and transmitting data. The combined effect of
data compatibility provided by standards, cou-
pled with networked computer information sys-
tems and the capacity to maintain enormous
databases of personally identifiable information
presents tremendous challenges to privacy.

While progress in development of standards in
any of these categories is limited, efforts to
develop security and confidentiality are in their
early stages. "Although there is general agree-
ment that this issue is critical, only one of the four
standard setting organizations is addressing this
topic. Work began in November 1991, and an
eariy draft of the standards is being developed.
The progress and decisions of standard setting
organizations that are establishing minimum
standards for confidentiality deserve careful
examination, so that technology can best serve
the protection ofprivacy.

The discussion of standardization of computer-
ized medical information includes the issue of
patient record content, i.e., what information
constitutes the patients' record. Standardization
of the patient record content would allow health
care practitioners, third-party payers, and second-
ary users of medical data to know what informa-
tion would be available for patients under their
care. Physicians and other medical personnel
would know what personal identification, clinical
and other data would be available for making
medical decisions, even on a patient's first visit,
or if an emergency situation arose. Third-party
payers could process claims faster on the basis of

mA.-Aa ne cd, l Records: Leadrship Needed to pedite Staedards Deelopwent, Op. cit., froowted.p. iO.Tteresaalso notes
that additional standards wil be needed, including h- for unique patient record identifiers, access procedures, encryption approaches.
ideificatio of inoalid or inaccurate dea, and nr te aa=a ofu access privileges.

"ibd p. 11. At least 16 diffoeet c Mi r liln- committees have hen formed and are workin on issus related to the potection of
compueized records. Thre appears to be, haover, a wide gap in the approach and scope of different groups' efforts due tea lack of consensus
on appropriate confidentiality meues and national goals. "Computerization and Cnfloael-a " YowarasEaecricPatnRecord
Updates 1on Nr a . n. S -ionn n5 n a on 1. . pp. 1-8, January 5993.
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68 I Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

standard and readily available medical, financial
and administrative forms and information. See-
ondary users of medical data, such as researchers,
utilization review committees, and public health
workers, could anticipate the nature of the infor-
mation available for research and policy deci-
sions.

The nature and scope of the medical record
highlights the question "what is medical informa-
tion. "' The paper record is currently a repository
for a wide array of information, including:

N the patient's name, address, age, and next of
kin; names of parents;

- date and place of birth;
v marital status;
d religion;
* history of military service;
n Social Security number;
i name of insurer;
n complaints and diagnosis;
* medical, social and family history;
* previous and current treatments;
* inventory of the condition of each body system;
* medications taken now and in the past;
* use of alcohol and tobacco; diagnostic tests

administered; and
* findings, reactions, and incidents."

Some argue that the record should include a
tremendously broad range of information: demo-
graphic, environmental, clinical, financial, em-
ployment, family history, health history. Such an
inclusive record would ensure the ready availabil-
ity of information to health care workers and
researchers. It would also, they argue, place all

such information ander the umbrella of whatever
legal protections are afforded to medical records
and information.'

The response to this argument is that accumula-
tion and storage of so much personal information
would lead only to a greater chance for abuse as
well as access to information by persons who do
not really have a legitimate need to know .51 While
plans exist to compile a "womb to tomb"
longitudinal record, including all information
from pre-birth to death, some advocate data
destruction after an appropriate period of time.

Medical information necessary to treat certain
conditions can be reconstructed adequately to
assure good quality medical care, they believe, so
that massive amounts of highly personal and
sensitive information need not be warehoused
throughout the patient's lifetime. This approach,
they believe, balances the medical "need-to-

amn¢axtamrnatih tcarraaarUtSh@aasrmnt Aissoiarien defines "medical information' as any data or itffenntaaa. whether stat Or
recared in any fat or medium, that identifies or can readily be associated with the identity of a patient or other record sabit and is
I. rtated te a patin's health are; or
2. is obtained in the coe of a patient's hahthcatr frm a holeaareprovider, from the patinr from a member of the patient's family

or an individual with whom the patient has a close pernanaI relationship, or fram the patient's legal representative.
This dettrim may include information beyond the cont'is of the patient record.
tnCaada, patientrecords ually atctde:

at rmadtd inrenation wiShi an imhiruien relattg to the health of individual ptlre THa na.id lde nam' nt. s ,.-1a .,dns
n11,6e -n, ] an n amen as intenmadmn that U ocarded on nthe, firm such as mr . audin and nidn rap. my. e Th1
inhafnan aa1.at the sonam of health of.a patent pt,, M his admission at taioustages during his ty at the iarlttit,t dtding t, period in
which he take trnite, or -, r e pI.In.. of thoa can fr tfnrttg rM ateatrag tn his tat of halth. It also aUtr t1. -and e-.at
tmn t. and the efrect o that en ait amcant.

Under the rain tytem. the cent afrthe medical record is psesribed by the law of the province, by regulation and by the bylaws of
health care facilities. Federal legislation, including the Narcotic Control Act and the Food and Drag Ant, atsn affets the contents ofmedical
record. Kevin P. Feelnt, hgr Acets t. Patient Health R .eardrarorttion ofQuality Assurance Activities,' Helth Lanion Canada, ea.
12, No. I, 1991,p. 3.
49 Rosearm MGe gro "prescrib-g vay:Thaui rncertain Role of the Physician in the protetion Of Patient privacy, ' NeArs Ce atn

LawRie, vol 62, No. 2, 1984, p. 258.
to OTA Workshop, July 31.1993.
51 [bid.
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Chapter 3-Systems for Computerized Health Care Information 69

Box 3-C-Standards Development Efforts

Among the groups developing standards for health care information systems in the areas of
communication protocols and the characteristics of information collection and use are the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), the American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM), the
International Standards Organization (ISO), and Health Level 7 (HL7), the only standard currently being
implemented by vendors.

To facilitate the establishment of such standards, the American National Standards Institute has
established a Healthcare Informatics Standard Planning Panel (HISPP). Its charter is to set forth

standards for:

1. health care models and electronic health care records;
2. the interchange of health care data, images, sounds and signals within and between

organizationslpractices;

3. health care codes and terminology;
4. the communication with diagnostic instruments and health care devices;
5. the representation and communication of health care protocols, knowledge, and statistical

databases;
6. privacy, confidentiality and security of medical information; and
7. additional areas of concern or interest with regard to health care informational

The planning panel coordinates the work of the standards groups for health care data interchange
and other relevant standards groups toward development of a unified set of standards that are
compatible in International Standards Organization (ISO) as well as non-ISO communications
environments.

The ANSI HISPP coordinates organizations and committees that develop standards, but does not

write standards or make technical determinations, leaving this function to the accredited standards
development organizations and committees. Those interested in the development of these standards
are encouraged to enter into this discussion, thus fostering cooperation and coordination.

Voting membership in the ANSI HISPP consists of private companies, government agencies,
individual experts, and other organizations. The membership is classified by interest groups, e.g., users,
producers, professional and trade associations, government agencies, and standards developers.
ANSI HISPP acts on the basis of a majorit y vote of the full voting membership, either at a meeting with
a quorum present, or by letter ballot

I American National Standards Institute, I-Imlm-_e nformadi Standards Planning Pane(IHISPP).
"Charter Statement" Revised September 1992.

SOURCE: The American Health Information Management Association, 1992.

know" with the privacy interests of the patient." INFORMED CONSENT TO DISCLOSURE
The decisions of organizations charged with OF INFORMATION
establishing standards for patient record content Because of the sensitive nature of health care
deserve special scrutiny, as the medical record information, physicians generally must obtain

would be a significant subject for any legal patient consent before disclosing patient records

protection ofmedical information.

52 Davd Flahe D Oro e t er ofHitoy and Law, Uclairery f Westrn Onais, fvevaalcramsrethmJary. 1993
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701 Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

to third parties" "The theory of informed consent
to release of information originates in the concept
of informed consent to medical treatment. Medi-
cal and research codes, as well as Federal
regulations, have traditionally emphasized the
elements of disclosure, voluntariness, compre-
hension, and competence to consent." For there
to be informed consent to medical treatment, the
act of consent must be genuinely voluntary, and
there must be adequate disclosure of information
to the patient about what is to be done. Patients
must comprehend what they are being told about
the procedure or treatment, and be competent to
consent to the procedure.'

On the basis of this model, if informed consent
requires communication of information and com-
prehension by the patient of what he or she is
being told, informed consent to disclosure of
medical information is arguably possible only
when patients are familiar with the data contained
in their records, so that they understand what they
are consenting to disclose. Because many patients
are neither granted access to their medical re-
cords, nor apprised of which portions of the
record are accessible to others, most patients are
ill-equipped to make intelligent choices about
authorizing disclosures."

The general rule is that the owner of the paper
on which the medical record is maintained is the
"owner' of the record.'Some States have
statutes that specify that health care facilities own
the medical records in their custody. At the same
time, physicians, even if not covered by statute,
are considered the owners of the medical records
generated by them in their private offices. How-
ever, ownership of a medical record is a limited
right that is primarily custodial in nature. Licens-
ing statutes and statutes governing contracts (e.g.,
health insurance contracts) place limits on the
right of ownership in the record. Moreover, the
information contained in the record is often
characterized as the patient's property .58

Early in the twentieth century, when sole
practitioners dominated the medical profession,
the typical medical record consisted of a ledger
card noting the date of visit, the course of
treatment, and the fees charged. The specializa-
tion of health care, the rise in clinical and
outpatient care, and increased patient mobility
have fostered greater interaction between the
average individual and the health care system. In
addition, the decline of the long-term, one-on-one
physician-patient relationship made necessary
more comprehensive medical records to provide
continuity and communication within the medical

53 Acrcrding to .4 tCipem informed consent serves severa un oies: i) the promotion of tdsidtal atonomy;)the pot tn
of patients and subjects; 3) the avoidance of fraud and doos; 4) the encouemeeneit eself-say by medical profesiali; 5) the promotion
of rational decisions; 6) the inolsement of the public (in promoting aonomy as a general social sate and in conling biomedical research).
Priiples of ft ie dlcthics, 2d sd., Tom L. oameaop.Janms F. I.dmsu.eds.(New Y rk NY: Osred Unssrity Pies. 1983) pp.
69-70.

it mrma of aletatai Human Sies, has prmulgated regalations for const by human subjects te =di - 1a in 4 CFR

Section 46.1 u.

i principles of Biocdicat Ehic, 2d e p. ci., footnote 53, pp. 69-70,

.sEomfium.3.iacJ ruifte rigatr,.i-.ecords; A Proposal fern Model Patient Access and Information PiciCes te,
U.C.LA.Law~eic vol. 30, No. 6, 1983, p. 1362.

S7Thoeaics aoMedialAssociation asntaed that the "notes made in treating a patient a primarily for ile physiian',s wuseand

coastire his personal properly. "Bre aSanesels and Sidney M. Wolfe, Medical Records Gettngourse(A Consumer's GuidereiObtasng
ad Underading hesMedical Rcord) c-linrin DC: Public Citizen's Healh Research Group, 1992). p, 2.

58 Gmeea. Ama.The Rights fpais: The Bas, ACLUGuide to Paries Righs, 2d ed.-ta.Wz iakeEdl.d,-,i.ic, IL: Seelhum
Illinois University Piess, 1989), p. 163. Nenorkin of infoiatio world likely challenge these concepts of owneiship, as information is
transmitted between pratitirser, eimbuee, clinic and hospital. While patients may contral initial eeleasof identifiable sniorsan, the
property right in the information may become less clearts dam is subsequently trnsmited beon parties. Kathleen A. rawtly, Director,

asigtael DC Ofme, American Health Information M.anagement Association, personal communication August 1993.
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community. The use of the medical record as a
general source of information for decisions and
control in noatrementia contexts also has prolifer-
ated. Access to the medical record has become
vital to institutions which once had a marginal
interest-but no legitimate need-for such per-
sonal information. Further, the medical record has
assumed primary importance in Federal Government-
mandated medical community audits of physician
competency and performance and in insurance
company assessments of an applicant eligibility
for health and life insurance. The medical record
plays a role in insurance claims processing and in
public and private efforts to detect medical fraud.
Private employers, educational institutions, credit
investigators, and law enforcement agencies also
use personal medical information. Advances in
information technology has matched this rising
demand for medical records. It is this pervasive-
ness of disclosure and the potential for new
demands for information that increases the pa-
tient's need to ensure the accuracy of the infor-
mation contained in his or her medical record.
With a right of access to the record, patients
would have an opportunity to refuse consent to
the release of information, challenge the accuracy
of information, or request deletion of information
irrelevant to the concerns of the party requesting
disclosure .59

In spite of the requests made of them to
authorize disclosure of medical information for
medical and nonmedical purposes, patients tradi-

tionlly have been unable to inspect their own
records, and laws governing patients' access to
records are not universal or uniform.fBecause of
the absence of limitations of these regulations,
individuals are routinely denied access to their
health information. This traditional lack of patient
access to health records is based on the rationale
that the physician, in accepting responsibility for
the patient's health, needs broad discretion to
withhold medical information that the physician
deems harmful to the patient.61 The justification
for this right on the part of the physician has been
to protect patients from information that would be
detrimental to their health.' However, this ap-
proach to the patient record arguably conflicts
with patient rights and autonomy .63

Traditionally, the medical rationale for withhold-
ing information in the chart has been patient
psychopathology or medical paternalism. Both
rationales fail to address the issue of rights.
Patients have rights because they are people. If we
believe in individual freedom and the concept of
self-determination, we must give all citizens the
right to make their own decisions and to have
access to information that is widely available to
those making decisions about them,"

59 Klsnn,,,. op. cit., footnote 56, p. 1362.
OlBrce Samuct and Sidne M. Wolfe, op. cit., fortote 57, p- 32- Sec oh. 3 of this publication fOr ananalysis ofe-stting ml e-gandiig

access to medical records in each ofthe 50 States and the District of Columbia.
iSeec g., tTaa'o .ar oisias ofrCa;o.,acia2tohio Lma Abs. 257, 164 NE.2d 917 (1959), moifi ,t and atPd., 84 Ohio

Law Alt 224,170 N.E.2d 261 (Ohio App. 1960). Th. lower cou t held that "a patient has a property eight in the inforation contained in
theorsM and ta such is enitled to a copy ofit. " 164 N.E.d at 918. On appeal, the patient's eight of access was limited to those records that

Stho hospiial'sjdgmn, wner i thn "beeficial ineest" ofth patient t inspec. 170 N.B2dat 261-262.
.n .Ta .ie .peo detital ianmraaiwisfat protnosin, odiagrosis Of.canlognan disease.r pchiaic daten

-
.

61 Ihalsomsonracy totiefindings ofsome commentaiwtos dlo this Se disccssion in Joes M. ldnddrc.' 'Patient Access to Medral
Records in Washington: Washington Lan, Ocoici; vol. 57, No. 4,t82, p. 6907, which discusses studies concluding that "noons hongh patients
were sometimes upset by what they read, they ware generally comforable with reading their rcrds and felt better informed and more issolced
in their tramnti. ' Another study concluded that patlent access to the record was heipful in allaying sspicios, deeloping must, and obtaining
consent for treatment. Two studies, however, mnplhobse that knowledgeable staff should be present when patients inspect records to help
interpet potentially ci'stonae material. The aricle recommends a genemt right of patient access to metal health records, but suggest, a need
to protect patients frmm potentially disturbing material.

64 Later from GeogeJ, . ,Dasayl r~lea.cand Leowrdri O.Glomansosa University School of Medicine and Public eeatih, to the
NccEunglandJonral of AMdicine, coL 302, No.26, 1980, p. 1482.
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72 I Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

While the majority of States grant individuals
a legal right to see and copy their medical records
by statute, regulation or judicial decision,' 

l aw s

regulating patient access to health records are not
uniform or even universal. Federal regulations for
substance abuse programs,'"Confidentiality of
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Patient Records,"
specifically permit individuals access to their
own health records. Subpart B, Section 2.23
states: "These regulations do not prohibit a
program from giving a patient access to his or her
own records, including the opportunity to inspect
and copy any records that the program maintains
about the patient. Section 483.10(b)(2) of the
new regulations for nursing facilities grants
residents access to their records within 24 hours,
and grants residents the right to obtain photocop-
ies within two working days. Only 27 States have
statutes requiring providers to make health re-
cords available to patients, and the majority of
these statutes fall under hospital licensing acts.
On the Federal level, the Privacy Act of 1974
provides for direct access to information under
most cirumstances."

Indeed, the Privacy Protection Study Cotmtmiss-
ion, established by the Privacy Act, recom-
mended that, " [u]pon request, an individual who
is the subject of a medical record maintained by
a medical care provider, or another responsible
person designated by the individual, be allowed
access to that medical record including an oppor-
tunity to see and copy it. "68 The American Health

Information Management Association (AHIMA)
has taken the position that patients should have
access to the information contained in their health
records. The basis for establishment of this right
is so that patients can:

!. be knowledgeable about the nature of their
disease or health status and understand the
treatment and prognosis;

2. be educated about their health status to
enable them to participate actively in their
treatment process and in wellness pro-
grams;

3. provide a history of their medical care to a
new health care provider;

4. ensure the accuracy of documentation in the
health record with regard to diagnoses,
treatment(s), and their response to treat-
ment(s);

5. verify that the documentation in the health
record supports the provider's bill for serv-
ices; and

6. be informed of the nature of the information
being released to third parties such as
insurers, when authorizing disclosure of
their health information.

0

The AHIMA recommends limitations on ac-
cess where patients are adjudicated incompetent,
where the health care provider has determined
information would be injurious to the patient or
other persons,°where State law specifically

65 OGeorge Amna. op. cit., footnote 5.P .164.

oe 42 C.F.R. Pit 2.

o The PrivacyAdtoft974,P.L. 579, 88 Slat. 1896, codified ass U.S.C Se. 552a.

68 U.S. Pivacylas ,fta o Sandy cile,tt F'C
r 
t

r y
5 priacoydnn Infolme fo Sociely k aaff-eC4t DC: U.S. Government Printing

Office. 1977).
69 position S -mttmtot of the American Health tnfoneation Management .seocaaet. Chicago, L.,tMatch 199Utt. .
70 Tbistoito-tontisTeogpeed by office. See, Jaes Madewcn op. cit., footnote 63, 1982. Th. District of Conia meat Heanl

Information Act takes this approach. DC Code Ann. Section 6-2076 (1981). The Act creates a general fight of patient access to mental health
records on evite. but also provides: (I) that a mental health professional shall have the oppotunity to discuss the information with the patient
at the time of itspection, Id. at Section 6-2041 and that (2) information may be withheld only if the mental health professional "reasonably
believes" that withholding as necessary to protect the patient boon a "substantial risk of imminent psychological impainnant" or to protect
the patient or another individual from a "substantial isk of imminent and serious physical injury, " Section 6-2042.

7
1
Tbi, p. 2.
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Chapter 3-Systems for Computerized Health Care Information 1 73

precludes access, and where minors are governed
by legal constraints."

Patient access to their medical record is seen by
some as part of a broader effort to expand and
regularize regimes for ensuring informed consent
from health care recipients to disclosure of med-
ical information. In addition to patient understand-
ing of the contents of his or her medical record,
some believe that individuals have a right to learn
in considerable detail what will be done with their
personal information at the time of initial contact
with a health or medical organization or other care
giver, even if many of the disclosures are manda-
tory. Some commentators suggest that patient
consent forms for disclosure of information
should be required to contain a checklist detailing
what information can be released, to whom it may
be sent, for what purpose it maybe used, and for
what period of time."

Today, blanket consent forms are commonly
used in health care. Patients are generally asked to
sign such a form upon his or her entering the
health care facility, and the form essentially states
that the facility may release medical information
concerning the patient to anyone it believes
should have it or to certain named agencies or
organizations. These agencies include insurance
companies and the welfare department, and other
cost and quality monitoring organizations. Usu-
ally no restriction is placed on the amount of
information that may be released, the use to which
these parties may put the information, or the
length of time for which the consent form is
valid .74

Much of the debate about what constitutes
informed consent centers on how much informa-
tion is enough and how much is too much. Some
argue that giving persons a long list of informa-

tion about potential uses of their data would be an
unwieldy process, since it would involve setting
out all primary and secondary uses of the informa-
tion. Such a requirement, they believe, would
result in administrative confusion, if individuals
exercise a right to reject or accept various uses."
Yet others recommend at minimum "a policy
decision not to honor statements of unrestricted
scope. ' ' Resolution of questions of patient
access and requirementsfor informed consent at
the outset of establishment of computer system
would enable software developers to incorporate
appropriate software and access controls directly
into new systems.

Alternatives to Informed Consent
Because informed consent must be voluntary,

some argue that in the present health care system,
and likely in future health care plans, the concept
of informed consent is largely a myth and the
mechanism of informed consent has no force.
Medical information is most commonly required
to provide health care reimbursers with sufficient
information to process claims. Individuals for the
most part are not in a position to forego such
benefits, so that they really have no choice
whether or not to consent to disclose their medical
information. An alternative approach to informed
consent is the notion that an individual gains
access to medical benefits in exchange for reason-
able use of certain medical information by the
system for prescribed purposes. Once that reason-
able use is determined, the system must then
protect the use and the confidentiality of the
information. Informed consent would then be
required of individuals only when information
about them were to be put to some extraordinary
use.

tiranvi.ary "Ensuring Privacy and Dat protection in Health and Medical Care,' eprrmibaui.'tetidr p. 13.
73'adeoarosr. American Academy fFamily Pratice, pereo..al n .J= ao.m April 199S.

74ogrge.A s, op.eiiroleote55, p. 185, Annas criticins such gem release fto as so bread aed nrgurnuhatnpairneaomii
reasonably and ksowvngly sign them.

73 David H. laoert. op. cir., footnote 72, p. I&
i vi-ao Pe-rIi. Study Commitnee, op. cit, footnote 68.
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Design ing
Protection for
Computerized

Health Care
Information 4

H ealth care workers, insurers, medical records special-
ists, and privacy advocates believe that as computeriza-
tion of health care information proceeds, new Federal
legislation is needed to protect individual privacy in

that information.'New legislation should address not only
concerns about the computerized medical record, but also health
care information stored in data systems.

In these respects, new legislation for computerized health care
information can be modeled on codes of fair information
practices. However new legislation should also anticipate the
challenges that computerization of health care information
presents with respect to possible new demands for data and
linkages, creation of new databases, and changing technologies
and requirements for computer security. Such legislation should
also reflect technological capabilities to secure data and track
data flow. It should provide for enforcement of these practices,
and allow individuals redress for wrongful access and use of
medical information, both in criminal and civil actions.

Based on an analysis of current State statutes and legislative
models and initiatives, effective and comprehensive health care
information legislation would have to do the following:

.Define the subject matter of the legislation, "health care
information, to encompass the full range of information
collected, stored, and transmitted about individuals, not simply
the content of the medical record.

mDefine the elements that constitute violation of health care
information privacy and provide criminal and civil sanctions

iOTA Workshop, "Designing Privacy in Computerized Medical tto,,ation+' Dec.
7,1992,
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76 1 Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

for improper possession, brokering, disclosure,
or sale of health care information with penalties
sufficient to deter perpetrators.

Establish requirements for informed consent.
*Establish rles for educating patients about

information practices; access to information;
amendment, correction, and deletion of infor-
mation; and creation of databases.

zEstablish protocols for access to information by
secondary users, and determine their rights and
responsibilities in the information they access.

* Strueture the law to trace the information flow,
incorporating the ability of computer security
systems to warn and monitor leaks and im-
proper access to information so that the law can

be applied to information at the point of abuse,
not just to one "home" institution.

nEstablish a committee, commission, or panel to
oversee privacy in health care information.

While no single proposal or scheme for data
protection adequately addresses all of the needs of
a health care information protection system,
many offer models on which health care informa-
tion legislation might be based. This chapter
examines principles of fair information practices,
and their strengths and limitations in protecting
privacy in computerized health care information.
It then discusses specific data protection initia-
tives (see box 4-A and discussion below) and the

Box 4-A-Model Codes for Protection of Health Care Information

Proposed codes, model statutes, and legislation enacted to protect privacy in health care

information are largely based on principles of fair information practices. The following briefly
summarizes the purpose and applicability y of major initiatives relied on in this chapter to address features
of health care information privacy legislation. The complete text of the initiatives is included in Appendix
B.

Chapter 1751 of the Massachusetts State Code-Insurance Information
and Privacy Protection

Massachusetts law regarding information practices and protection of privacy in insurance

information is based in large part os model rules proposed by the National Association of Insurance
Commissioners (NAIC). While several States have adopted the NAIC rules, Massachusetts law
provides an even higher level of protectlon than that provided by the NAIC model. While this law was
drafted specifically to address the problems of life, health, and disability insurance information, many

of the definitions, principles, and provisions are equally applicable to providing privacy protection for
health care information generally.

Ethical Tenets for Protection of Confidential Clinical Data

The Ethical Tenets focus directly on maintenance of the clinical data in a computerized

environment.' while these Tenets have not been enacted into law in any jurisdiction, like the ethical

codes discussed in chapter 2, they set forth guidelines that may serve as a model for legislation. In

particular, the Tenets attempt to delineate what is subject to protection and what is meant by the

requirement to maintain information in strict confidence. They address in some detail the issues of

t The EthicalTenets were develop ed by a Joint Task Group on C 1dort dftly of Computerized Records,

created in t968. Dr. Elmer Gbriall chairrd the Task Group. When the work was cipleted, the Medical Society of
the State of New York approved the proposal, and It remains the official guideline for the medical professionle the
State of New York. Elmer Cashel, personal communication, April 1993.
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Chapter 4-Designing Protection for Computerized Health Care Information ]77

informed consent patient access to his or her medical record, and patient education about the
record-keeping process. In addition, they suggest a regulatory scheme to assure proper confidentiality y
and security procedures are established and maintained, using internal and external oversight groups.
Unlike the more general approach of the Privacy Act, the Ethical Tenets speak directly to specific
concerns encountered in the area of health care information. However, the Tenets have never had the
force of law in any jurisdiction.

Uniform Health Care Information Act

The Uniform Health Care Information Act (UHCIA) has been enacted in Montana and Washington,
and addresses at the State level concerns about privacy in medical information. It does not, however,
focus specifically on the problems presented by computerization of this information. Many of the
provisions of the UHCIA are applicable in both a computerized or noncomputerized environment. The
provisions of this act are Sm ied, however, to providers and hospitals in a relationship with the patient.
It does not address secondary uses of health care information.

The American Health Information Management Association's Health Information Model
Legislation Language

Draft model language has been proposed by AHIMA to address concerns about movement of
patients and their health care information across State lines, access to and exchange of health care
information from automated data banks and networks, and the emergence of multi-state health care
providers and payers. It is based on the patients' need to access their own health care information and
the need for clear rules about disclosure of that information. The model language also addresses proper
use and disclosure of healt h care information by secondary users. It specifically sets forth its standards
for information practices, incorporating principles of the patient's right to know, restrictions on collection
and use only for lawful purpose, notification to patient, restriction on use for other purposes, right to
access, and required safeguards. However, it provides for no oversight or enforcement mechanism for
the system.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1993, and cied footnotes.

applicability of their provisions to the needs of
health care data protection. This discussion also
includes aspects of proposals made by experts in
computer privacy issues and certain legislative
initiatives.

FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES AND
THE PRIVACY ACT

Proposals for protection of personal health
data, whether maintained on computers or other-
wise, have largely been based on a system of fair
information practices. These proposals have been
suggested by such organizations as the American
Health Information Management Association and
the American Medical Association. The Uniform

Health Care Information Act (UHCIA) and sys-
tems for treating specific kinds of health care
information, such as the provisions of the Massa-
chusetts code are also applicable. (For a discus-
sion of several initiatives for protection of privacy
in health care information, see box 4-A. The full
texts of these initiatives are in Appendix B.) The
basic principles of fair information practices were
stated in Computers and the Rights of Citizens, a
report published by the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare in 1973. The
report identified five key principles:

1. There must be no secret personal data
record-keeping system.
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78 1 Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

2. There must be a way for individuals to
discover what personal information is re-
corded and how it is used,

3. There must be a way for individuals to
prevent information about them, obtained
for one purpose, from being used or made
available for other purposes without their
consent.

4. There must be a way for individuals to
correct or amend a record of information
about themselves.

5. An organization creating, maintaining, using
or disseminating records of identifiable
personal data must assure the reliability of
the data for its intended use and must take
reasonable precautions to prevent misuses
of the data.

These principles are clearly evident in the
provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974 ('Privacy
Act"), which "adopts the accepted privacy prin-
ciples as policy for Federal agencies. ' The law
gives individuals the tight to access much of the
personal information about them kept by Federal
agencies. It places limits on the disclosure of such
information to third persons and other agencies. It
requires agencies to keep logs of all disclosures,
unless systems of records arn exempt from the
Privacy Act.'

The Federal Privacy Act also gives an individ-
ual the right to request an amendment of most
records pertaining to him or her if he or she
believes them to be inaccurate, irrelevant, un-
timely, or incomplete.'The agency must ac-
knowledge the request in writing within 10 days
of its receipt. It must promptly (no time limit is
specified) make the requested amendment or
inform the individual of its refusal to amend, the
reasons for the refusal, and the individual's right
to request a review by the agency head. If the
individual requests such a review, the agency

head has 30 days to render a decision. Should the
agency head refuse to amend the information, the
individual can file a concise statement of his
disagreement with the agency decision. There-
affler, the agency must note the dispute in the
record and disclose this fact, along with the
individual's statement, whenever the record is
disclosed.

The Federal Privacy Act further provides that
the individual can pursue his disagreement, and
indeed any noncompliance by an agency, with a
civil suit in Federal District Court. He or she can
obtain an injunction against a noncomplying
agency, collect actual damages for an agency's
willful or intentional noncompliance, and be
awarded attorney's fees and costs if he or she
"substantially prevails" in any such action.
Agency personnel are criminally liable for willful
noncompliance; the penalty is a misdemeanor and
a fine of up to a $5,000.

The Federal agencies also have a responsibility
to collect only relevant information on individu-
als, to get the information directly from the
individual whenever possible, and to notify the
individual of several facts at the time the informa-
tion is requested. Willful failure to comply with
the notification requirement may result in civil
and criminal liability.

The Privacy Act also covers agencies' "sys-
tems of records" and requires an annual, nine-
point report to be published in the Federal
Register, The report must contain information
such as categories of records maintained; their
routine use; policies on their storage and retrieval;
and other agency procedures relating to the use,
disclosure, and amendment of records. Agencies
also have extensive role-making duties to imple-
ment each component of the law.

The Act is limited, however, in several signifi-
cant ways. Some believe that a system of notifica-
tion through the Federal Register is cumbersome

'Other Feteral policy en the fight i access government information it set forth in the Faetai prevacy Act at 5 U.S.C. See. 552, which
deal, with publie innation and pablic access to agency rus, opinions, ordens, record, and proceedings.

"nePriw'cy Act exeetn from this prn e rord pertaining to law cnoncement. PbeLaw 93-579 Six. 5S2aot)t2Zt.
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and burdensome to the individual who, practi-
cally speaking, does not regularly review the
register, so that notification is not effective. The
Act also places the burden of monitoring privacy
in information and redressing wrongs entirely
with the individual, providing no government
oversight mechanism for the system. In addition,
the Act itself is limited in its application to
"routine use' of the record, which refers to
disclosure of records, not how the collecting
agency uses those records internally. Many com-
mentators have noted that the penalties prescribed
in the Act are inadequate,'and others comment
that the Act contains no specific measures that
must be in place to protect privacy so that it
cannot be used to describe what technical meas-
ures must be taken to achieve compliance!

Fair information practices and the provisions of
the Privacy Act form the bases for most initiatives
to protect medical information. Characteristics
common to these proposals are:

1, They pertain to personal medical informa-
tion on individuals.

2. Individuals are given the right to access
much of the personal information kept on
them.

3. Limits are placed on the disclosure of
certain personal information to third parties.

4. Health care personnel are required to re-
quest information directly from the individ-
ual to whom it pertains, whenever possible.

5. When a government entity requests per-
sonal information from an individual, laws
require the individual to be notified of the
authority for the collection of data, whether
the disclosure is mandatory or voluntary.

6. The individual may contest the accuracy,
completeness, and timeliness of his or her

personal information and request an amend-
ment.

7. The health care personnel must decide
whether to amend the information within a
fixed time, usually 30 days after receiving a
request.

8. The individual whose request for change is
denied may file a statement of disagree-
ment, which must be included in the record

and disclosed along with it thereafter.
9. The individual can seek review of a denied

request.

An earlier OTA report, Electronic Record
Systems and Individual Privacy (1986), noted
that the Privacy Act of 1974 did not consider the
distributed processing, sophisticated database man-
agement systems, computer networks, and the
wholesale use of microcomputers that will be
used for medical information. To the extent that
medical information protection is based solely on
the Privacy Act and principles of fair information
practices, it fails to consider these developments
and the complexity of current computer network
technology. It is apparent that protecting personal
information in a computerized environment in-
volves, at minimum, access to records, security of
information flows, and new methods of informing
individuals of where information is stared, where
it has been sent, and how it is being used (see box
4-A).

FEATURES OF HEALTH CARE
PRIVACY LEGISLATION

Congress has acted in other areas to protect the
confidentiality of nongovernmental records. The

'Joan .- ee.HteanChnir Departrent of Health & Huttn Se-ices Tak Farce on the Privacy of Private Sector Health Records, peoonal
corrmoutication, April 1993.

'Vincent h. H33atagno "Protecttag the privacy of Patient tnfortation i Cliniea Networks: Regulatory Effectieess Analysis,"
.o_,, jChncaltrar:c. o

t
j1 HroeteaiCompt te .7et.P, D.

. 
ParSons, CN Fl -c .d R.A.Gcree, da.(N Y.ork NY: Annals

ofthe Nrw York Acadeyof Sieeea, 1992) vol. 670, pp. 190201.
6
Ce0tClIT-194J (Washington, DC: U.S. Govettrttn Pnrntig Office, June 1996).
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80 1 Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

Right to Financial Privacy Act,'the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974
(popularly known as the Buckley Amendment)'
to protect the privacy of records maintained by
schools and colleges, the Fair Credit Reporting
Actto protect the privacy of consumers in the
reporting of credit information, and the Federal
Videotape Privacy Protection Act 10 all serve this
purpose. In addressing concerns about the privacy
of health care information through legislation,
Congress may wish to make the following provi-
sions:

Provision 1: Define the subject matter of the
legislation, '(health care information" to en-
compass the full range of medical information
collected, stored, and transmitted about indi-
viduals, not simply the medical record.
"Appropriate data protection should. . cover

the entire range of personal data systems in-
volved in health care, not just the clinical record
used for primary treatment. " [Emphasis addedil
This assertion reflects the broad range of identifi-
able personal information maintained in health
care settings, including administmtive, clinical,
diagnostic, educational, financial, laboratory, psy-
chiatric, psychosocial, quality control, rehabilita-
tive, research, risk management, social service,
and therapeutic records. 12 To be effective, legisla-
tive protection of "health information' should
address the full scope of this information.

The Ethical Tenets for Protection of Confiden-
tial Clinical Data ("Ethical Tenets") define the
subject of protection, "clinical data' as including
"all relevant clinical and socioeconomic data
disclosed by the patient and others, as well as
observations, findings, therapeutic interventions
and prognostic statements generated by the mem-

bert of the healthcare team,' Legislative propos-
als, however, define health care information in
different ways. The Model State Legislation on
Confidentiality for Health Care Information of
the American Medical Association refers to
"confidential health care information, ' defining
it as information relating to a person's health care
history, diagnosis, condition, treatment, or evalu-
ation, regardless of whether such information is in
the form of paper, preserved on microfilm, or
stored in computer-retrievable form. The lan-
guage of this legislation is particularly helpful
because it provides that health care records be
recognized by law when in electronic form,

The American Health Information Manage-
ment Association's (AHIMA's) Health Informa-
tion Model Legislation, while also defining
"health care information" broadly, specifically
refers to it as data or information, whether oral or
recorded in any form or medium, that can be
associated with the identity of a patient or other
record subject; and-

" relates to a patient's health care; or
" is obtained in the course of a patient's health

care from a health care provider, from the
patient, from a member of the patient's family
or an individual with whom the patient has a
close personal relationship, or from the pa-
tient's legal representative,

This language acknowledges health care infor-
mation in its broadest terms as being information
relating to or collected in the course of a patient's
health care, and does not limit it to where it
resides. Arguably, health care information (be-
yond the contents of the medical record) located
in such places as student files, pharmacy comput-

'Public Law 95-630, title Xl, 92 Stat, 3697, Nov 10, 1978, etseq.

*Public Law 93-380, title V, See. 513, 88 Stat 571, Aug. 21, 1974.

9Pcbiic Law 91-508, title VI, Sec. 601, 84 Stat. 1128, Oct. 26, 1970, etseq.

itPObltLaw 100-618 Se- 0e(a)(1)(). 102 St. 3195. Nov 5, 19t8teteq.

I David H. Flasett, "Ensuring Privacy and Data Protection in Health ad Medical Cane, " .A.'ailtti t draft, Api. 5, 1993,
1
Ib id.
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Chapter 4-Designing Protection for Computerized Health Care Information 81

ers, public health agencies, and lawyers offices is
covered by this definition. The scope of AHIMA's
proposed legislation would provide coverage to
information as it flows through a complex com-
puter network through which it is accessed by a
variety of primary and secondary users.

Provision 2: Define the elements comprising
invasion of privacy of health care information,
and provide criminal and civil sanctions for
improper possession, broke ring, disclosure, or
sale ofhealth care information with penalties
sufficient to deter perpetrators.
The Massachusetts law on Insurance Informa-

tion and Privacy Protection provides that a person
who knowingly and willfully obtains information
about an individual from an insurance institution,
insurance representative, or insurance-support
organization under false pretenses shall be freed
not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more
than 1 year, or both.

The Privacy Act provides guidelines to address
the problem of information brokering and abuse
of information accessed by authorized persons
within a data system. 13 Th,Act provides criminal

sanctions for officers or employees of an agency
who have possession of or access to records that
contain individually identifiable information that
may not be disclosed ander the provisions of the
Privacy Act. If a person discloses the material to
any person not entitled to receive it, he or she is
guilty of a misdemeanor and subject to a from of
up to $5,000. Similar sanctions apply when an
officer or employee of an agency willfully main-
tains a system of records without satisfying notice
requirements, or when a person requests or
obtains any record of an individual from an
agency under false pretenses."

The Uniform Health Care Information Act,
which has been enacted into law in Montana and

Washington, provides criminal sanctions for ille-
gally obtaining health care information. Persons
obtaining health care information maintained by
a health care provider by means of bribery, theft,
or misrepresentation of identity, purpose of use,
or entitlement to the information are guilty of a
misdemeanor under the Act. Persons found guilty
are subject to criminal penalties ofimprisonment
for not more than 1 year, or a fine not exceeding
$10,000, or both. A person presenting a false
disclosure authorization form or certification to a
health care provider is also guilty of a misde-
meanor and is subject to similar criminal penal-
ties. Civil recourse is available to persons harmed
by the violations under the Act. The court may
award damages for pecuniary losses and punitive
damages if the violation results from willful or
grossly negligent conduct. The court may also
assess attorney's fees.

The Federal Privacy of Medical Information
Bill of 1980 (which was not enacted into law)
prohibited requesting or obtaining access to
medical information about a patient from a
medical care facility through false pretenses or
theft. It imposed higher penalties on those who
did so for profit or monetary gain. The bill also
authorized civil suits for actual and punitive
damages and equitable relief against officers and
employees of Federal and State governments, by
any patients whose rights had been knowingly
and negligently violated.

The ANIIMA Model Legislation provides that
anyone who requests or obtains health care
information under false or fraudulent pretenses is
subject to a $10,000 from or imprisonment for 6
months. Anyone who obtains health care informa-
tion fraudulently or unlawfully and intentionally
uses, sells, or transfers the information for some
monetary gain is subject to frees of not more that
$50,000 and imprisonment for 2 years. The

ii Disaolon nf tssnacnvite context otcws-nmr.,d oedinl totonro is discused ich. 2 Forther discussion aben th.Pesacy

Act generally is also found in ch. 2.

t45 . . .Cod... 55a. .. aornymcw-c helevet-otlhmnaealaenarn snad sn,,nc dnosssncr.'isn u

ZerO 5-s:X-. op. cit., footnote 4.
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AHIMA Model Legislation also provides for civil
remedies and monetary penalties. Among the
civil money penalties provided for is a from of not
more that $1,000,000 if it is found that violations
of the provisions have occurred in such numbers
or with such frequency as to constitute a general
business practice. In the discussion about health
care information privacy, commentators and stake-
holders indicate that for legislation to be mean-
ingful, penalties for improper access, possession,
brokering, disclosure, or sale of information must
be stringent enough to deter perpetrators.l

t
Provi-

signs or penalties such as those set forth in the
AHIMA Model Legislation might be more likely
to deter information brokers who might otherwise
include frees and penalties in their cost of doing
business.

Provision 3: Establish requirements for informed
consent.
The Massachusetts law on Insurance Informa-

tion and Privacy Protection details the required
elements for disclosure authorization forms used
in connection with insurance transactions. The
provisions for disclosure authorization set forth in
this statute are applicable to requirements for
informed consent of health care information
generally. According to the Massachusetts law,
the disclosure authorization form must (i) be
written in plain language; (2) be dated; (3) specify
the types of persons authorized to disclose
information about the individual; (4) specify the
nature of the information authorized to be dis-
closed; (5) name the institution to whom the
individual is authorizing information to be dis-
closed; (6) specify the purposes for which the
information is collected; (7) specify the length of

time authorization shall remain valid; and (8)
advise the individual, or a person authorized to act
on behalf the individual, that the individual or his
authorized representative is entitled to receive a
copy of the authorization form."

Provision 4: Establish rules for educating pa-
tients about information practices; access to
information; ametdmet, correction and dele-

tion of information, and creation of databases.
The Privacy Act contains specific provisions

about the right of access of individuals to records
maintained by a Federal agency. The Act estab-
lishes agency requirements for maintenance and

collection of information. Agencies maintaining
records must limit the information collected to
that which is relevant and necessary to accom-
plish the stated purpose. Individuals who supply
information to an agency must be informed as to
the purpose of the information, the uses that may
be made of the information, who authorized the
collection of the information, and the effects on
the individual of not providing the requested
information. An agency is required to make
public a notice of the existence and character of
the system.

0 
Only a notice in the Federal

Register is required by the Privacy Act, which
many believe does not adequately inform the
patient population about information uses and
practices.

By contrast, under the Massachusetts law on
Insurance Information and Privacy Protection,
insurers are obligated to provide a description of
information practices to applicants and policy-
holders when applying for coverage and renewing
or reinstating policies. The notice must include:

15 OTA workshop, "Emerging Privacy Issues in the Computerleation of Medical tnformation" July 31, 1993.

re "Te codeasodrosperifis provisiens for the length of time such disclosure asthoriation remains valid.

PtTheogeem-tictudethe yrist's name and locatis, the categoies of ecords maintaired on the system, the catigotics ef imdividual

on whom records are maintained in the system, each use of the record contained in the system, and the policies. The Act provides (hat when
an agency refuses to amend an individual's record or refuses to grent m individual access t his or her record, civil action may be brought.
The court will order the agency to comply with the provisions of the Act, and sill require the govemne to pay rounys' ties and litigtion
costs. In cases when an ageocy fails to Property maintain an individual's record acording to the provisions of the Act, damages of a least
$OO 0 will be awarded. 5 U.S. Code, Sec. 552(a); Public Low 93-579, Sec. 55

2
a(g).
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1. whether personal information may be col-
lected from persons other than the individ-
ual proposed for coverage;

2. the type of personal information that maybe
collected and the sources and investigative
techniques that may be used to collect it;

3. the type of disclosure without authorization
that is permitted by the law and the circum-
stances under which the disclosure may be
made; and

4. information about patient rights to access,
amend, correct, and delete information.

This law provides for individuals to access
information maintained about themselves by
insurers. It also provides that an individual has a
right to have factual errors corrected and any
misrepresentation or misleading entry amended
or deleted. The statute states that within 30
business days from receipt of a written request to
correct, amend, or delete any personal informa-
tion that their insurer shall either do so or
reinvestigate the disputed information and notify
the individual of the grounds for refusing the
request. The insurer must also notify persons and
institutions that have received or provided the
information. When a correction is not made, the
subject is permitted to file a statement setting
forth what he or she believes to be is the correct,
relevant, or fair information, and provide a
statement of reasons why he or she disagrees with
the insurer's refusal to change it.

The Ethical Tenets also provide for access by
the patient to health care information maintained
in his or her file. Like the Massachusetts code,

they require that patients be involved and in-
formed about the recordkeepingprocess. Patients
are deemed owners of the information provided
during the course of the medical care as well as of
the clinical data related to clinical care. 18 Patients
must be kept informed of the location, practices,
and policies for information maintained in elec-
tronic medical data. The Ethical Tenets define
"kept informed' as providing a description and
explanation of the record storage and access rules
and exceptions defined in the operating policies
of data centers. The Tenets require that these
policies be explained to the patients, including the
basic rule that patients are the owner of their own
records, and should describe the exceptions such
as "regulatory agency functions, ' or in the case
of emergency, the authorization of the data
center's security officer to release "key data' to
the attending physician. Patients must be notified
of special authorizations, such as those for
researchers seeking clinical information that in-
eludes patient identifiers.'

The Uniform Health Care Information Act
(UHCIA) also requires that a health care provider
inform the patient about information practices,
including a notice that is to be posted in the health
care facility that states:

We keep a record of the health care services we
provide for you. You may ask us to see and copy
that record. Yon may also ask us to correct that
record. We will not disclose your record to others
unless you direct us to do so or unless the law
authorizes or compels us to do so. You may see

iTbeToseOjitbetsnithrntair phyicisy isideemed -insdn ffl -1iItr 10eioahf b'- r or her durs th cone of omoast

.e, such informatios including diagnostic, therapeutic, or prognostic comments; opinions, decision explanations, and choice rationale-all
pasts of the cliical reasoning and psofessional interpretation of the dat collected. This provision addresses concerns about professional
privacy. Other health cre workers may be includeader this protection.

19Tmrardesrl aey of themII-,A~ K A9 R5035) m'u. erc 96stthCoago s in 1980, proided that a sumdica oars

facility shall, on request, provide any individual with a copy of the facility's soei of infomation ractices and shall post in coipicuous places
in tho faility iuh node o a oatemnt of .. ilability of such notice and otherwise oake eesonable efforts to inform paients (and propeie
patients) of the faility oithe istnoe and availability ofsuch notice. Sec. 113(b).
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84 I Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

your record or get more information about it Specific procedures for making changes to the
at.. , ." record are also provided for.

The UHCIA sets forth the requirements and
procedures for the patient's examination and
copying of his or her record. Within t0 days of a
patient's request, the provider must make the
information available for examination or provide
a copy to the patient, or inform the patient that the
information does not exist, cannot be found, or is
not maintained by the provider. Special provi-
sions cover delays in handling the request, and the
provider's obligations in providing explanations
of codes or abbreviations. Providers can also deny
the request; the statute sets forth the circums-
tances under which they may do so. These
include when the health care information would
be injurious to the health of the patient, when it
might endanger the life or safety of an individual,
or when it might lead to the identification of an
individual who provided information in confi-
dence. Special provisions ace made for access to
health care information by a patient who is a
minor.

Special provisions are made for requests for
correction or amendment of a record by a patient
for purposes of accuracy or completeness. When
a request is made, the provider must make the
correction; inform the patient if the record no
longer exists or cannot be found; make provisions
for making the changes if there is a delay; or
inform the patient in writing of the provider's
refusal to correct or amend the record as re-
quested, the reason for the refusal, and the
patient's right to add a statement of disagreement
and to have that statement sent to previous
recipients of the disputed health care information.

Provision 5: Establish protocols for access of
information by secondary users, and deter-
mine their rights and responsibilities in the
information they access.
The Ethical Tenets address the handling of

data by secondary users referredtoasa"second-
ary clinical record' i.e., the data derived from the
primary patient record for administrative, fiscal,
epidemiologic, and other purposes outside the
primary patient/provider relationship, According
to the Tenets, these records are created for a
"limited purpose, are not a part of the patient's
treatment, and not a part of the professional
communication to contribute to the care of the
patient. ' For instance, a physician may be
required to report information to an insurance
company to assess a disability. The Tenets
provide that "[identified secondary clinical rec-
ords shall receive confidential treatment' '-i. e.,
those records including patient identifiers such as
name, address, telephone number, or Social
Security number."

The Ethical Tenets provide that identified
secondary records are to be used only for the
purpose for which they were provided, and
specifically require that they be destroyed or
masked as promptly as possible once the task is
accomplished. The Ethical Tenets provide for
release of data for public health or research
purposes. If the release of primary or secondary
data is deemed desirable or appropriate for these
purposes, patients must grant informed consent

mxTherFreta oocMeoicusincninodseeclniai(-lR.S935) proposd a similar notification practice. In Se. 113, it provided; A
medica ar facility shall prepae a written notice of infortationspraeices describing:

t)the disclosures of medical information that the facility may make without the written authization of the patient;
2) the ights and procedures ... , including the right to inspect and copy medical informatioo, the ight to reck amendments to medical

ifeaton and the procedores for athoriaiog disclosures of medical information% and the procedures for authoriing discloses of medical
information and for revoking such authorizations; ad

3) the procedures established by the facility for the exorcie ofthese rights.
2t rander theepniiros.it 1Ura, ti O Di5 rs ord also refc to uniete ideniscra ofthe care-providing phyici n. lrohLa: trn,

and institution, which are also entitled to the right to privacy trder the Tenets.
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and formal authorization before information will
be released.

Trubownsuggests specific obligations for
secondary users of personal information. The
holder of a record should notify the data subject
about the records in his or her possession or
control. The recordholder should:

1. disclose the purpose for which the informa-
tion was collected;

2. explain the primary and parallel uses of the
information;

3. provide to the individual subject a proce-
dure to examine, challenge, and correct the
information; and

4. give the individual an opportunity to deny
any designated parallel uses.

Trubow recommends that the record-holder be
allowed to use the information only for those uses
of data to which the individual subject has been
notified and not to which he or she has objected.
The record-holder may not make any secondary
use of personal information without the individ-
ual's express consent. These notice requirements,
coupled with provisions similar to those of the
Ethical Tenets for destruction of information after
use, would adequately notify the individual sub-

ject about use of other data and could reduce the
probabilities of creating new databanks of health
care information outside the patient/provider
relationship.

Provision 6: Structure the law to track the
information flow, incorporating the ability of
computer security systems to monitor- and
warn of leaks and improper access to informa-
tion so that the law can be applied to the
information at the point of abuse, not to one
"home' institution.

Existing legislation and proposals for protec-
tion of health care information place responsibil-

ity for data protection on each institution. As
discussed in chapter 2, the ability to transfer and
exchange information among institutions so that
there is no single point of origination or residence
for the information makes such an approach
unworkable. Legislation should take advantage of
the technological ability to track data flows and
maintain auditing records of each person who
accesses information, at what location, and at
what time. (See discussions of computer security
measures in eb. 3 and Appendix A.) Monitoring
information access and abuse in this way allows
the flexibility needed to monitor all institutions
and users along the chains of access.

The Canadian Commission d'Acees a l'linfor-
mation issued a specific set of minimum require-
ments for the security of computerized health care
records. The commission indicated that its man-
datory rules on health care information applied to
mainframe computers, the machines of the suppli-
ers of computer services, and to microcomputers.
In addition to the designation of a responsible
person to implement and enforce security meas-
ures and maintain their currency (preferably with
the assistance of a committee), it prescribed, in
detail, technical procedures for user identification
and authentication, and the creation of "access
profiles' for the type of personal information
spectificc users need to perform their duties. The
rules further prescribe for such matters as site
security and audit trails. Application of such a set

of minimum requirements to institutions using
health care information would enable tracking of
information flow and access and allow for shared
responsibility to protect health care information
among institutions using it.

Brannigan's approach to protecting privacy in
clinical information is through the use of 'techni-
cal tools. ' " These tools include both "machine-
based" and "people-based" precautions, includ-
ing concepts such as 'need to know, ' encryption,

22 Gorge B. T mbo, ' 'Protocols for the Secondary Use of Personal nfonnonr,' Report of the Ronodtable on Secondary Use of 5'eoot

Information, The John Maerali Low School Center for Io-na La, w.Chicago, IL, pcrr Ftiz Uio draft Feb. 22, 1993.

23 Vince M.Or,r. op. crt, oeron 5.
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86 1 Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

audit trails, read/write limitations, physical keys,
and passwords .24

Brannigan looks to the National Practitioner
Data Bank (NPDB), a large computer system
operated by UNISYS as a contractor to the Public
Health Service. NPDB operates by collecting
reports on physicians submitted by authorized
reporters, consolidating them and sending them,
on request, to authorized institutions.

The NPDB process would be analogous to a
single request for a patient's entire computer-
based medical record, as opposed to a clinical
inquiry on a specific visit. As such, it makes a
reasonable technical analogy to the proposed
transmission of computer-based medical records.

Confidentiality of the data is a major concern.
After analyzing the technical data protection tools
in the NPDB and identifying discontinioties in the
system, Brannigan set forth a list of technical
provisions needed for a reasonably secure multi-
institutional system for sharing patient records:

1. control authorized requesters by use of
restricted request software needed to ac-
cess the database;

2. protect passwords used to identify individ-

ual requesters;
3. route requests through a secure electronic

mail system that eliminates direct elec-
tronic connection to the data bank;

4. allow searches only by patient name, and
prevent random browsing of the databank;

5. provide an audit trail to the individual

subject;
6. maintain a secure data facility not con-

nected to the health institution;

7. allow responses to be sent in a secure
manner, only to pre-approved addresses;
and

8. provide the individual subject a way to
monitor disputed, incorrect, or unneeded
data.

In addition, the system might include:

9. encryption and transmission through se-
cure electronic mail to a mailbox accessi-
ble only to users with authorized decryp-
tion software;

10. permit searches only for authorized pur-
poses; and

11. searches allowed only with the permission
of that patient"

Industry established standards, as discussed in
chapter 3, could also be incorporated into legisla-
tion. Compliance with technical requirements for
assuring confidentiality could be required by law,
with sanctions for failure to meet standards.

Provision 7: Establish a committee, commission,
or panel to oversee privacy in health care
information.
One approach to addressing the problem of

maintaining privacy in computerized medical
records is the establishment of a committee on
health care information privacy. Such a committ-
cc could be modeled in some aspects on propos-
als for a data protection board. legislation alone
cannot address all of the privacy problems created
as a result of quickly changing and developing
computer technology. A committee could serve a
more dynamic function and could assist in
implementing the health care information privacy
policies set out in legislation. Data protection

nencrd~aacr~ ntstas oearactuareisiccfrtee cots i tba thcy can pa- ay legal strcture or be established as the rsuit afare.
"Ie legal system car either follow or force a technology-' Ibid.

v-crt M. nnr esa . "protection of Patent Dam in Muiinstittiral Medical Computer Netork: Regulatory Effectiveness

Analysis," to be published in Proceedings ofrhe 171h Aencc Syposia af aComputer Applicaticas in tedicine Care, November 1993.
26 Such a bored ea supported by the Offetc cfrTcsbma Assessment i its 1986sdya fE -ccrgnacardysa.i and Idirida

Privacy. 1, its di.cuain fthe issue, OTA cited the lack ofa Federal foru in which the nflbacicing values at stake in the development of
Federal rlectranic systems could bc fully debated and resorle.
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boards have been instituted in several foreign
countries, including Sweden, Germany, Luxem-
bourg, France, Norway, Israel, Austria, Iceland,
United Kingdom, Finland, Ireland, the Nether-
lands, Canada, and Australia.'

The responsibilities and functions suggested
for a data protection board are particularly appli-
cable to the issues of health care information
privacy and can be implemented in the following
ways. A health care information privacy commit-
tee could:

1. identify health care information privacy
concerns, functioning essentially as an alarm
system for the protection of personal pri-
vacy;

2. carry out oversight to protect the privacy
interests of individuals in all health care
information-handling activities;

3. develop and monitor the implementation of
appropriate security guidelines and prac-
tices for the protection of health care
information;

4. advise and develop regulations appropriate
for specific types of health care information
systems. (Staff members of such a committ-
ee could thus become specialists in differ-
ent types of health care information systems
and information flows);

5. monitor and evaluate developments in in-
formation technology with respect to their

implications for personal privacy in health
care information; and

6. perform a research and reporting functiona
with respect to health care information
privacy issues in the United States.

As part of its responsibilities, the health care
information privacy committee could also moni-
tor the establishment and use of computer systems
for health care data in the private sector, and make
recommendations o the potential expansion of
the content of the medical records and different
uses of health care data. The committee could
closely watch the progress of the technology for
health care data and storage, and track the
development of technical capabilities and secu-
rity measures.

A committee could help avoid the need to deal
with privacy problems "after the fact, ' that Is,
after new uses have been established for data and
new inroads made into individual privacy in
health care information, by taking a prospective
approach to addressing privacy concerns. Some
suggestions have been made that a committee of
this type be established within a division of the
Department of Health and Human Services.
Others suggest that this such a committee operate
independently from any Federal agency .28

ntKein OnConsr. .r -tan Privacy: Explicit Civil Remedies Provided," c ,Stcie iotrnal, March 1990, pp. 38-39. Inisiate ,
"Protct, rer thesecondary User of Personal i rsre,," Professor eoge Tobow voiced the opinion of participants in a -_mandlt
disoton of the istu convened by the Center for L-aa ai the Joho Marshall Lax School in Chicago that an independent Fedal
andr State oeright agency, similar to European models, eoold be necessary to issue regulations moe specifitaly identifying infom stion
practices and to process complaints of noncompliance. Op. eit. foomote 22.
2t OTAWark t op, op. i., footnote i.
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Appendix A:
Selected

Topics in
Computer

Security

riginators of existing computer-based pa-

ient record systems have been faced with
the problem of ensuring their systems will
provide high levels of clinical access and

utility for their personnel and still maintain the security
and confidentiality of patient information. Data secu-
rity and confidentiality y remain a central concern as the
health care industry contemplates full automation and
implementation of a networked computer system for
individual health care information.'The need for
information security and trust in health care infonnat-
ion computer systems, as in computer systems gener-
ally, is described in terms of three fundamental goals:
confidentiality, integrity, and access. 'Confide

n
tia

li
ty

involves control over who has access to information.
Integrity assures that information and programs are
changed only in a specified and authorized manner,
that computer resources operate correctly and that the
data in them is not subject to unauthorized changes, A
system meeting standards for access allows authorized
users access to information resources on an ongoing
basis. The level of security provided may vary from

one application to another.'For example, security in
computer systems containing classified national sero-
rity information may have different specifications than
a computer system designed for a nondefense manu-
facturing company. Secuity in health care information
systems would likely be designed somewhere along
this spectrum. The emphasis given to each of the three
requirements (confidentiality, integrity, and access)
depends on the nature of the application, An individual
system may sacrifice the level of one requirement to
obtain a greater degree of another. For example, to
allow for increased levels of availability of informa-
tion, standards for confidentiality may be lowered.
Thus, the specific requirements and controls for
information security can vary. Applications linked to
external systems will usually require different security
controls from those without such conections because
access is more open.

A security policy is the framework within which an
organization, e.g., a hospital, outpatient clinic, mental
health facility, orhealth insurance company, estab-
lishes needed levels of information security to achieve,

Institute of Medicine, The Comipiter-Bascd Patseni acord: An Eic.nt Tchnclonrfor Heelh Cren Richard S. Dick, and Elaine B.
Seeneds., (Washington DC: Natioal Academy Press, 1991), pp. 42-43,65-66, 83-85. This is a publication ofhe Committee on Improving
the Parent Re rd, Division of Health Cars Serices. Sec else, Gretchen Morphy, "System and Data Protection" Apecs of the
Conipter-Based Patit Recerd, Man ,. Bal and Mons F. Coneia eds., (Ne York NY: S.n--iVmL. 1992), p. 

2
05.

'See Gretchen Murphy, op. cit., footnote 1 Fr general definitions of security terms and corcepts, see Dennis ntey. Michael Sain,
William Calii Informatin Secriy: ice fCncpIn, 3.ei.- and Ters (iN- York, NY: Stoiin Preo., 1992).
'Charles P. Pfleege. Sernunra in Compnting tEnae-md Cliffs, NJ: Preniice Hall, Irc. t989), pp. 5-6.
'National Resaeach Council, Cemitcies .tRisk: 0afeCoes ln t in ihe.rfs-rfrtce (Washington, DC: Natione Academy of Scienes,
199 1), p. 55. This is a publication of the System Security Study Committee, Computer Scienc and Telecammunications Bond, Commission

en Physical Sciences, Mathematics, and Applieatons.
'Ibid., p, 52.
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among other things, the desired confidentiality goals.
A policy is a statement of information values, protec-
tion responsibilities, and organizational commitment
for a system. It is a set of laws, rles, and practices that
regulate how an organization manages, protects, and
distributes sensitive information.'A policy is imple-
mented by taking action guided by management
control principles and utilizing specific security stand-
ards, procedures, and mechanisms.'A security policy,
to be useful, most state the security need (e.g., for
confidenfiality-that data shall be accessed only by
authorized individuals) and also address the circum-
stances under which that need must be met through
operating standards. Institutions must access the
threats to a system, assign a level of concern to each,
and state a policy in terms of which threats are to be
addressed.'

Management controls are administrative, technical,
and procedural mechanisms that implement a security
policy. Some management controls are concerned with
protecting information and information systems, but
the concept of management controls is more than
merely a computer's role in enforcing security. Man-
agement controls are exercised by users as well as
managers. An effective program of management
controls is necessary to coverall aspects of information
security, including physical security, classification of
information gauged to the desired levels of confidenti-
airy and access, means of recovering from breaches of
security, and training to instill awareness and user
acceptance. There are trade-offs among controls. If
technical controls are not available, procedural con-
tros might be used until a technical solution is found.'
Nevertheless, technical controls are useless without
procedural controls and robust security policy.

I See, Dennis Lo y at .1., p. ni., fomei 2, pp. 467468.
7Nameana ' Reeti Council, op. Cit., foeat,4.p 50.
'Ibid.
I Ibid.

Breaches in security sometimes occur by outside
sources, but most often by "insiders' '-individuals

authorized to use the system. According to the report
of the Workgroup for Electronic Data Interchange to
the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, the Health Care Financing Adminis-
tration (HFCA) believes that the security technology
available to systems developers is adequate to protect
against breaches by an outside source, and does not
consider a breach of the system by outsiders a great
concern. HFCA'S concern lies with breaches of the
system by "insiders," individuals who are authorized
to use the system. 10 Access control alone cannot
prevent violations of the trust people and institutions
place in individuals. Inside violations have been the
source of much of the computer security problem in
industry. Technical security measures may prevent
people from doing unauthorized things, but cannot
prevent them from misusing the capabilities with
which they are entrusted to allow them to perform their
job function. Thus, to prevent security problems
resulting from violations of trust, one must depend
primarily on human awareness of what others in an
organization are doing and on separation of duties, as
in regular accounting controls.'But even a technically
sound system with informed, watchful management
and responsible users is not free of vulnerabilities. The
risk that remains must be managed by auditing,
backup, and recovery procedures supported by alert-
ness and creative responses. Moreover, an organiza-
tion must have administrative procedures in place to
bring suspicious actions to the attention of responsible
persons who can-and will-inquire into the appropri-
ateness of such actions. 12 t additin to these Pecau-
tions, damage can also be avoided through close
personnel checks to avoid hiring employees with

nu.n. Dmea.stoffeal and thima Services, Wokgrup for Electronic Data Interchange, Report to the Snrc , July Iy992.p. 29.
Hoaever, the report later states that computer "hackers have circumvented tie security systems of a saiety of computer systems; wbit, es
in sme csts eas limited to neauthrized 'hwineig' arough datebase records, other instances of access have been ac-pnmp sd by uialmlm
or deletion cfdeia or dis-ptic cfsysteam operations.

I ISe U.S.Co ugieS. 0 neCe f Tama tag .. Oe sattuti L D ef'en g Secrets, Saring Data New cact a dtta. r A- in -a % i-ar'osren.

UAAM-'31i0 (Wasbingene DC: U.S. Gemme Printing Office, October 1987); Robert H. Courtney, Jr., "Considerations of Z:rais- -
Security for Large Scale Digial Libares,' conc, repot pepred fc, the Office of Technology Assessment, Mar. 27. 1993.

12 Ninal Reseam b Council, op. cit. fomes, 4, pp. 50-5 1.
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questionable backgrounds in areas where sensitive
data are available, periodic analysis of the computer
system and the sensitivity of its data, and separation of
critical duties between employees.

Technical Safeguards
Technical safeguards, along with administrative and

procedural measures, are best established within the
system application or program, e.g., medical record
system softvare, instead of relying on the network
infrastructure for security. These technical provisions
include the following:
Cryptography: can be used to encode data before

transmission or while stored in a computer, provide an
electronic signature and/or to verify that a message has
not been tampered with. Cryptography can be used to
1) encrypt plain text to provide confidentiality 2)
authenticate a message to ensure integrity and to
prevent fraud by third parties, and 3) create a digital
signature that authenticates a message and protects
against fraud or repudiation by the sender."
Personal identification and user verification tech-

niques: help ensure that the person using a communi-
cation or computer system is the one authorized to do
so and, in conjunction with access control systems and
other security procedures, that authorized users can be
held accountable for their actions.
Access control software and audit trails: can help

protect information systems from unauthorized access
and keep track of each user's activities.

Computer architecture: may be specifically de-
signed to enhance security.
Communications linkage safeguards: can hamper

unauthorized access to computers through phone lines
or other networks. 14

CRYPTOGRAPHY
Cryptography is one method of protecting data

vulnerable to unauthorized access and tampering.
Cryptography, along with electronie signatures, can be
used to protect confidentiality and integrity.

Confidentiality of information can be provided
through encryption. Encryption' is a process of
encoding a message so that its meaning is not obvious;
decryption transforms an encrypted message back into
its noal forom."When a message is encrypted, it is
encoded in a way that can be reversed only with the
appropriate key. 'Maintaining confidentiality requires
that only authorized parties have the decrypting key.

Integrity cnbeprovided through message authenti-
cation. An "authentic" message is one that is not a
replay of a previous message, has arrived exactly as it
was sent (without etrors or alterations), and comes
from the stated source (not forged or falsified by an
impostor or fraudulently altered by the recipient).
Encryption algorithms can be used to authenticate
messages, but encryption in itself does not automati-
cally authenticate a message.

Message authentication techniques are based either
on public or secret knowledge. Authentication tech-
niques based on public knowledge can check against
errors, but not against malicious modifications. Mes-
sage authentication using secret parameters means that
a message cannot be forged unless the secret parame-
ters are compromised or one of the parties is doing the
forging.

Digital Signature & The trend away from paper-
based systems into automated electronic systems has
brought about a need for a reliable, cost-effective way
to replace the handwritten signature with a digital
signature. Encryption or message authentication alone

t5SeDd -t, Secres. Pc' 
t 

footnote I1, pp. 174-180. Sos also. DasapsRepeneon snforation Secrity, "Hoss File Encsyptson

Sofloae Oeeim, " 154-00I-101, May 1992.
tesogsnessllo.Defesot".iea~t o cit., fetsot 11. See also, Daapro Reports on ls moftio n Secrity, "HotSe rity ss

f
s 'se,"

1S50-140-103, November 1992, and geerally, Deonis Lengley t al., op. cit., foomotoe 2,
is PEraotia i soa nseadnsamehed for eneieg the dime goals of computer se urixty: %,fcai .-w.v integrity, and access. E.ypfde.

prasides toalidonsiality for data. Fscsprias can also be od! to achice integrity, since data that cannot be read, generally canot bs changed.
Encryption is impoeant in essablishment foscue communication proto.e.s (a qoence ofsteps taken by two e morm paimsto accomplish
some sok) betwen ues. Some of these protocols ar implemented to entsue access to data. D iefdsm Secrets. op. it., footnote 1 , pp. 54-63.
Seel aso, DLas aRepos, op. clt., footnote 13.
1 tnwoords eadetnd d-s, riencipher and decipber, anoften sad thnsad ofsth verbs encrypt and dcrypt. A systee fOr aypi o

and deoryption is called a e.,genai. Chaleas P. PT'teaet. op. cit., footnote 3, p. 23.
1n Ckacles p. Plnoym op. cit., footnote 3,p. 23.
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can only safeguard against the actions of third parties.
They cannot fully protect one of the communicating
parties from fraudulent actions by any other, such as
forgery or repudiation of a message or transaction. Nor
can they resolve contractual disputes between two
parties. Like a handwritten signature, a digital signa-
ture can be used to identify and authenticate the
originator of the information. A digital signature can
also he used to verify that information has not been
altered after it is signed, providing for message
integrity.

In August 1991, NIST proposed the Digital Signa-
ture Standard (DSS) as a Federal Information Process-
ing Standard (FIPS), suitable for use by corporations,
as well as civilian agencies of the government. The
DSS specifies a Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) for
use in computing and verifying digital signatures.
NIST suggests that DSA can be used in such applica-
tions as electronic mail systems, legal systems, and
electronic funds transfer systems. Some controversy
surrounds NIST'S choice of the DSS techniques."

Encryption Algorithms-The original form of a
message is known as plaintat, and the encrypted form
is called ciphertext. Messages are encrypted using
mathematical algorithms implemented in hardware or
software, and secrecy is provided through use of
cryptographic keys. These keys me seemingly random
sequences of symbols. The encryption algorithm is a
mathematical process that can transform plain text into
ciphertext and back again, with each transformation
depending on the value of the key. Symmetric ciphers
use the same key for encryption and decyption. One
key, known to both the sender and receiver of a
message, is used to both encrypt and decrypt the
message. Symmetric keys present problems of key
distribution, since secrecy in the key must be main-
tained by both parties to the communication. The
traditional means of key distribution-through couriers-
places the security of the cipher system in the hands of
the courier(s). Courier-based key distribution presents
challenges when keys need to be changed often.

Asymrrnetric ciphers use different but related keys.
One key is used to encrypt and another to decrypt a
message."A special class of asymmetric ciphers are
public-key ciphers, in which the "public" encrypting
key need not be kept secret to ensure a private
communication. Rather, Party A can publicly an-
nounce his or her public key, PKA, allowing anyone
who wishes to communicate privately with him or her
to use it to encrypt a message. Party A's "secref'
decrypting key (SKA) is kept secret, so that only A or
someone else who has obtained his or her decrypting
key can easily convert messages encrypted with PKA
back into plaintext.
Detemaining g the secret decrypting key is difficult.

even when the encrypted message is available and the
public key is known; in practice only authorized
holders of the secret key can read the encrypted
message. If the encrypting key is publicly known,
however, a properly encrypted message can come from
any source, and there is no guarantee of its authenticity.
It is thus crucial that the public encrypting key be
authentic. An impostor could publish his or her own
public key, PKI, and pretend it came from A in order
to read messages intended for A, which he or she could
intercept and then read using his or her own secret key,
SKI.

Therefore, the strength of a public key cipher system
rests on the authenticity of the public key. A public key
system can be strengthened by providing means for
certifying public keys via digital signature, a trusted
third party, or other means.'

Techniques for encrypting messages based on
mathematical algorithms vary widely in the degree of
security they provide. The various algorithms differ in
the following ways:

a The mathematical sophistication and computa-
tional complexity of the algorithm itself More
complex algorithms may be harder for an
adversary to break.

U Whether the algorithm is for a symmetric
cipher or for an asymmetric one.

is oIST ignilalych-I SS. in pao bmase of patent considerations. Some critics ote choice (incluing the company matetng the
eSA systeml hare ased that the RSA algoithm is superiorand that 0I4ST delibetely cose a weaker cipher. In late 199t, ST's Compter
Scoity and Privacy Adyisory Board cent on rcod an opposing adoption ofhe proposed DSS.

19Wd.esgSeere. op. cit., foomot1.e hp. 176.
XDefeAdingaeta. op. it., 1oo ea ,p.l0.
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a The length of the key used to encrypt and
decrypt the message. Generally, for an algo-
rithm of a given complexity, longer keys are
more secure.

* Whether the algorithm is implemented in
software or hardware,

* Whether the algorithm is open to public scm-
tiny. While some argue that users have more
confidence in an algorithm if it is publicly
known and subject to testing, the National
Security Agency and others assert that secret
algorithms are more secure."

Data Encryption Standard (DES)-The U.S. Data
Encryption Standard (DES) is a well-known example
of a symmetric cryptosystem and probably the most
widely known modem encryption algoritln. DES was
developed to protect unclassified computer data in
Federal computer systems against passive and active
attacks in communication and computer systems.'
DES is the result of a National Bureau of Standards
initiative to create an encryption standard. Based on an
algorithm developed by IBM, DES was officially
adopted as a Federal Standard in November, 1977, and
endorsed by the National Security Agency.'After
over 10 years of the public scrutiny, most experts am
confident that DES is secure from virtually any
adversary except a foreign govemment.'DES is a
private key cryptographic algorithm, which means that
the confidentiality of the message, under normal
conditions, is based on keeping the key secret between
the sender and receiver of the message.'DES
specifies a cryptographic algorithm that converts
plaintextrttext to ciphertext using a 56-bit key. Encryption

with the DES algorithm consists of 16 "rounds' of
operations that mix the data and key together in a
prescribed manner. The goal is to so completely
scramble the data and key that every bit of ciphertext
depends on every bit of the data plus every bit of the
key."1

In early 1993, the executive branch announced its
policy to implement a new encryption device called
"Clipper Chip," discussed in box A-1.

RSA-RSA is a patented public key encryption
system that has been in use since 1978. It was invented
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) by
Ronald Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adelman.
These three inventors formed RSA Data Security, Inc.
in 1982, and obtained an exclusive license for their
invention from MIT, which owns the patent. The firm
has developed proprietary software packages imple-
menting the RSA cipher on personal computer net-
works. These packages, sold commercially, provide
software-based communications safeguards, including
message authentication, key management, and en-
cryption. RSA relies on the difficulty of factoring large
numbers to devise its encryption codes. Asymmetric
cipher systems (like RSA) am more efficient than
symmetric ones for digital signatures.'

9 Personal Identification and
User Verification

The prpose of user verification systems is to ensue
that those accessing a computer or network are
authorized to do so. Personal identification techniques
are used to strengthen user verification by ensuring that
the person actually is the authorized user."Authenti-

2 Defe,&c.g Secrets, op. cit, footnote II, pp. 54-55,
22 US. tS," _mmltofCnmaneaa.NidmL 21"a iof atna d TantosAy. NCSL Btidn Advising Uera oft Coiewaisystenat

feninlog, in 1990.
ioChnreat.rrltg , p. ci., footnote 3, p. 107.

24 Atanotg L MST, appropriat E.yt]cad-eofrDS include teenilmds tnansfer, privacy protection ofrpesoeai infe tin, nsaonal

authntication password p ti n, asoes control, etc., i.S. Deparment of C sxnme. Natinal Intitat of Standards and Technology, NCSL
Bulletin, Advising Usors on Computer Sylnem Tchnology. June 990, pp. 1-2.

iiDcnada Secrets, op. cit., aotoi 11, p. 55.
2 Ibid.

Ibid., p. 63. Se also, Dftap'a Repors on P1r'!arii S ncs'5," innni -r.mn io in and Acces Cointol: Technology Oserviow,'
IS31-001-125, April 1991, and Drois anoley al., op. ca,, foooe 2, pp 165-171.

a D4ending Sece., op. nit., footnotl, p. 72. Sne also, Dosopro Repore s on information Swnw, ' 'Hos Aa miaCataotiSome

Oy.iw,' IS52-001-103, July 1992,
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cation technology provides the basis for access control
in computer systems. If the identity of a user can be
correctly verified, legitimate users can be granted
access to system resources. Conversely, those attempt-
ing to gain access without proper authorization can be
denied. Once a user's identity is verified, access
centrol techniques may be used to mediate the user's
access to data.

The traditional method for authenticating users has
been to provide them with a secret password, which
must be used when requesting access to a particular
system. However, authentication that relies solely on

passwords has often failed to provide adequate protec-
tion for computer systems for a number of reasons,
including careless use and misuse--e.g., writing pass-
words on the terminal, under a desk blotter, etc. Where
password-only authentication is not adequate for an
application, a number of alternative methods can be
used alone or in combination to increase the security
of the authentication process. User verification sys-
tems generally involve a combination of criteria, such
as something in an individual's possession, e.g., a
coded card or token (token-based authentication),
something the individual knows, e.g., a memorized

Box A-I-The CLIPPER Chip

On Apdl 16,1993, the White House announced anew initiative to create encryption technology that
can be used to protect proprietary information, and the privacy of personal phone conversations and
electronically transmitted data. The technology is also aimed at preserving the ability of Federal, State,
and local law enforcement agencies with legal authorization to conduct a wiretap to intercept phone
conversations. The system involves establishment of a "key-escrow" system, in which each device
containing the chip will have two unique "keys" to decode messages encoded by the device. When the
device is manufactured, the two keys will be deposited separately in two "key-escrow" databases that
will be established by the Attorney General. Access to these keys would be limited to government

officials with legal authorization to conduct a wiretap.
As of this writing, public debate about the technology involved in CLIPPER Chip, as well as about

the legal implications of implementing such a system continue. However, the National institute of
Standards and Technology has released the following information about the CLIPPER Chip:

The CLIPPER Chip was developed by the National Security Agency. It is a hardware oriented,

cryptographic device that implements asymmetric encryption/decryption algorithm and what is referred
to as a "law enforcement satisfying" key escrow system. While the key escrow system design is not

completely designed, the cryptgraphic algorithm (called SKIPJACK) is complete as of this writing (and
classified SECRET).

According to the information provided by NIST, the cryptographic algorithm has the following

characteristics:

1. symmetric, 80-bit key encryplionldecryption algorithm;

2. similar in function to Data Encryption Standard (DES);
3. 32 rounds of processing per single encryptfdecrypt operation; and
4. design started by NSA in 1985; evaluation completed in 1990.

The CLIPPER chip is just one implementation of the cryptographic algorithm. The CLIPPER Chip
designed for the AT&T commercial secure voice product has the following characteristics:

1. functions specified by NSA; logic designed by MYKOTRONX; chip fabricated by VLSI, Inc.;
manufactured chip programmed (made unique) by MYKOTRONX security equipment
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manufacturers willing to follow proper security procedures for handling and storage of the
programmed chip;

2. reportedly resistant to reverse engineering, even against a sophisticated, well funded
adversary;

3. 15-20 megabit per second eencryption/decryption constant throughout once cryptographic
synchronization is established with distant CLIPPER Chip;

4. the chip programming equipment writes (one time) the following information into a special
memory (called VROM or VIA-Link) on the chip:
a. (unique) serial number

b. (unique) unit key
c. family key
d. specialized control software

5. Upongeneration (or entry) of a session key in the chip, the chip performs the following actions:
a. Encrypts the St bit session key underthe unit key producing an 80 bit intermediate result;
b. Concatenates the fi bit result with the 25 bit serial number and a 23 bit authentication

pattern (total of 128 bits);
c. Enciphers this 128 bits with family key to produce a 128-bit cipher block chain called the Law

Enforcement Field (LEF)

d. Transmits the LEF at least once to the intended receiving CLIPPER Chip.
e. The two communicating CLIPPER chips use this LEF to establish cryptographic

synchronization.
6. Once synchronized, the CLIPPER chips use the session key to encryptldertypt data in both

directions;
7. The chips can be programmed to not enter the secure mode if the LEF field has been tampered

with (e.g., modified, superencrypted, replaced);

B. CLIPPER Chips are expected to be available from a second source in the future;
9. CLIPPER Chips are expected to be modifiedfungraded in the future;
10. According to NIST CLIPPER chips presently cost $16.00 (unprogrammed) and $26.00

(programmed),

SOURCE: National Institute of Standards and Technology, Press Release, May 1993.

password or personal identification number (password tokens take the form of smart cards,' and contain one
authentication), or some physical characteristic of the or more integrated circuits that can store and, in some
user, e.g., a fingerprint or voice pattern (biometric cases, process information.'Token-based systems

authentication) .29 reduce the threat from attackers who attempt to guess
Token-based authentication requires the system user or steal passwords, because the attacker must either

to produce a physical token that the system can fabricate a counterfeit token or steal a valid token from

recognize as belonging to a legitimate user. These a user and must know the user's password.

tokens typically contain information that is physically, Biometric authentication relies on a unique physical

magnetically, or electronically caded in a form that can characteristic to verify the identity of system users.

be recognized by a host system. The most sophisticated Common biometric identifiers include fingerprints,

s2rmpataaenl of Cormcrce, National Institute of Standards and Technology, CSL watled . Adinng Us-er anCa.ay.yner
Trohologys November 199I.

mO For furthe discussion ofuce ofsmart card systems for health esn information, s= h. 3.
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written signatures, voice patterns, typing patterns,
retinal scans, and hand geometry. The unique pattern
that identifies a user is formed during an enrollment
process, producing a template for that user. When a
user wishes to authenticate access to the system, a
physical measurement is made to obtain a current
biometric pattern for the user. This pattern is compared
to the enrollment template in order to verify the user's
identity, Biometric authentication devices tend to cost
more than password or token-based systems because
the hardware required to capture and analyze biometric
patterns is more complicated. However, biometrics
provide a very high level of security because the
authentication is directly related to a unique physical
characteristic of the user that is difficult to counterfeit.
At the same time, passwords, authentication tokens,
and biometrics are subject to a variety of attacks.

New technologies and microelectronics, which are
more difficult to counterfeit, have emerged to over-
come these problems. These technologies have also
enabled the merging of the identification criteria, so
that one, two, or all the criteria can be used as needed.
Microelectronics make the new user identification
methods compact and portable. Electronic smart cards
now carry prerecorded, usually encrypted access
control information that must be compared with data
that the proper authorized user is required to provide,
such as a memorized personal identification number or
biometric data like a fingerprint or retinal scan."
Merging criteria allows authentication of the individ-
ual to his or her card or token and only then allows
access to the protected computer or network. This can
increase security since, for example, one's biometrie
characteristics cannot readily be given away, lost, or
stolen. Biometrics permit automation of the personal
identificationluser verification process.

ACCESS CONTROL SOFTWARE AND
AUDIT TRAILS

Once the identity of a user has a been verified, it is
still necessary to ensure that he or she has access only
to the resources and data that he or she is authorized to
access. For host computers, these functions are per-

formed by access control software. Records of users'
accesses and online activities are maintained as audit
trails by audit software. Access control methods
include user identification codes, passwords, login
controls, resource authorization, and authorization
checking, These methods, as well as use of audit trails
and journaling techniques, are discussed in box A-2.

COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE
The computer itself must be designed to facilitate

good security, particularly for advanced security
needs. For example, it should monitor its own activi-
ties in a reliable way, prevent users from gaining access
to data they are not authorized to see, and be secure
from sophisticated tampering or sabotage. However,
while changes in computer architecture will gradually
improve, particularly for larger computer users, more
sophisticated architecture is not the primary need of the
vast majority of current users outside of the national
security community. Good user verification coupled
with effective access controls, including controls on
database management systems, are the more urgent
needs for most users."

COMMUNICATIONS LINKAGES SAFEGUARDS
Computers are vulnerable to misuse through the

ports that link them to telecommunication lines, as
well as through taps on the lines themselves. As
computers are linked through telecommunication sys-
tems, the problem of dial-up misuses by hackers may
increase.
For purpose of this study, of particular interest in the

area of medical information are port protection de-
vices. "One means of limiting misuse via dil-up tiees
has been dial-back port protection devices. Newer
security modems are microprocessor-based devices
that combine features of a modem with network
security features, such as passwords, dial-back, and/or
encryption, and offer added protection. For some
computer applications, misuse via dial-up lines can be
dramatically reduced by use of dial-back port protec-
tion devices used as a buffer between telecommunicat-
ion lines and the computer. In addition to these

31CSL Bulso. op. Cit., footnote 29.
na Desrdh Secrets, op. cit., footnote 11, pp. 88-89. See also. Dennis Longley et s. op. Ci., foonote 2, p- 464.
0 Discussion ofncth o-r.ir am lintagsutsrsuleenee fund ir Defeoding Secret,. op. sit., footnote ll, pp. 89-92. See als. Dennis

Langley t 4, op. cit., footnote 2, p. 40.
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Box A-2-Access Control Software and Audit Trails

Access control determines who can access the system, what system resources they can access,
and how they may use those resources. Adequate access control prevents users from intentionealy or
accidentally obtaining data without prior permission.

At the host, access control usually involves two forms of security, system access control, which
prevents unauthorized users from logging onto the system, and data access control,which prevents
authorized users from accessing andlor modifying a particular file unless the user has been given pdor
permission.

The following is a brief descriptive list of access control methods:
User identification. The user identification code (ID) identifies the terminal users or application

programs to other applications, data, devices, or services. Access to the system or application is denied
if the user name or identification code is not listed in the access control file. User I~N also enable the
system to report the activities of each individual logged onto the system.

Passwords. Passwords provide for verification of the identity of users. Passwords, secret and
unique codes known only tot heir owners and recognizable only to a related target system, are intended
to identify the user and ensure authorized access. Permission to access a system is typically denied until
the individual supplies the password assigned to the user name and access type. A system file stores
passwords with the user names they reference.

Host access control software packages attempt to prevent individuals f rom guessing or otherwise
improperly obtaining a password. To do this, they may:

1. specify a minimum length for passwords to prevent the creafion of overly simple passwords;
2. require users to change their passwords at regular intervals;
3. limit the number of login attempts;
4. record unsuccessful login attempts;
5. require users to accept machine-generated passwords, which can offer more security than

self-generated passwords because they are randomly generated pseudo words not found in
the dictionary;

6. cancel passwords that have not been used for a specified period of time;
7. perform password trapping to capture users with stolen passwords; and
8. one way encrypt the password in the system's protected password file.
Login Control Login controls specify the conditions users must meat for gaining access. In most

cases, access will be perm itted only when both a username and password are provided. More complex
systems grant or deny access based on the type of computer login, i.e., local, dial-up, remote, network,
batch, or subprocess. The security system can restrict access based on the type of terminal or remote
computer-access will only be granted when the user or program is located at a designated terminal
or remote system. Also, access can be defined by time of day and day of the week. As a further
precaution, the more complex systems monitor unsuccessful logins, send messages to the system
operator and disable accounts when a break-in occurs.

Resource Authorization. User profiles, resource profiles, and access control lists created and
maintained by t he host access control software identify the system resources to be protected, describe
who can use resources, and detail the manner in which resources can be used. The protection is
typically applied to applications, files, data sets, and system utilities. ft may also he applied to program
processes, system commands, individual application transactions, and workstations, he., terminals and
printers. Users and programs can have read, write, execute, delete, ater, or control access, or a

(continued on nexfpage)
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Box A-2-Access Control Software and Audit Trails-Continued

combination thereof. Access authority is granted to a user or program based on whether it is an
individual with unique needs or a member of a registered group.

Authorization Checking.Host access control packages control all interaction between the user and
protected resources. The software:

1. intercepts access requests for resources from the operating system;

2. determines if the resource is protected by host access software;

3. references the security rights database for access profiles;
4. determines if the user's access request is a valid request based on the permission assigned to

the user; and
a. passes the status of there quest tathe operating system, which then grants orden'bstheaccess

request.

Auditing. She breaches of security can occur from within an organization, and many systems can

also be compromised if improper access is gained by an authorized party, accountability is key to

security protection. Auditing allows a system to record significant events. Since auditing is generally tied

to authentication and authorization, every authorization and attempted access is usually recorded.
Examination of audit trails may also reveal suspicious patterns of access and allow detection of improper

behavior by both legitimate users and impostors.
Events that may be audited are:

1. selected uses of files and hardware devices;
2. togins, logouts and break-in attempts;

3. activities of specific, individual users;
4. changes to passwords;
5. disk and tape value changes;

6. selected transaction types;

dial-back systems, security modems can be used to bine features of a modem with network security
protect data communication ports. These security features, such as passwords, dial-back, and/or encryp-
modems are microprocessor-based devices that co- tion."

nasap yrrotors~on :.~rarr mtcsriy "Protesting teformatian by Autheticatio and acu)v so.' IS50-1404103, Je-1993.
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7. issuance of system commands; and
8. changes to security profiles.

Some systems allow selection of the specific security-rlevant events to be recorded. In addition,
security alarms (electronic messages) can be generated to be sent immediately to the security
administrator or system operator when specific events take place.

Jounmaing.Joumaling involves recording all system activities and uses of a system resource. By
analyzing this activity, the security administrator can:

1. identify access violations and the individual accountable for them,
2. determine security exposures,
3. track the activities of selected users, and
4. adjust access control measures to changing conditions.
Program and Data ltegrity. Several types of controls and functions address program and data

integrity:

1. Dataset naming conventions separate production data from test data. The assignment of
unique types of dataset names for separate categories of data ensures that the difference
between test and production data is maintained.

2, Naming conventions are also used for unique and specificaly defined program names, job
names, and terminal usage.

3. File placement ensures that files reside on the proper direct access storage device so that
datasets do not go to a wrong device by accident

4. Program control allows only assigned programs to run in production and eliminates the problem
of test programs accidentally entering the production environment.

5. Separation of production and testing ensures that no test data or programs am used in normal
production.

SOURCE: Datapro Reports on Information Security, "Host Access Control," IS52-210-t03, July 1992.
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Appendix B:
Model Codes for

Protection of
Health Care
Information

Chapter 1751 of the Massachusetts State Code-Insurance Information

and Pori ey Protection .............. 102-1tl

Ethical Tenets for Protection of Confidential Clinical Data. t 19-126

Uniform Health Care Information Act (As codified in Chapter 16, Part

5 of the Montana Code). 127-138

The American Health Information Management Association's Health
Information Model Legislation Language. 139-152
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CHAPTER 1751. INSURANCE INFORMATION
AND PRIVACY PROTECTION

Section
Application of Ohaper.

2 Definitions.
3. Pretaxt interviews; use.
4. Notice of information practices; time; con-

tents; abbreviated notice.

Section
7. Investigative consumer report; personal in-

terriew; proibited information.
8. Recorded personal information; medical

record information; disclosure; fees.
9. Coreection, amendment or deletion of per-

sonal information.
10. Adverse underoriting decision; notice; rea-

sons; disclosure of medical or mental
health record information; summary of
rights.

it. Prior adverse underwiting decisions; re-
quest for information by insurance orga-
1 A ec ans.12. Adveseunderwriting decision; basis.

Section
5. Qaestions to marketing or research

information; discloscre.
6. Disclosure authorization form; contents

Section
13. personal or privileged inforation from in-

anc transactions; disclosure.
14, Inoettigations.
15. Violations; notice; hearings; Service of

process.
16 Agent for serice of procent.
17. Findings; orders tcense and desist; re-

ports.
1S Penalties; violations of cease and desist

orders.
19. Judicial review; filing deadline; jorisdic-

tton; orders.
20. Equitable relief; damages; costs and attor-

ney's fees; limitation of action$.
21. Disclosure of information; immunity.
22. Information obtaind by false pretenses;

penalties.

Chapter 1751 of the General Laws was added by St.1991, c. 516, 1.

1. Application of chapter

(a) The obligations imposed by this chapter shall apply to an insurance institution,
insurance representative or insurance-support organization which in the case of life,
health and disability insurance:

(1) collects, receives or maintains information in connection with an insurance transac-
tion which pertains to a natural person who is a resident of the commonwealth; or

(2) engages in an insurance transaction with an applicant, individual or policyholder
who is a resident of the commonwealth.

(b) In the case of life, health or disability insurance, the rights granted by this chapter
shall extend to the following residents of the commonwealth:

(I) natural persons who are the subject of information collected, received or maintained
in connection with insurance transactions; and

(2) applicants, individuals or policyholders who engage in or seek to engage in insur-
ance transactions.

(c) For purposes of this section, a person shall be considered a resident of the
commonwealth if such person's last known mailing address, as shown in the records of
the insurance institution, insurance representative or insurance-support organization, is
located in the commonwealth.

Added by St.199i, a. 516, I.
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Historical and Statutory Notes

1991 Legislation Section 4 of St.199t, c. 516, provides:
St.1991, c. 516, S 1, adding this chapter, con- "The provisions and scope of this act shall not

sisiing of this section and $$ 2 to 22, s ap extend to property casualty insurers or property
proved Iao, 7, 1992, and by $ 3 made effective casualty insurance representatives.
July 1, 1992.

$ 2. Definitions

As used in this chapter the following words shall, unless the context otherwise requires
have the following meanings:

"Adverse underwriting decision", (1) any of the following actions with respect to
insurance transactions involving insurance coverage which is individually underwrittn:

(i) a declination of insurance coverage;
(ii) a termination of insurance coverage;
(iii) failure of an insurance representative to apply for insurance coverage with a

specific insurance institution which the insurance representative represents and which is
requested by an applicant; or

(iv) in the case of a life, health or disability insurance coverage, an offer to insure at
higher than standard rates.

(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of clause (1), the following actions shall not he
considered adverse underwriting decisions but the insurance institution or insurance
representative responsible for their occurrence shall nevertheless provide the applicant or
policyholder- with the specific reason or reasons for their occurrence:

(i) the termination of an indidiual policy form on a class or satewide basis;
(ii) a declination of insurance coverage solely because such coverage is not available on

a class or statewide basis; or
(iii) the rescission of a policy.
"Affiliate" or "affiliated", a person who directly, or indirectly through one or more

intermediaries, controls, is controlled by or is under common control with another person.
"Applicant", any person who seeks to contract for insurance coverage other than a

person seeking group insurance that is not individually underwritten.
"Commissioner", the commissioner of insurance or his designee.
"Consumer report", a written, oral or other communication of information bearing on a

natural person's credit worthiness, credit standing, credit capacity, character, general
reputation, personal characteristics or mode of living which is used or expected to be used
in connection with an insurance transaction.

"Consumer reporting agency" any person who:
(1) regularly engages, in whole or in part, in the practice of assembling or preparing

consumer reports for a monetary fee;
(2) obtains information primarily from sources other than insurance institutions; and
(3) furnishes consumer reports to other persons.
"Control, including the terms "controlled by' or "under common control with", the

possession, direct or indirect, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the
management and policies of a person, whether through the ownership of voting securities,
by contract other than a commercial contract for goods or nonmanagement services, or
otherwise unless the power is the result of an official position with or corporate office
kmd held by the person

-ii'of insurance conerasg' a denial, in whole or in part, by an insurance
institution or insurance repe ert.tt e of requested insurance coverage.

'lntItsv - n- ';u t.,'ni .r' v,.h
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(1) in the case of life, health or disability insurance, is a past present or proposed
principal insured or certificate holder;

(2) is apast present or proposed policy owner;
(3) is pastor present applicantion
(4) is a past or present claimant or
(5) derived, derives or is proposed to derive insurance coverage under an insurance

policy or certificate subject to this chapter.
"Institutional source", any person or governmental entity that provides information

about an individual to an insurance representative, insurance institution or insurance-
support organization, other than:
(1) an insurance representative;
(2) the individual who is the subjectof the information; or
(3) a natural person acting in a personal capacity rather than in a business or

professional capacity.
"Insurance institution", any corporation, association, partnership, reciprocal exchange,

inter-insurer, Lloyd's insurer, fraternal benefit society or other person engaged in the
business of insurance, including health maintenance organizations, medical service plans
and hospital service plans, preferred provider arrangements and Savings Bank Life
Insurance as defined in chapters one hundred and seventy-five, one hundred and seventy-
six, one hundred and seventy-six A, one hundred and seventy-six B, one hundred and
seventy-six C, one hundred and seventy-six G,one hundred and seventy-six I, one hundred
and seventy-eight and one hundred and seventy-eight A, "Insurance institution" shall not
include insurance representatives or insurance-support organizations.

"Insurance-support organization":
(1) any person who regularly engages, in whole or in part, in the practice of assembling

or collecting information about natural persons for the primary purpose of providing the
information to an insurance institution or insurance representative for insurance transac-
tions, including:

(i) the furnishing of consumer reports or investigative consumer reports to an insur-
ance institution or insurance representative for use in connection with an insurance
transaction; or

(ii) the collection of personal information from insurance institutions, insurance repre-
sentatives or other insurance-support organizations for the purpose of detecting or
preventing fraud or material misrepresentation in connection with insurance underwriting
or insurance claim activity.

(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of subparagraph (1), the following persons shall not
be considered "insurance-support organizations" for purposes of this chapter: insurance
representatives, government institutions, insurance institutions, medical care institutions
and medical professionals.

"Insurance representative", an agent, broker, advisor, adjuster or other person en-
gaged in activities described in sections one hundred and sixty-two to one hundred and
seventy-seven D, inclusive, of chapter one hundred and seventy-five.

"Insurance transaction", any transaction involving life, health or disability insurance
which entails:
(1) the determination of an individual's eligibility for an insurance coverage, benefit or

payment; or
(2) the servicing of an insurance application, policy, contract or certificate.
"Investigative consumer report", a consumer report or portion thereof in which

information about a natural person's character, general reputation, personal characteris-
tics or mode of living is obtained through personal interviews with the person's neighbors,
friends, associates, acquaintances or others who may have knowledge concerning such
items of information, provided; however, that it shall be unlawful for any such report to
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contain any information designed to determine the sexual orientation of an applicant,
proposed insured, policyholder, beneficiary or any other person, or for such persons,
information relating to counseling for Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) or
AIDS-related Complex (ARC) as defined by the Centers for Disease Control of the United
States Public Health Service. For purposes of this subsection, "counseling" shall not
mean diagnosis of or treatment for AIDS or ARC.

"Medical-care institution", any facility or institution that is licensed to provide health
care services to natural persons, including but not limited health-maintenance organiza-
tions, home-health agencies, hospitals, medical clinics, public health agencies, rehabilita-
tion agencies and skilled nursing facilities.

"Medical professional", any person licensed or certified to provide health care services
to natural persons, including, but not limited to, a chiropractor, clinical dietician, clinical
psychologist dentist, nurse, occupational therapist, optometrist, pharmacist, physical
therapist, physician, podiatrist, psychiatric social worker or speech therapist.

"Medical-record information", personal information which:
(1) relates to an individual's physical or mental condition, medical history or medical

treatment; and
(2) is obtained from a medical professional or medical-care institution, from the individ-

ual, or from such individual's spouse, parent or legal guardian;
Medical-record information shall not include information relating to counseling for

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) or AIDS-related Complex (ARC) as
defined by the Centers for Disease Control of the United States Public Health Service.
For purposes of this definition, "counseling" shall not mean diagnosis of or treatment for
AIDS or ARC.

"Person", any natural person, corporation, association, partnership or other legal
entity.

"Personal information", any individually identifiable information gathered in connection
with an insurance transaction from which judgments can be made about an individual's
character, habits, avocations, finances, occupation, general reputation, credit, health or
any other personal characteristics. "Personal information" shall include an individual's
name and address and "medical-record information" but shall not include "privileged
information".

"Policyholder", any person who:
(1) in the case of individual life, health or disability insurance, is a present policyholder;

or

(2) in the case of group life, health or disability insurance which is individually
underwritten, is a present group certificate holder.

"Pretext interview", an interview by a person who attempts to obtain information about
a natural person and who commit-s one or more of the following acts:

(1) pretends to be someone he is not;
(2) pretends to represent a person he is not in fact representing;

(3) misrepresents the true purpose of the interview; or
(4) refuses to identify himself upon request.
"Privileged information", any individully identifiable information that:

(1) relates to a claim for insurance benefits or a civil or criminal proceeding involving
an individual; and

(2) is collected in connection with or in reasonable anticipation of a claim for insurance
benefits or civil or criminal proceeding involving an indvidual; provided, however, that
information otherwise meeting the requirements of this definition shall nevertheless be
considered "personal information" under this chapter if it is disclosed in vo1

t
ato of

section thirteen.
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"Termination of insurance coverage" or "termination of an insurance policy", either a
cancellation or nonrenewal of an insurance policy, in whole or in part, for any reason
other than the failure to pay a premium as required by the policy.

"Unauthorized insurer", an insurer not lawfully admitted to issue policies of insurance
or an annuity or pure endowment contract, except as provided in section one hundred and
sixty of chapter one hundred and seventy-five.
Added by Si.1991, . 516 1.

3. Pretext interviews; use
No insurance institution, insurance representative, or insurance-support organization

shall use or authorize the use of pretext interviews to obtain information in connection
with an insurance transaction; provided, however, that a pretext interview may be
undertaken to obtain information from a person or institution that does not have a
generally or statutorily recognized privileged relationship with the person about whom
the information relates for the purpose of investigating a claim where, based upon
specific information available for review by the commissioner, there is a reasonable basis
for suspecting criminal activity, fraud or material misrepresentation in connection with
the claim.
Added by St.1991, c. 516, - 1.

$ 4. Notice of information practices; time; contents; abbreviated notice

(a) An insurance institution or insurance representative shall provide a notice of
information practices to all applicants or policyholders in connection with insurance
transactions as follows:

(1) in the case of an application for insurance, a notice shall be provided no later than at
the time the application for insurance is made;

(2) in the case of a policy renewal, a notice shall be provided no later than the policy
renewal date, except that no notice shall be required in connection with a policy renewal
if.

(i) personal information is collected only from the policyholder or from public records;
or

(ii) a notice meeting the requirements of this section has been given within the previous
twenty-four months;

(3) in the case of a policy reinstatement or change in insurance benefits, a notice shall
be provided no later than the time a request for a policy reinstatement or change in
insurance benefits is received by the insurance institution, except that no notice shall be
required if personal information is collected only from the policyholder or from public
records.

(b) A notice required by subsection (a) shall be in writing and shall state:
(i) whetherlpersonal information may be collected from persons other than the individ-

not proposed or coverage;
(2) the type of personal information that may be collected and the type of source and

investigative technique that may be used to collect such information;
(3) the type of disclosure permitted by this chapter and the circumstances under which

such disclosure may be made without prior authorization; provided, however, that only
such circumstances need be described which occur with such frequency as to indicate a
general business practice;

(4) a description of the rights established under sections eight, nine and ten and the
manner in which such rights may be exercised; and

(5) that information obtained from a report prepared by an insurance-support organiza-
tion may be retained by the insurance-support organization and disclosed to other
persons.
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(c) In lieu of the notice prescribed in subsection (b), the insurance institution or
insurance representative may provide an abbreviated notice informing the applicant or
policyholder that:

(1) personal information may be collected from a person other than the individual
proposed for coverage;

(2) such information as well as other personal or privileged information subsequently
collected by the insurance institution or insurance representative may in certain circum-
stances be disclosed to a third party without authorization;

(3) a right of access and correction exists with respect to all personal information
collected; and

(4) the notice prescribed in subsection (b) shall be furnished to the applicant or
policyholder upon request.

(d) The obligations imposed by this section upon an insurance institution or insurance
representative may be satisfied by another insurance institution or insurance representa-
tive authorized to act on its behalf

(e) Information collection and disclosure authorized pursnant to this chapter is limited
to the practices described in the notice issued or available pursuant to this section.
Add by St.1991, c.Si6, S i.

S 5. Questions to obtain marketing or research information; disclosure

An insurance institution or insurance representative shall clearly specify questions
designed to obtain information solely for marketing or research purposes from an
individual in connection with an insurance transaction.

Addedby St.1991,c.516,$ I.

$ 6. Disclosure authorization form; contents

Notwithstanding any general or special law to the contrary, no insurance institution,
insurance representative or insurance-support organization may utilize as its disclosure
authorization form in connection with insurance transactions a form or statement which
authorizes the disclosure of personal or privileged information about an individual to the
insurance institution, insurance representative or insurance-support organization unless
the form or statement:

(1) is written in plain language;
(2) is dated;
(3) specifies the types of persons authorized to disclose information about the individu-

al;
(4) specifies the nature of the information authorized to be disclosed;
(5) names the insurance institution or insurance representative and identifies by generic

reference the representative of the insurance institution to whom the individual is
authorizing information to be disclosed;

(6) specifies the purposes for which the information is collected;

(7) specifies the length of time such authorization shall remain valid, which shall be no
longer than:

(A) in the case of authorizations signed for the purpose of collecting information in
connection with an application for an insurance policy a policy reinstatement or a request
for change in policy benefits, thirty months from the date the authorization is signed; or

(B) in the case of authorizations signed for the purpose of ('collecting information in
connection with a claim for benefits under an insurance ro1

(i) the term of coverage of the policy' if the claim is for a health insurance benefit; or
(ii) the duration of the claim if the claim is not for a health insuranc(> benefit; and
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(8) advises the individual or a person authorized to act on behalf of such individual that
such individual or the individual's authorized representative is entitled to receive a copy of
the authorization form.
Added by St.991, e. 516, 1.

7. Investigative consumer report; personal interview; prohibited informs-
tion

(a) No insurance institution, insurance representative or insurance-support organization
may prepare or request an investigative consumer report about an individual in connec-
tion with an insurance transaction involving an application for insurance, a policy renewal,
a policy reinstatement or a change in insurance benefits unless the insurance institution
or insurance representative informs the individual:

(1) that each individual may request to be intro-viewed in connection with the prepara-
tion of the investigative consumer report; and

(2) that upon a request pursuant to section eight, such individual is entitled to receive a
copy of the investigative consumer report.

(b) If an investigative consumer report is to be prepared by an insurance institution or
insurance representative, such insurance institution or insurance representative shall
institute reasonable procedures to conduct a personal interview requested by an individu-
al.

(c) If an investigative consumer report is to be prepared by an insurance-support
organization, the insurance institution or insurance representative desiring such report
shall inform Ithe insurance-support organization whether a personal interview has been
requested by the individual. The insurance-support organization shall institute reason-
able procedures to conduct such reviews, if requested.

(d) No investigative consumer report shall contain any information designed to deter-
mine the sexual orientation of an applicant, proposed insured, policyholder, beneficiary or
any other person, or for such persons, information relating to counseling for Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) or AIDS-related Complex (ARC) as defined by the
Centers for Disease Control of the United States Public Health Service, For purposes of
this subsection, "counseling" shall not mean diagnosis of or treatment for AIDS or ARC,
Added by St.i1991, c. 516, S I.

8. Recorded personal information; medical record information; disclo-
sure; fees

(a) An insurance institution, insurance representative or insurance-support organization
shall make any personal information collected or maintained in connection with an
insurance transaction in its possession or control available to the individual to whom it
refers, or to the authorized representative of such individual, as provided in this section.

(b) If any individual, after identification, submits a written request to an insurance
institution, insurance representative or insance-support organization for access to
recorded personal information about such individual which is reasonably described by
such individual and reasonably locatable and retrievable by the insurance institution,
insurance representative or insurance-support organization, the insurance institution,
insurance representative or insumnee-support organization shall within thirty business
days from the date such request is received:

(1) either provide such individual with a copy of such recorded personal information or
inform such individual of the nature and substance of such recorded personal information
in writing;

(2) permit such individual to see and copy, in person, such recorded personal informa-
tion or to obtain a copy of such recorded personal information by mail, whichever the
individual prefers, unless such recorded personal information is in coded form, in which
case an accurate translation in plain language shall be provided in writing;
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(3) disclose to such individual the identity, if recorded, of any person to whom the
insurance institution, insurance representative or insurance-support organization has
disclosed such personal information within two years prior to such request, and if such
identity is not recorded, the names of insurance institutions, insurance representatives,
insurance-support organizations or other persons to whom such information is normally
disclosed; and

(41 provide such individual with a summary of the procedures by which such individual
may request correction, amendment or deletion of recorded personal information.

(c) Any personal information provided pursuant to subsection (b) shall contain the name
or identify the source, except that a source that is a natural person acting in a personal
capacity need not be revealed if such confidentiality was specifically promised.

(d) Medical record information supplied by a medical care institution or medical profes-
sional and requested under subsection (b), together with the identity of the medical
professional or medical care institution which provided such information, shall be supplied
either directly to the individual or to a medical professional designated by such individual
and licensed to provide medical care with respect to the condition to which the information
relates, whichever such individual prefers. Mental health record information shall be
supplied directly to such individual, pursuant to this section, only with the approval of the
qualified professional person with treatment responsibility for the condition to which the
information relates or another equally qualified mental health professional. Upon release
of any medical or mental health record information to a medical professional designated
by such individual, the insurance institution, insurance representative or insurance-
support organization shall notify such individual, at the time of the disclosure, that it has
provided the information to the medical professional.

(e) Except for personal information provided under section ten, an insurance institution,
insurance representative or insurance-support organization may charge a reasonable fee
to cover the costs incurred in providing a copy of recorded personal information to an
individual but no other fee may be charged.

(f) The obligations imposed by this section upon an insurance institution or insurance
representative may be satisfied by another insurance institution or insurance representa-
tive authorized to act on its behalf. With respect to the copying and disclosure of
recorded personal information pursuant to a request under subsection (b), an insurance
institution, insurance representative or insurance-support organization may make ar-
rangements with an insurance-support organization or a consumer reporting agency to
copy and disclose recorded personal information on its behalf so long as the insurance-
support organization or consumer reporting agency has established and maintains proce-
dures for maintenance of records to assure confidentiality.

(g) The rights granted to an individual in this section shall extend to a natural person to
the extent infomation about such person is collected and maintained by an insurance
institution, insurance representative or insurauce-suppet organization in connectin with
an insumnce ironaction. The rights granted to a natural person by this subsection shall
not extend to information about such person that relates to and is collected in connection
with or in reasonable anticipation of a claim or civil or criminal proceeding involving such
person.

(h) For the purpose of this section, the term "insurance support organization" shall not
include "consumer reporting agency".
Added by dt.1991, . 516, S I

Historical and Statutory Notes

1991Legislation "Secln 2. The proisions of sections eight,
nine and thinen of chapter one hundred andSeiton 2 at gtyt, . 5t, as amended by seerty-five I of the sseral Lae, inserted by

at. iota, a. 206, 5 227, orocides: section ar of this act, shall apply to rights
"Chapter 516 of the acts of 1991 is hereby granted thein regardless of the date of collec-

amended by stribing out section 2 and inserting tion or receipt of the information which is the
in Place thereof the followin section:- subict of such sections. "
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SLI992, e. 2S6, IS 276, an emergency ace wa
approeed Dec 23, 1992.

$ 9. Correction, amendment or deletion of personal information

(a1 An individual to whom personal information refers has a right to have any factual
error corrected and any misrepresentation or misleading entry amended or deleted as
provided in this section.

(h) Within thirty business days fram the date of receipt of a written request from an
individual to correct, amend or delete any recorded personal information about such
individual within its possession, an insurance institution, insurance representative or
insurance-support organization shall either:

(i) correct, amend or delete the portion of the recorded personal information in dispute;
or

(2) reinvestigate the disputed information and upon completion of such reinvestigation
the insurance institution, insurance representative or insurance-suppart organization shall
correct, amend or delete the portion of the recorded personal information in dispute or
notify the individual of:

(i) its refusal to make such correction, amendment or deletion;
(ii) the reason for such refusal;
(iii) the individual's right to file a statement as provided in subsection (d); and
(iv) the individual's right to request review by the commissioner of insurance as

provided by section fourteen.
(c) If the insurance institution, insurance representative or insurance-support organiza-

tion corrects, amends or deletes recorded personal information in accordance with
paragraph (1) of subsection (b), the insurance institution, insurance representative or
insurance-support organization shall so notify the individual in writing and furnish the
correction, amendment or fact of deletion to:

(1) any person who, according to the records of the insurance institution, insurance
representative or insurance-support organization, has, within the preceding two years
received such recorded personal information from the insurance institution, insurance
representative or insurance-support organization, and any person specifically designated
by the individual who may have, within the preceding two years, received such recorded
personal information; provided, however, that this subsection shall apply only to personal
information which is medical record information or which relates to the individual's
character, general reputation, personal characteristics or mode of living;

(2) any insurance-support organization whose primary source of personal information is
insurance institutions if the insurance-support organization has systematically received
such recorded personal information from the insurance institution within the preceding
seven years; provided, however, that the correction, amendment or fact of deletion need
not be furaished if the insuance-support organization no longer maintains recorded
personal information about the individual; and

(3) any insurance-support organization that furnished the personal information that has
been corrected, amended or deleted.

(d) Whenever an individual disagrees with an insurance institution's, insurance repre-
sentative's or insurance-support organization's refusal to correct, amend or delete record-
ed persona! information, such individual shall be permitted to file with the insurance
institution, insurance representative or insurance-support organization:

(1) a concise statement setting forth what such individual thinks is the correct, relevant
or fair information; and

(2) a concise statement of the reasons why such individual disagrees with the imurance
institution's, insurance representative's or insurance-support organization's refusal to
correct, amend or delete recorded personal information.
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(e) In the event an individual files a statment as described in subsection (d), the
insurance institution, insurance representative or insurance-support organization shall:

(1) file the statement with the disputed personal information and provide a means by
which anyone reviewing the disputed personal information will be made aware of the
individual's statement and have access to it;

(2) in any subsequent disclosure by the insurance institution, insurance representative
or insurance-support organization of the recorded personal information that is the subject
of disagreement, clearly identify the matter in dispute and provide the individual's
statement along with the recorded personal information being disclosed; and

(3) furnish the statement to the persons and in the manner specified in subsection (c).
(f) The ights granted to an individual in this section shall extend to a natural person to

the extent information about such person is collected and maintained by an insurance
institution, insurance representative or insurance-support organization in connection with
an insurance transaction. The right-s granted to a natural person by this subsection shall
no

t 
extend to information about such person that relates to and is collected in connection

with or in reasonable anticipation of a claim or civil or criminal proceeding involving such
person.

(g) For purposes of this section, the term "insurance-support organization" shall not
seclude "consumer reporting agency".
Added by St.199t, c 516, 1

Historical and Statutory Notes

1991 Legislation seventy-five I of the Geeral Law, inserted by
Srctin 2, of St199t, C. 516, as amended by irctii, one of this act, shalI apply to rights

O.i992, c. 286, S 276, provides: granted therein regardless of the date of rollec-
"Chapter 516 of the acts of 1991 is hereby tins as receipt of the information which is the

amaended by strikig out sertion 2 and inserting subjees of such sections. "
iu pl.. th- .of the follcwing .ection:- St.1992, c. 286, S 276, as emergency a.s, was

"Section 2. The provisions of sections eigh, approved De.. 23, 1992.
nine and thiee of chapter ene hundred and

$ 10. Adverse underwriting decision; notice; reasons; disclosure of medical
or mental health record information; summary of rights

(a) In the event of an adverse underwriting decision, the insurance institution or
insurance representative responsible for the decision shall:

(1) either provide the applicant, policyholder or individual proposed for coverage with
the specific reason for the adverse underwriting decision in writing or advise suh person
that upon written request such person may receive the specific reason in writing; and

(2) provide the applicant, policyholder or individual proposed for coverage with a
summary of the rights established under subsection (b) and sections eight and nine.

(b) Upon receipt of a written request within ninety business days from the date of the
mailing of notice or other communication of an adverse underwriting decision to an
applicant, policy, holder or individual proposed for coverage, the insurance institution or
insurance representative shall furnish to such person within twenty-one business days
from the date of receipt of such written request:

(1) the specific reason for the adverse underwriting decision, in writing, if such
information was not in:tialiy furnished in uritirg pursuant to paragraph (I) of subsection
(a); and

(2) the specifictriteWa f! )rsnoalau[:r.'ile geu information that support such reases;
3 irec-de, b:,.r,. thus

(i) the i,-.-- -', or insurance trus,. nc.. e ihall at be required to furnish
specific items of rcwlegs-d n -ts's if it has a reasonable suspicion, based upon

Sifio .",r::: :. 5 ' ls. for rvi w by the commissioner, that the applicant, policy.
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holder or individual proposed for coverage has engaged in criminal activity, fraud, or
material misrepresentation; and

(ii) specific items of medical record information supplied by a medical care institutionor
medical professional shall be disclosed either directly to the individual about whom the
information relates or to a medical professional designated by such individual and licensed
to provide medical care with respect to the condition to which the information relates,
whichever such individual prefers. Mental health record information shall be supplied
directly to such individual, pursuant to this subsection, only with the approval of the
qualified professional person with treatment responsibility for the condition to which the
information relates or of another equally qualified mental health professional. Upon
release of any medical or mental health record information to a medical professional
designated by such individual, the insurance institution, insurance representative or
insurance-support organization shall notify such individual, at the time of the disclosure,
that it has provided the information to the medical professional; and

(3) the name and address of the source that supplied the specific items of information
pursuant to paragraph (2) of subsection (b); except that a source that is a natural person
acting in a personal capacity need not be revealed if confidentiality was specifically
prmised; provided, however, that the identity of any medical professional or medical-care
institution shall be disclosed either directly to the individual or to the designated medical
professional other than the one who initially supplied the information, whichever such
individual prefers.

(c) The obligations imposed by this section upon an insurance institution or insurance
representative may be satisfied by another insurance institution or insurance representa-
tive authorized to act on its behalf.

(d) When an adverse underwriting decision results solely from an oral request or
inquiry, the explanation of reasons and summary of rights required by subsection (a) may
be given orally.
Added by Sitoot, c. 516, S .

$ 11. Prior adverse underwriting decisions; requests for information by
insurance organizations

No insurance institution, insurance representative or insursnce-support organization
may seek information in connection with an insurance transaction concerning any previ-
ous adverse underwriting decision experienced by an individual unless such inquiry also
requests the reasons for any previous adverse underwriting decision.

Added by $t.1991, c. 516, S I.

$ 12. Adverse underwriting decision; basis

No insurance institution or insurance representative may base an adverse underwriting
decision in whole or in part:

(1) on the fact of a previous adverse underwriting decision or on the fact that an
individual previously obtained insurance coverage through a residual market mechanism;
provided, however, that an insurance institution or insurance representative may base an
adverse undernriting decision on further information obtained from an insurance institu-
tion or insurance representative responsible for a previous adverse underwriting decision;

(2) on personal information received from an insurance-support organization whose
primary source of information is insurance institutions; provided, howe-'er, that an
insurance institution or insurance representative may- base an adverse underwriting
decision on further personal information obtained as the result of information received
from such insurance-support organization; or

(3) nn the basis of sexual orientation; provided, however, that neither the national
origin, marital status, lifestyle or living arrangements, occupation, gender, medical
history, beneficiary designation, nor zip code or other territorial classification of the
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applicant may be used to establish, or aid in establishing, the applicant's sexual orienta-
tion.
Added by St.1991, c. 516, S t.

13. Personal or privileged informaion from insurance transactions; dis-
closure

An insurance institution, insurance representative or insurance-support organization
shall not disclose any personal or privileged information about an individual collected or
received in connection with an insurance transaction unless the disclosure is:

(t) with the written authorization of the individual, provided that:

(i) if such authorization is submitted by another insurance institution, insurance repre-
sentative or insurance-support organization, the authorization meets the requirement of
section six; or

(ii) if such authorization is submitted by a person other than an insurance institution,
insurance representative or insurance-support organization, the authorization is:

(A) dated;
(B) signed by the individual; and
(C) obtained one year or less prior to the date a disclosure is sought pursuant to this

subsection; or
(2) to a person other than an insurance institution, insurance representative or insur-

ance-support organization; provided, however, that such disclosure is reasonably neces-
sary:

(i) to enable such person to perform a specific business, professional or insurance
function for the disclosing insurance institation, insurance representative or insurance-
support organization and such person agrees not to disclose the information further
without such individual's written authorization unless the further disclosure:

(A) would otherwise be permitted by this section if made by an insurance institution,
insurance representative or insurance-support organization; or

(B) is reasonably necessary for such person to perform its specific business, profession-
al er insurance function for the disclosing insurance tnstitution, insurance representative
or insurance-support organization; or

(ii) to enable such person to provide information to the disclosing insurance institution,
insurance representative or insurance-support organization for the purpose of'

(A) determining an individual's eligibility for an insurance benefit or payment; or
(B) detecting or preventing criminal activity, fraud or material misrepresentation in

connection with an insurance transaction; or
(3) to an insurance institution, insurance representative, or insurance-support organiza-

tion; provided, however, that the information disclosed is limited to that which is
reasonably necessary:

(i) to detect or prevent criminal activity, fraud or material misrepresentation in connec-
tion with insurance transactions; or
* (ii) for the receiving or disclosing insurance institution, insurance representative or
nsurance-support organization to perform tts function in connection with an insurance
transaction involving an individual; provided, however, that the recipient of the informa-
tion is prohibited from redisclosing the information without explicit written authorization
according to the requirements of paragraph (1) or that the individual is notified, either
concurrently with the application or otherwise prior to disclosure of the information, that
the disclosure of the information may be made and can find if ihe dislosnre has been
made; or

(4) o a medical-care ii :ituion or r.cica! professional for thet:uru.of"
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(ii) informing an individual of a medical problem of which the individual may not be
aware; or

(iii) conducting an operations or services audit to verify the individuals treated by the
medical professional or at the medical-care institution, provided only. such information is
disclosed as is reasonably necessary to accomplish the foregoing purposes; or

(5) to an insurance regulatory authority; or
(6) to a law enforcement or other governmental authority:
(il to protect the interests of the insurance institution, insurance representative or

insurance-support organization in preventing or prosecuting the perpetration of fraud
upon it; or

(ii) if the insurance institution, insurance representative or insurance-support organiza-
tion reasonably believes that illegal activities have been conducted by the individual; or

(7) otherwise permitted or required by law; or
(8) in response to a facially valid administrative or judicial order, including a search

warrant or subpoena; or
(9) made for the purpose of conducting actuarial or research studies, provided that:
(i) no individual may be identified in any actuarial or research report;
(ii) information allowing the individual to be identified is removed to the extent

practicable and where such removal is not practicable, is returned or destroyed as soon as
it is no longer needed; and

(iii) the actuariai or research organization agrees not to disclose the information unless
the dieclosure would otherwise be permitted by this section if made by an insurance
institution, insun.cec representative or ins ance-support organization and the disclosure
is made in connection witauth suactuarial or research studies; or

(10) to a party or representative of a party to a proposed or consummated sale,
transfer, merger or consolidation of all or part of the business of the insurance of the
insurance institution, insurance representative or insurance-support organization, provid-
ed that:

(i) prior to the consummation of the sale, transfer, merger or consolidation only such
information is disclosed as is reasonably necessary to enable the recipient to make
business decisions about the purchase, transfer, merger or consolidation; and

(ii) the recipient agrees not to disclose the information unless the disclosure would
otherwise be permitted by this section if made by an insurance institution, insurance
representative or insurance-support organization and the disclosure is made in connection
with such sale, transfer, merger or consolidation; or

(il) to a person whose only use of such information wi be in connection with the
marketing of a product or service, provided that:

(it) no medical-record information, privileged information, or personal information relat-
ing to an individual's health, character, personal habits, mode of living or general
reputation is disclosed, and no classification derived from such information is disclosed;

(2) the individual has been given an opportunity to indicate that he does not want
personal information disclosed for marketing purposes and has given no indication that he
does not want the information disclosed; and

(3) the person receiveing such information agrees not to use it except in connection with
the marketing of a product or service or

(12) to an affiliate whose only use of the information will be in connection with an audit
of the insurance institution or insurance representative or the marketing of an insurance
product or service; provided, however, that the affiliate agrees not to disclose the
information for any other purpose or to unaffiliated persons; or

(13) by a consumer reporting agency; provided, however, that the disclosure is to a
person other than an insurance institution or insurance reprsetative: or
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(141 to a group policyholder for the purpose of reporting claims experience or conduct-
ing an audit of the insurance institution's or insurance representative's operations or
services; provided, however, that the information disclosed is reasonably necessary for
the group policyholder to conduct the review or audit; or

(15) to a professional peer review organization for the purpose of reviewing the service
or conduct of a medical-care institution or medical professional; or

106) to a governmental authority for the purpose of determining the individual's
eligibility for health benefits for which the governmental authority may be liable; or

(17) to a certificate holder or policyholder for the purpose of providing information
regarding the status of an insurance transaction; or

(18) to a lienholder, mortgagee, assignee, lessor or other person shown on the records
of an insurance institution or insurance representative as having a legal or beneficial
interest in a policy of insurance; provided, however, that:

(i) no medical-record information is disclosed unless the disclosure would otherwise be
permitted by this section; and

(ii) the information disclosed is limited to that which is reasonably necessary to permit
such person to protect its interests in such policy.
Added by St.199L c. 516, 9 1

Historical and Statutory Notes

itg Legislation seventy-five I of [be Geniral Laws, insered by
Secio 2 of St.1991, C. 516, as amended by. section one of this act, shall apply to rights

S,.1992, c. 286, S 276, prides: granted therein eegardless of the date of collec-
"Chapter 516 of the acts of 1991 is hereby tin or receipt of the information which is the

amended by sriking out section 2 and inserting sebject of such sections. '
in place thereof the following section.- . Sr.1992,c. 206, S 276, an emergency act, was
"Sectin 2. The provisions of setins ighit

nle and thirtees of chapte, one hundrd Qa prod Dee 23, 1992.

14. Investigations

(a) The commissioner shall have power to examine and investigate into the affairs of
every insurance institution or insurance representative doing business in the common-
wealth to determine whether such insurance institution or insurance representative has
been or is engaged in any conduct in violation of this chapter.

(b) The commissioner shall have the power to examine and investigate into the affairs
of every insurance-support organization acting on behalf of an insurance institution or
insurance representative which either transacts business in the commonwealth or trans-
acts business outside the commonwealth that has an effect on a person residing in the
commonwealth in order to determine whether such insurance-support organization has
been or is engaged in any conduct in violation of this chapter.
Added by St.1991, c. 516, 1,

15. Violations; notice; hearings; service of process

(a) Whenever the commissioner has reason to believe that an insurance institution,
insurance representative or insurance-support organization has been or is engaged in
conduct in the commonwealth which violates this chapter, or if the commsissioner believes
that an insurance-support organization has been or is engaged in conduct outside the
commonwealth which has an effect on a person residing in the commonweaIth and which
violates this chapter, the commissioner shall issue and serve upon such insurance
institution, insurance representative or insurance-support organization a statement of
charges and notice of hearing to be held at a time and place fixed in the notice, the date of
such hearing shall be not less than twenty -one business days after the date of service.

(b) At the time and place fixed for such hearing the insuranuc institution, insurance
representative or insurance-support organization charged shall have an opportunity to
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answer the charges against it and present evidence on its behalf. Upon good cause
shown, the commissioner shall permit any adversely affected person to intervene, appear
and be heard at such hearing by counsel or in person,

(c) At any hearing conducted pursuant to this section the commissioner may administer
oaths, examine and cross-examine witnesses and receive oral and doumentary evidence.
The commissioner shall have the power to subpoena witnesses, compel their attendance
and require the production of books, papers, records, correspondence and other docu-
ments which are relevant to the hearing. A stenographic record of the hearing shall be
made upon the request of any party or at the discretion of the commissioner. If no
stenographic record is made and if judicial review is sought, the commissioner shall
prepare a statement of the evidence for use on the review. Hearings conducted under
this section shall be governed by the same rules of evidence and procedure applicable to
administrative proceedings conducted under the laws of the commonwealth.

(d) Statements of charges, notices, orders and other processes of the commissioner
under this chapter may be served by anyone duly authorized to act on behalf of the
commissioner. Service of process may be completed in the manner provided by law for
service of process in civil actions or by registered mail. A copy of the statement of
charges, notice, order or other process shall be provided to the person or persons whose
rights under this chapter have been allegedly violated. A verified return setting forth the
manner of service, or return postcard receipt in the case of registered mail, shall he
sufficient proof of service.
Addedby St.1991, c. 516, S 1

16. Agent for service of process

For the purpose of this chapter, an insuratce-support organization transacting business
outside the commonwealth which has an effect on a person residing in the commonweaIth
shall be deemed to have appointed the commissioner to accept service of process on its
behalf; provided, however, that the commissioner causes a copy of such service to be
mailed forthwith by registered mail to the insurance-support organization at its last
known principal place of business. The return postcard receipt for such mailing shall be
sufficient proof that the same was properly mailed by the commissioner.
AddedbySt.1991, c. 516,S 1.

17. Findings; orders to cease and desist; reports

le) If, after a hearing pursuant to section fifteen, the commissioner finds that the
insurance institution, insurance representative or insurance-support organization charged
has engaged in conduct or practices in violation of this chapter, the commissioner shall
put such findings in writing and shall issue and cause to be served upon such insurance
institution, insurance representative or insuranca-support organization a copy of such
findings and an order requiring such insurance institution, insurance representative or
insursaice-support organization to cease and desist from the conduct or practices constitut-
ing a violation of this chapter.

(b) If, after a hearing pursuant to section fifteen, the commissioner determines that the
insurance institution, insurance representative or insurnee-support organization charged
has not engaged in conduct or practices in violation of this chapter, the commissioner
shall prepare a written report which sets forth findings of fact and conclusions of law.
Such report shall be served upon the insurance institution, insurance representative or
insurance-support organization charged and upon the person or persons, if any, whose
rights under this chapter were allegedly violated.

(c) Until the expiration of the time allowed under section nineteen for filing a petition
for review or until such petition is actually filed, whichever occurs first, the commissioner
may modify or set aside any order or report issued under this section. After the
expiration of the time allowed under section nineteen for filing a petition for review, if no
such petition has been duly filed, the commissioner may, after notice and opportunity for
hearing, alter modify or set aside, in whole or in part, any order or report issued under
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this section whenever conditions of fact or law warrant such action or if the public
interest so requires.
Added by SL199t, c. 516, $ 1.

S 18. Penalties; violations of cease and desist orders

(a) In any case where a hearing pursuant to section fifteen results in the findings of a
knowing violation of this chapter, the commissioner may, in addition to the issuance of a
cease and desist order as prescribed in section seventeen, order payment of a monetary
penalty of not more than one thousand dollars for each such violation; provided, however,
that:

(I) in a hearing to which an insurance representative is a party, the monetary penalty
imposed against such insurance representative shall not exceed ten thousand dollars in
the aggregate for multiple violations; and
(2) in a hearing to which an insurance institution or insurance-support organization is a

party, the monetary penalty imposed against such insurance institution or insurance-
support organization shall not exceed fifth thousand dollars in the aggregate for multiple
violations.
(b) Any person who violates a cease and desist order of the commissioner under section

seventeen may, after notice and hearing and upon order of commissioner, be subject to
one or more of the following penalties, at the discretion of the commissioner:

(1) amonetary fine of not more than ten thousand dollars for each such violation;
(2) a monetary fine of not more than fifth thousand dollars if the commissioner finds

that such violation has occurred with such frequency as to constitute a general business
practice; or

(3) suspension or revocation of an insurance institution's or insurance representative's
license.
Added by OL1991, a. 516, S 1.

19. Judicial review; filing deadline; jurisdiction; orders

(a) Any person subject to an order of the commissioner under section seventeen or
section eighteen or any person whose rights under- this chapter were allegedly violated
may obtain a review" of any order or report of the commissioner by filing in the supreme
judicial court, within twenty days from the date of the service of such order or report, a
written petition requesting that the order or report of the commissioner be set aside. A
copy of such petition shall be simultaneously served upon the commissioner, who shall
forthwith certify and file in such court a transcript of the entire record of the proceeding
giving rise to the order or report which is the subject of the petition. Upon filing of the
petition and transcript, the supreme judicial court shall have jurisdiction to make and
enter a decree modifying, affirming or reversing order or report of the commissioner,
in whole or in part. The findings of the commisioner as to the facts supporting any
order or report, if supported by clear and convincing evdence, shall be conclusive.

(b) To the extent an order or report of the commissioner is affirmed, the court shall
issue its own order commanding obedience to the terms of the order or report of the
commissioner. If any party affected by an order or report of the commissioner shall
apply to the court for leave to produce additional evidence and shall show to the
satisfaction of the court that such additional evidence is material and that there are
reasonable grounds for the failure to produce such evidence in prior proceedings, the
court may order such additional evidence to be taken w-eea the commisioner in such
manner and upon such 1. a d conditions as the court may deem proper. The
commissioner modify his findings of fact or make new findings by reason of the
additional eveidence so taken and shall file modified or new findings along with any
recommendation, if any for the modification or revocation of a previous ere r rep-r.
If suppired by clear and convincing evidence, the modified ornew' findings shall be,
conclusive as to the matters contained the rein
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(c) An order or report issued by the commissioner under sections seventeen or eighteen
shall become final:

(1) upon the expiration of the time allowed for the filing of a petition for review, if no
such petition has been duly filed; except that the commissioner may modify or set aside
an order or report to the extent provided in subsection (c) of section seventeen, or

(2) upon a final decision of the supreme judicial court if the court directs that the order
or report of the commissioner be affirmed or the petition for review dismissed.

(d) No order or report of the commissioner under this chapter or order of a court to
enforce the same shall in any way relieve or absolve any person affected by such order or
report from any liability under any law of the commonwealth.
Added by St.i991, c. 516,$ 1,

$ 20. Equitable relief; damages; costs and attorney's fees; limitation of
actions

(a) If any insurance institution, insurance representative or insurance-support organiza-
tion fails to comply with sections eight, nine or ten with respect to the rights granted
under said sections, any person whose rights are violated may apply to the superior court,
or any other court of competent jurisdiction, for appropriate equitable relief.
(b) "An insurance institution, insurance representative or insurance-support organization

which discloses information in violation of section thirteen shall be liable for special and
compensatory damages sustained by the individual to whom the information relates.
(c) In any action brought pursuant to this section, the court may award the cost of the

action and reasonable attorney's fees to the prevailing party.
(d) An action under this section must be brought within two years from the date the

alleged violation is or should have been discovered.
(e) Except as specifically provided in this section, there shall be no remedy or recovery

available to an individual, in law or in equity, for an occurrence constituting a violation of
any provisions of this chapter.
Adoed by SLI99!, c. 516, S 1.

Q 21. Disclosure of information; immunity

No cause of action in the nature of defamation, invasion of privacy or negligence shall
arise against any person for disclosing personal or privileged information in accordance
with this chapter; provided, however, this section shall provide no immunity:

(1) for any person who discloses false information with malice or willful intent to injure
any person; or

(2) for any person who misidentifies an individual as the subject of information and who
discloses such misidentified information to others.
Added by St. 1991, c. 516, S I.

$ 22. Information obtained by false pretenses; penalties

Any person who knowingly and willfully obtains information about an individual from
an insurance institution, insurance representative or inserance-support organization under
false pretenses shall be fined not more than ten thousand dollars or imprisoned for not
more than one year, or both such fine and imprisonment.
Addid b]' St.199t, c. 516, 5 I
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ETHICAL TENETS FOR PROTECTION OF
CONFIDENTIAL CLINICAL DATA

Drafted by, Elmer . Gabric'i, M.D.
Clef Scienist

Gaiel Medical lnfortsoin Systensi In.
Buflalo, Net York

PREAMBLE

1. Right to privacy is an inalienable right of every
American citizen.

2. Patients must have the freedom to fully disclose
confidential informationt to their physicians.

3. It is the traditional duty of the physician to protect
the confidential clinical information.

4. Computer technology has altered the risk ofunau-
thoiend access to privileged information. Access is
virtually inoisible.

t. Us ofcomputers in medicine creates an additional
moral obligation.

6. The following ethical tenets concerning computer-
bashd confidential patient data delineate the moral
commitments. These should be reinforced by stum-
tory laws and intensive education of healthcarc
providers and the patient community. Explicit op-
erational standards should further enforce the intent
of the tenets and the spirit of the law.

7. When an ethical tenet is written with "shall" as the
verb, disciplinary rtes must complement the trn-
and opeational standard matt mueci the manda-
tory nature of the tsne-

ETHICAL TENETS

I. ADEQUATE DOCUMENTATION IS AN ES-
S E N T IA L P A R T O F
PRIMARY RECORD SHALL FULLY
DOCUMENT THE CARE RENDERED.

"MAdt, drotohir n ".me.n sufficient sig-
nificant dam so that The reader of the docsmantation can
understand the clinical situation, the diagnostic conclu-
sion and the therapeutic regimen.

Enneuictcort" mreans that clinical care and docu-
mentation shall be two in neparable components of pa-
heat management.

't'"iet o.dt means the documetation de -
scribing the clinical condition and the care intervention.

"FA det "eans to cover the pertinent facts
of past clinical history, current status, clin]c:il decitoans
and cffr to Improve the physicallmental health of the
patient.

IL CLINICAL INFORMATION, REVEALED
VERBALLY OR RECORDED IN THE PRI-
MARY CLINICAL RECORD SHALL BE
KEPT IN STRICT CONFIDENCE.

"Clinical iforiatan ' is used her in its broadest
sense, to include all relevant clinical and socio-eco-
nomic data disclosed by the patient and others, as selI
as observations, findings, therapeutic interventions and
prognostic statements gemerated by the members of the
hathuaca team.

".KIep in strlet confidenec" means not deliberately
sharing any part of the clinical information with anyone
without explicit permission by the patientguardian, and
that the physician is responsible for guarding the primary
clinical record from any unauthorized access. Electronic
patient records an often remote from the physician's
sphere of pawer to control access, but the responsibilit y
is not ceased, only changed. Thccomputer-based patient
record system shall provide the physician with adequate
warranty that the clinical data will be securely guarded
from unauthorized access.

M . THE PATIENT SHALL BE THE OWNER
OF THE IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION
PROVIDED DURING THE COURSE OF
THE MEDICAL CARE AS WELL AS OF
THE CLINICAL DATA GENERATED IN
CONNECTION WITH THE CLINICAL
CARE.

Owner neans that the patient,or his legal guard-
ian, alone, has the ultimate total control oer the storage,
access and change of the identified primary clinical
record, and as the owner controls his properties.

"Identifahle infornainon'mcans information linked
to personal identifiers such as name, social security
number, address, telephone number, workplace, and
other identifiers which may facilitate the idenifiecation
of the patient.

'"InI'r:' toc di u in _hc rew ohf
reed r c" :c.noc [he information '-.a-lso:md by the
p byenhythe pedcn'sfamsnly,or by hisc-ca e .

"IDes' in r onni _cu re of te ncitioal Car-" rucds to
lm itthe e'e ihi-to her. r fiJintal i c e,Iiy tie patieni desserinte tte dti. s-,a-U ti n.1 ate." t
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120 I Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

sion of the case management, and therapy givcen.
"ClinaI data generated in cannecte'n with the

clinical ce" refers to the diagnostic study results,
consultation repods and similar subeeords, but does not
include the secondary records.

.V THE PHYSICIAN SHALL BE THE OWNER

OF THE INFORMATION GENERATED BY
HIM DURING MEDICAL CARE.

"Pysici' in this context includes the physician
and mcmhcr of the healthcarc team.

"Owner the fall moral right to privacy and
full control of access. Ownership covers the information
only, not the information carrying media such as paper,
dictation tape or electronic storage media.

"Information eeratedrepadsrseenitsthe diegnosial
therapeutic / prognostic commentulopinions, decision
explanation and choice rationale, i.e., all parts of the
clinical reasoning and the pro-fessional interpretation of
the data collected. These parts of the primary record are
often essential for effective inteaprofsiona communi-
cation and for assessment of the quality of carn. The
physician's ight to professional privacy should be futly
protected, to encourage candid recording of the
physician's thoughts, suspicions, concerns.

After due consideration and negotiations, other
professionals such as dent.i.sts, social workers, nurses,
and others may wish to be included as professional
contributors to the primary clinical records and expect
equal protection from unauthorized protection.

V. PRIMARY PATIENT RECORD SHALL BE
HANDLED ONLY BY THE PHYSICIAN OR
HIS DESIGNEE,

t-., =m'vtst in this context, covert
both manoal records, kept in the medical records depart-
ment of the hospital or in the physicians' offices, and
automated medical records kept at daB centers.

The term "designee" includes the medical record
officer(s) (hospital) and office norse (private office) in
the rase of marual records, andlor tie entireprofesional
and non-professional st affat the dat centers, in ease of
automated patient records.

"andled, in this context, means colleeting, stor-
ing, checking, guarding from unauthorized access, and
retrieving when appropriate,

VI PATIENTS SHALL BE KEPT INFORMED
OF THE LOCATION, OPERATIONAL
PRACTICES AND INFORMATION ACCESS
POLICIES OF ELECTRONIC DATA CEN-
TERS.

'TEaieut means the entire population of the coun-
my. "Kcpt informed" means explicit description and
explainatinn of the record storage and access rales and
exceptions, as defined in the operational standards of the

data centers. These tales and exceptions must be re-
viewed and approved by the apprepriate regu-latury
organizations.

The data storage/aucess policies should explain to
the patient community the basic rule that the patient is
the owner of his own records, and describe the excep-
tions such as regulatory agency functions, or in case of
emergency the authorization of the data center'security
officer to release key data to the attending physician.
Special authorization procedures shall also redascribed
such as to legitimate researchers seeking identified
clinical information.

WI. THE PRIMARY DUTY OF CLINICAL
DATA CENTERS STORING PATIENT
RECORDS SHALL BE TO PROVIDE COM-
PREHENSIVE DATA, IN A TIMELY FASH-
ION, UPON LEGITIMATE DEMAND, TO
ASSIST PATIENT CARE MANAGEMENT
AND TO PROMOTE PROGRESS IN CLINI-
CAL MEDICINE.

"Primarv dutvmeansthat thedatacent shall be
fully committed to serve the medical data needs. Failure
to retrieve requested data should he viewed as breaking
a contractual relationship.

Povidecommrhecsive -" means to present all
the relevant dam in storage, an the patient.

"J'mlyfahion 'means that the data release shall
not delay the clinical decisions and intaentins. Ergo,
"timely fashion" meens the most expeditious data re-
lease curent technology permits.

Upon legitimate demand" means a care provider,
authorized by thepalient to request the clinical records,
with proof for the purpose for which the records have
been requested. The legitimate demand includes mainly
the request by a carn provider with the intent to reader
medical care, but it also includes information for quality
of care (peer review), teaching andreseareh. The legiti-
mate demand shall justify the need for release of the
sacio-demographic patient identifiers, and the assurance
that the recipient of the released data will have the
authority and necessary msources for protecting the
released data fromunauthorized access by unauthorized
persons.

"To assist patient care mane t"means that the
data releaso should include; all the data that may help the
clinical carn provider in the decision making process.
This means net only the patient-uthorized records, but
also algorithmic retrieval of similar cases, as statistical
aggregates, to show the prevailing care management
process, alternativs, expected cost outcome, and e-
lated benefits.

"Promote progeis in medicine" means the re-
sponsibility of data centers storing clinical data to cen-
tinuously monitor the ulimicat database, derivestatistical
infeences, and keep clinical medicine informed about
prevalence and occurrence of various clinical condi-
tions, effican y of diagostic strategies, relative effee -
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tivcocss of various therapeutic choices and long-range

"Patient care management means prima facie ob-
ligtiton to assist health delivery, and iditect a-
spoasibility for other legitimate users such as ttahina,
research, administraTive and fiscal data uses,

insu--npa--r to assens a disability, is a Scoondar,
record.

"Identified secoandarv record" refers to the unique
patient identifiers such as name, address, telphone
number, or Soci Se-curity number. "Identified second-
ary record" also refers [o unique identfiers of ie care
providing physician, healtheare team and institution,

VIIl. CLINICAL DATA CENTERS STORING PA- en0e to ight to privacy.
TIENT RECORDS SHALL MAINTAIN AP-
PROPRIATEOPERATIONAL STANDARDS X. IDENTIFIED SECONDARY HEALTH-
AND RELIABLE DATA SECURITY POLI- CARE-RELATED RECORDS SHALL BE
CIFS. USED ONLY FOR THE ORIGINAL PUR-

"Clinical data CENTERS means all compoter-based POSE FOR WHICH THEY WERE GENER-
systems dealing with patient records, ranging from a solo ATED, AND SHALL BE DESTROYED, OR
PRACTITIONERS office computer t large hospital-based AT LEAST MISIDENTIFIED, A S
data centers and regional data systems, if these data PROMPTLY AS POSSIBLE.
centers regularly store patient records. sedad eUshs I1 ordinal torposcLfor whiehth ey

"Operatinal standards" means comprehensive and were erated limits the use ofsecondary medical
detailed speci-firations for data input, storage, process- information for the sole purpse fsowhich the record was
ins and disclosure, focmal documentation of all person- mquested.For example, it would be unethical to use a
netl policies, employceeduoation, gricvaccprocedures, psychiatric registry for comparison with the list of
and organizational structure. These operational stan- applicants for gun license, or to find drug users. The
dards shall be critically reviewed by the overseeing patient's right to confidentiality would be violated if
authorities. The clinical data centers shall undergo peei- medical information shared in an atmosphere of appar-
odic inspection, monitoring of the effativancs of the ent confidence would be used for law enforcement or
data security system, and evidence for positive attitude other non-medical purposes.
of the employees toward the patients' right to confider- "Dqted" means physical destruction of a paper
tiality and the healthcare provider's right to privacy- document or purging an electronic database to remove

The clinical data centers shall undergo an initial the data once the task is accomplished. For instance,
accreditatin process, and periodic renewal of accredi- third party carries should destroy the claims, once the
tation as a visible method of external control, but, in fiscal transaclion is completed. For actuarial purposes,
addition, a stringent internal contrl system is maoda- disideatified data could be used, when feasible.
tory, conducted by the supervising group of the data Release of any aggregate data derived from primary
center Both the extenal and the in-house control groups or secondary medical records, such as research reports
shall represent the interests of the patient and the care shall be in such form as not to permit the identification
providers. The regulatory agency shall vigorously ex- of any persons whose identified records were utilized in
amine the clinical data center's operating practices, the the research. It shall be the responsibility of the re-
adequacy and reliability of the hardware, dependability secher to ensure that these conditions ace met. If for
of the applied data security measures, safety and security public health or reearch purposes, any relese of iden-
of storage, effectiveness of processing, and competoece tified secondary informcation shall he desirable
of the personnel carrying out the intended finctions. The or appropriate, the informed consent and explicit formal
findings of the accrediting agency shall be promptly authorization of the patient or his guardian shall be
rviewed by the supervisors of the clinical data center the sought and attained prior to such release. Release of
recommended corrections shall be expeditiously insti- identified primary or secondary patient records to a
tuted, and the accrediting agency notified about the researcher who is not a part of the patient's healthcare
cecections. Only currently full y accredited clinical data team shall, of course, also require the infaned consent
centers should storeretieve patient records. and explicit formal authorization of the patient or his

guardian.

Ix. IDENTIFIED SECONDARY CLINICAL
RECORDS SHALL RECEIVE CONFIDEN-
TIAL TREATMENT.

"Secondary clinical records" are the data derived
from the primary patient aicord for administative,
li.seal, epidemiologic and other similar purposes. Sec-
ordary records arc created for a limited purpose, am not
a part of the treatment, and not a part of
pmfessinal communication to contribute to the care of
the patient. a report by . physician employed by a

X. FACH DATA CENTER HANDLING IDEN-
TIFIED MEDICAL DATA SHALL EXPLIC-
ITLY DEFINE ITS SPECIFIC COALS.
THESE GOALS SHALL BE MORALLY
CONSISTENT AND COMPATIBLE.

"Data eonsce'r meansthe entireensemble of people
who have access to the data, including those at the data
generation site, transmission to the data centr, and all
those who work directly with a compatar-bawd medical
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infortion handlicg system and those who procide data
for such an information system, The sane wiles shall
apply also to those who participate in manual handling
of medical information. In the hospital, the medical
records department shall be responsible for the identifi-
cation of all the groups, offices and individuals who
provide data for any type of compoterization, ranging
from utilization reports to business office and to quality
assurance groups. Such a study should be summarized in
the form of a data security report The report should be
reviewed by the (medical) executive committee ofthe
hospital and filed with their minutes. Another copy
should be scrutinie by the hospital administrator and
the advisory board, and after approval, a copy of this
document should be kept on file. Any change in data
rolease practices in the hospital should be formally
recognized, and copies offthe report should he filed with
the above two groups (medical executive committee and
advisory board).

Particular attention should be devoted to the process
of data transfer. In some hospitals commercial telecom-
munication systers are used for data transfer. The
hospital is also responsible for the selection of the data
secutity criteia and for supervision of the operation of
such an intermediary telecommunication system.

Thus the term "data center"covers the entire path of
data flow, from the patient to the computer operation and
includes the data providers, data processor, and data

"Hacdlig"neans bothphysical access forproecas-
ing and storage and dissemination.

"Handling identified medical data" means all those
ohs handle the medical data or who may have access to
such data during thecomcoftheir work such as cleaning
personnel.

•' Identified medical d&ta" means any combination
of a patient identifier and a clinical datum. The patient
identifier may be direct and unique such as name, or
address, or Social Securityaswer, orless specific such
as date of hospitalization with record number or birth
date, or implicit such as the data person's social identi-
fied: insurnce numbers. The term "Identified medical
data" shall be interpretedbroadly since even nonspecific
implicit idutiefins maybe used to "track down" a data
person. This is a rather simple procedure. It is possible
to combine the medical data listing with another listing.
For example, in a community databank, an explicit list
of the population may be combined with medical data
listing which may hilly identify the data person.

"Medicada"a includes both the primary and the
secondary medical records as defined in the Ethical
Guidelines.

"Shall means a moral legal imperative. Viola-
tion means punitive reasure.

"Ex "miitv deo'mwe.ansa formal document drafted
specifically to define the goals.

"perfico als" of a data cenater arc the formally
and explicitly defined purposes for medical data calle

tion, processing, stNrige and dissemination. The brders
of these specific goals shall be sharply defined. For
example, if the data center's only goal is to process
reimbursement claims for an insurance carrier, this goal
must & sharply defined, excluding all other relateded
functions such as actuarial studies, disecases regisries or
patient history files. After the initial definition of the
specific goals, any subsequent change in goals shall
require formal amendment of the original document
stating the reason(s) and the extent of the change and/or
the exact expansion of the initial goal. In most general
terms, the definition of the specific goals alsojustifies
the collection of wedical data. The goal maybe support
of medical care, ncesary administrative managerial,
an epidemiologic study, fiscal processing of claims,
monitoring of the quality or appropriateess of medical
care, ding evaluation or follow-up of a therapeutic
procedure. It is possible that a data center collects
medical data for more than one goal, such as the recently
created state-wide governmental data centers. In such
cases, each goal shall be defined separately, with justi-
fication of each goal.

" M o r r a I I ns that the data center
shall honor the moral principles of the Ehical Guido-
lincsand therefore, morally conflicting goals stall not be
combined. As a simple role, medical goals should not be
combined with non-medincal goals. For example, a psy-
chiatrie registry should be justified only for medical
poposes such as the study of the natural course of
or evaluation of the effectiveness of various

drgs. The same psychiatric registry shall not be used for
non-medical purposes such as gun license control, legal
or criminal evidence gathering. Ifa data center's stated
goal is fiscal processing or reimbursement claims, the
same database should not be used for evaluation of
quality of care. 'Those who pay for servises should not
judge these services since such a combination would be
a confict of interests. (Similar combination of conflict-
ing functins in the legal branches would be equally
objectionable.) Based on the same reasoning, if the goal
of a data center is administrative, such as a governmental
data system, it should not be combined with madical or
fiscal purposes such as public health or insurance fraud.
The chosen goals of a medical data center shall not be
selfserving or possible leading to any conflict of inter-
ears. The three branches of the health industry should
remain sharply separated. These arc: (1) Medical pur-
poses, (2) Fiscal purposes, (3) Administrative monitor-
ing purposes.

v" arnihl wecans that in cease of multiple goals
thes should be synergistic toward the stated purpose.

The intent of this rle is to encourage the dceslop-
ment of dadicatd medical daa ecirries with highly
visible purpose.

XIL EACH DATA CENTER HANDLING IDEN-
TIFIED MEDICAL DATA SHALL FORMU-
LATE AND MAINTAIN ITS OWN OPERA-
TIONAL RULES AND PRACTICE.'.
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"rtteiieans writtcn, formal and compre -
hennine document describing the data center's opera-
tional enle and practices. This document should be
known to all employees, and all those who deal with the
data center.

"Maintain means a continuous runaing account of
the prevailing rates and priorities, with regular updarag
as wel as periodic me-evaluation of the document con-
taining the operational rules and practices, proper main-
tenance of this fundamental document shall keep the
documcnt current

Decrational rules and enmoot'eanneplit
description of the staffing, authority rules, general po-
lices, specific regulations defining data acquisition,
storage, access, right to modify, right to process and mes
of dissenubation and release of identifiable medical
information. The operational rules shall coverall aspects
of the operation of the data center.

The intent of this rale is to encourage a highly
stroctored and formalized operation when dealing with
ensitive medical data.

XIII. THE CHOSEN GOALS AND THE OPERA-
TIONAL RULES AND PRACTICES SHALL
BR FORMALLY ENDORSED BY THE OP-
ERATIVE AUTHORITIES AND BY THE
PROVIDERS OF THE MEDICAL DATA.
THE AUTHORIZED GOALS AND OPERA-
TIONAL RULES AND PRACTICES SHALL
BE MADE PUBLIC AND AVAILABLE TO
ALL DATA PERSONS.

C h s "refees to the documertdefined in
the eleventh rule of this ocurcn-

• Oernnl rates ard cratees"refers to thedocu-

mcrt defined in the twelfth role of ths guideline. These
two documents constitute the charter of the medical data
center.

"fornatty edornod" means that the medical data
center's charter shall he reviewed, accepted and for-
meally approved, after due process, and according to the
organization's oen hierarchical structure, constitution
aed by-loon.

1l
t
Onmcive autherite "means all those who may,

organizationally and/or fiscally, control the data center.
In t hospital, these operative authorities may include the
hospital administration, the board of directors and the
executive committee of the medical staff In a state
health department, the operative authorities may inelude
(a) the health commissioner, (b) the legislators (assets-
bly and senate) and (c) the governor's office.

In the health/life insurance indus, this may in-
clude the members of the board, officers, administraters
and local maaagcrsof ay stock company, mutual funds,
Bicrsor Blue Shield type organizations and adrin-
istratocs of any government plan or law, and also those
who have the right to appoint or promote the director and
the saff mcmber and/or thoe Who may affect he

budget of the data systemi. Thus , charter ofa medicl
center must be recognized, endorsed and fully respected
bythe supporing organization.

"Providers of medical data" means only the plty-
ciaan d all other members of the bealtheare providing
team who had generated the medical information which
is subsequently handled by the data center. Thus the
ultimate responsible pary is the person who generates
the medical data and is directly responsible to the pa-
tients. Provider o f medical data' 'cannot be a hospital or
a clinic clerk. The medical data generator shall be
directly responsible for the adequacy of the charter.

"Made trubhi means making it readily available
to any justifiably interested person.

"Available to all data perons" means all those
individuals (patients) about whom any identified or
identifiable data re akept and/or processed by the data
center.

The intent of this rate is to achieve full endorsement
and ae-ceptance of the charter by the entire organization
which may exert any pressure on the data center for
access or release of any data. This rle intends to protect
the data center from external influences so that the full
and undivided responsibility is con-centrated in the
hands of the leaders of the data center. Clinical medicine
must be fully aware of the charter of the data center in
order to assess the implicit risks of data generation/
release. Thus the charter shaI be a carefully drafted,
highly visible document the moral foundation of the
medical data center

XIV. EACH MEDICAL DATA CENTER SHALL
FORMULATE 113 OWN EXPLICIT PER-
SONNELPOLICIES IN REGARD TO CON-
FIDENTIALITYAND PERSONNEL INTEG-
RITY AND SHALL DESCRIBE THESE
POLICIES INTHEOPEATIONAL RULES
AND PRACTICES.
"Formlate its own r-xdicit personnel eolieniS"

meani detailed job descriptions, succinct definition of
rights and responsible of each job, including, but not
limited to:

- education requirewents,

- required job experience,
- extent of required formal training in medical
ethics

The document shall cover hiring prctices and
gathecing of various types of references.

A copy of the current records of the personnel shall
be kept in a file accessible to the aeerediting agency.

Before hiring the candidate shall review charter,
fully understand the dats center's purpose and opera-
tional rles and sign an agreement to honor the charter
ofthe data systcm.

Any violation of an ethical role shall lead to inves-
tigation and dismaisnal by due process, and with formal
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notification of the accrediting agency so that a list of
dismissed people is available I, data centers, upon
authorized inquiry.

The personnel policies shall require regular "i.-
serviice" meetings with mandatory attendance by the
personnel of she daa center. These in-service meetings
should focus on medical ethics as it relates to the
patient's inalienable right to privacy. These in-server
meetings shall be integrated with periodic attendance of
national meetings consened with some ethical aspects
of medical information processing. The participants of
in-service meetings and national meetings shall keep
detailed records of these meetings. Organized efforts
shall be made to make(and keep) thepersonnel of the
data center constantl y aware of the absolute necessity of
ethical behavior and moral integrity, not only at the job,
but encompassing their entire personal life. The general
roles shall be similar to those adopted by organizations
protecting classified military information.

The medical data center shall maintain a general
model of ethical guidelines specifically drafted for dam
center directors, systems analysts, programmars, ma-
ehine operators, clerical employees, and in particular for
data security officers.

The intent of this rule is to explicate the necessary
sclfimposed (voluntary) self-control and professional-
ism for the staff of the data center which is traditional in
clinical medicine, nursing and allied health professions.
Since the medical data center is a newcomer to clinecal
medicine, this rate intends to transfer the prevailing
attitude of the healthcare providers to the newcomer, the
staffofthe data center.

XV. EACH MEDICAL DATA CENTER SHALL
DEVELOP AND MAINTAIN A CONTROL
RECORD ON ALL MEDICAL DATA IN
THE DATABASE.

"Develop" means an explicit description of the
types of potentially sensitive dam collected / stored I
processed /released. These data shall be fully character-
ized cosering origin, structure, and format. Thus the first
pars of the CONTROL RECORD is the ofall the
sensiltive data types with adequate characterization of
each of the data types.

"Maintain" means continuous updating of the
Medical Data Control Record, to keep it current and
accurate, Any discrepancy between the Data Control
Record and the database would indicated either negli-
gence or deliberate misinformation of the accrediting
agency.

The Control Record of Medical Data shall enamer-
ate each data type collected, stored, processed and
released by the data center. In addition to cataloging the
Control Record shell keep a detailed description of the
fate of the data type once it is generated by the healthcare
provider such as the physician, narse or medical record
administrator. The minimum list of information to he
kept is:

the eamg of the datum (such as first discharge
diagnosis, or surgery performed);
deiition of the datom focusing on the generation
and circumstances of recording at the site of patient
case;

- desciptionof gensati..-wo iends a definable
authority to the datam;

codils) applied to transform the narrative
natural language datum into machine-compatible
symbols; this segment requires also the filing ofthe
code scheme ifthe codes are by local authority;
methed efredine such as manual or automated; if
manoal the coder shall be identified;

- data fel characteristics and typical data stroctre;
- level of aechtirAy and rliahilk of each datum;

of the datum after entry: storage, address, data
protection attached (access roles);

authorized us of the datum and legitimate rciver(s)
of the datum, identified and disidcnified, protec-
lion of data integrity;

005cr of the datum, right to edit, moral obligation
to the data person:

- riii 1s- I vel of sensitivity and danger of acci-
dental or malicious access:
mode and duraion of storage; - any other pertinent
information such as date of begirming of colleetien,
typical volume at any time, relationship to the goal
of the data center, etc.
The intent of this role is to demand formal docu-

mrentation of the database, collection, access and stor-
age. This Data Control Record shall hi an essential
document for external audit and accreditation.

XVI. EACH DATA CENTER SHALL DEVELOP
AND MAINTAIN A DIRECTORY OF DATA
USERS.

"Develop" means construction of a formal listing.
The director is responsible for the construction and
Completeness of this list. No identified or misidentifed
data should be released or persons or organizations not
listed on the users' directory.

Mlnoiatin" meaens acntinnoas updating in order to
keep the users' directory current

"Diroctor"micansa comprehensive tabulation with
eaeh user's name, address, telephone number, exact
description of the er's position and background, the
right-ta-see aspects, specific level of authorization and
method of data protection at the user's site. If identified
medical data ae released to a user, the data center
remains responsible for the supervision of data security
at the user's site.

'at use - is a person, or an instittionlagncy
receiving directly or indirectly, regularly or occasion-
ally, identifiable medical data, formally defined by the
data center.
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The denripir of specific othoriiotion for each
user shall explicitly state the type of data for which the
authorization has been issued, as wcli as the amount of
formal orientation provided concerning the ethical re-
sponsibilitics of the data user, the outline of the process
cf physical disposition of all hardeopy reports aftertheir
use, or the local peoieivc measures for storage of these
hard copy reports.

The utentof this rale is to doscrhethe authorieoion
process and to explicitly state the responsibility of the
data processing center for the dais released. The users
must be defined in the charter, in general, and in the
users' directory in particular.

XVIL THE SCOPE OF DATA COLLECTION AND
THE EXTENT OF DATA PROCESSING
MUST BE EXPLICIT AND LIMITED TO
THE STATED GOAL OF TIlE DATA CEN-
TER.

S.,ap noflhai lsn..i"n is the collective tent
for all identified medical information entered into the
inforoation system, as well as all the non-medical data
gathered.

"Enroot of data processig" is the definition of the
series of stops in routine information processing.

"Explicli" means clear and specific delineation of
the scope of data collection and the extent of data
processing.

"Limite to the tted eoals' means that every data
processing step shall be jusrfible and explainable as a
necessary step for achieving the objectives of the data
system, as stated in the charter.

The intent of this m s to preencollection f any
data nut sbviously needed for the stated goals and to
prevent data processing beyond the stated goals. For
example, to an administrator it may seem useful and
economical to link a patient's medical data to his school
records, criminal records, or tax records. This may assist
the educational authorities, police, or IRS. However,
from amor.l point of view, any such file linkage, unless
it is stated in the goals, would bean abuse of medical data
processing. File matching shall not be permited without
its description in the charter anduwthout written co.set
of the data person(s) or their representative and by the
dam generator(s), as well as after written consent by the
accrediting agency. The staff of the information system
shall be acutely aware of the morl constraints which
limit the data handling to the chosen stated goal,

XVIII. ADEQUATE DATA SECURITy' MEA-
SURES SHALL BE DEVISED AND MAIN-
TAINED, TO PROTECT TIlE INTEGRITY
AND CONFIDENTIALITY OF IDENTIFIED
MEDICAL INFORMATION.

'aL'I',.thi'.hat rn-rut a'i.: ''' ha.
ar'1nc-ra'n; ' .lisoe'i. g~;l:r l''a l

-
,i i .

dis focused protention the into-ation system shall
develop a specific assessment of the potenti rik for
each data olement if celeased to an unauthorized user.
This way, the data center shall determine the conse-
quences of any croos in terms of inadvenr loss or
alteration of the data, and the potential injury if a
confidential datum is accessed by an unauthorized per-
son. In the planning process, the cost of various data
security measures shall be considered in the light of their
social damage. Clear documentation shall support the
rationale of ohesing the actual security measures, list-
ing also all reasonable alternatives.

"Deisedl" means a fully cohesive system of data
security measures,

"Mairtained" means regular periodic testing of the
data security in order to ascertain that both the human
and technical aspects of the security system arc kept at
the level selected initiall y by the plannen ofthes system.
Periodic intemal testing of the security shall be formally
documented.

The intent of this rale is to require a formally
documented data security system as an inseparable part
of the Operational Rules and practices in the charter.

XIX. EACH DATA PROCESSING GROUPHAN-
DLING IDENTIFIED MEDICAL DATA
SHALL NAME SINGLE INDIVIDUAL TO
BE RESPONSIBLE FOR DATA SECURITY.

"Name" means f parrpintmeat of a person
and record this action in thechrlter.

"Single individual" means a member of the infor-
mation system's staff throughout the period of operation.
'There shall be another individual substhituing during
illness or vacations, appointed on a temporary basis by
the individual named as the person responsible for
security. This also means that a data system shall have
a responsible person present throughout the scheduled
operation, and that the data system shall never operate
without the presence of the data security person.

't.....Etsyomih s moral and lgdl liability. The
person re-sponsible for the day-tn-day control of all data
security measures shall be an individual with adequate
background in medical records and data processing, and
with special formal training in data security measures,. It
is not acceptable to appoint a medical record or a data
processing person to serve as data security officer, unless
this person can prove training and experience spccify-
tally In the area of data security. This person should hold
periodic meetings with the members of the data center to
discuss data security, and this person should regularl
attend national meetings where advances in data pretet-
t i o n

The intentoflthis ral e I oo s that a data -anty

crpursreesrriblc hiorscrsiiv csmhcaldataei must oe
rth iocheoal arid cthic tanlrda Tleh latie wqir..
or p orcoo thie r I, ,hata 'u idris

&It , aio 'sin's s-uhf is ieala lt tari n itra. itd
in - acparr -eoticr: d 'r ethc slrgh'ircc.to', rot
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126 1 Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

plans shall be formulated for satisfactory combination of
the two functions.

XX. THE DATA SECURITY PERSON SHALL
MAINTAIN DAILY RECORD OF EVENTS
RELATED TO DATA PROTECTION. THIS
DAILY RECORD SHALL BE ACCESSIBLE
TO ACCREDITING AGENCIES
"Data etVrerson" is the formally appointed

person as defined in the nineteenth role.

"Maintain means keeping the record on a day-to-
day basis.

"Events related to dara orclipo n" includes all
hardware problems, programming events and routine
procedures which may have an impact temporary or
permanent, on the formal dara security program. For
example, a hardware failure requiring repeat collection
or entry of data, or a request by a user different from
established routine, shall be recorded on a day-today
basis. In emergency situations, the data security person
shall be the only authoried person to release data which
deemed jusified, but a retroactive athorization will be
necessary following such are event

"AHie .n aaredtirs arveciet" means that
the daily data security record shall be submitted to the
accrediting agency, as an important document reflecting
the quality of data security. Periodic review of this
document by the supporting agency seems appropriate
but not mandatory. This decision should be a part of the
accrediting process.

The intent of this rule is to formalize the role of the
data security person. The daily record is intended to keep
those responsible for the data security system vigilant
and aware of the importance of the privacy aspects.

XXM. THE DATA AS WELL AS THE DATA PRO-
TECTION PRACTICES SHALL BEAVAIL-
ABLE TO THOSE JUSTIFIABLY RE-
QUESTING INFORMATION ABOUT
THEMSELVES

"Data" means those particular medical and identi-
fving data which are stored in one data person's file.

"Damraotectito natices' means a copy of the
secrity systems desnriet i th, Cattre

"Availabe" means attess upon regulated requesL

"'Jstiflahl" moans According to tae Freedom for
Information Act

The intent of this rule is to provide for access of
itformation kept un filth about a data prsnt. Durproress
shall be devised enabling the data person to request
corretion when this is due, i.e., when the data person has
provided adequate evidence showing that a particular
datum is incarrect. If the error is due to a data entry error
the data center is responsible for the correction, whereas
if the error was at the site of the data generation, the
health provider shall modify the datum.

XXII THE DATA CENTER PROCESSING IDEN-
TIFIED MEDICAL DATA SHALL BE LI-
ABLE FOR INTEGRITY AND PROTEC-
TION OF THE MEDICAL DATA.

"TIisld" means moral and legal responsibility.

"Ietegrity" means the accuracy of the data, exact
correspondence with the source document While the
healtheare provider is responsible for the clinical nero-
racy of the generated data the data center is liable for
protection ofdata integrity, processing without loss,
distortion orny other alteration.

"'t& eans guarding from unauthorized
access.

The intent of this role is to state the pnirmary and
direct responsibility of the data center
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Appendix B--Model Codes for Protection of Health Care Information 27

Uniform Health Care Information

50-16-501. Short title. This part may be cited as the "(Uniform Health
Care Information Act".

History: En See. 1. Ch. 632, .. 1937.

50-16-502. Legislative findings. The legislature finds that:
(1) health care information is personal and sensitive information that if

improperly used or released may do significant harm to a patient's interests
in privacy and health care or other interests;

(2) patients need access to their own health care information as a matter
of fairness, to enable them to make informed decisions about their health care
and to correct inaccurate or incomplete information about themselves;

(3) in order to retain the full trust and confidence of patients, health care
providers have an interest in assuring that health care information is not
improperly disclosed and in having clear and certain rules for the disclosure
of health care information;

(4) persons other than health care providers obtain, use, and disclose
health record information in many different contexts and for many different
purposes. It is the public policy of this state that a patient's interest in the
proper use and disclosure of his health care information survives even when
the information is held by persons other than health core providers.

(5) the movement of patients and their health care information across
state lines, access to and exchange of health care information from automated
data banks, and the emergence of multistate health care providers creates a
compelling need for unifon law, rules, and procedures governing the use and
disclosure of health care information.

History: En. Sec. 2, Ch. 632, L. 1987.

50-16-503. Uniformity of application and construction. This part
must be applied and construed to effectuate their general purpose to make
uniform the laws with respect to the treatment of health care information
among states enacting them.

I History: Eh. Se- 3, Ch. 632, I. l987.

50-16-504. Definitions. As used in this part, unless the context indi-
cates otherwise, the following definitions apply

(1) "Audit" means an assessment, evaluation, determination, or investiga-
tion of a health care provider by a person not employed by or affiliated with
the provider, to determine compliance with:

(a) statutory, regulatory, fiscal, medical, or scientific standards;
(b) a private or public program of payments to a health care provider: or
(c) requirements for licensing, accreditation, or certification.
(2) "Directory information" means in information disclosting the presence

and the general health condition of a patient who is an inpatient in a health
care facility or who is receiving emergency' health core in a health care facil-
ity.

(3) "General health condition' means the patient's health status described
in terms of critical, poor, fair, good," excellent, or terms denonting similar con-
ditions.

(4) "Health care" means any care, service , or procedure provided by a
health care provider, including medical or psychological" diagnosis, treatment,
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128 I Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

evaluation, advice, or other services that affect the structure or any function
of the human body.

(5) "Health care facility" means a hospital, clinic, nursing home, labora-
tory, office, or similar place where a health care provider provides health care
to patients.

(6) "Health care information" means any information, whether oral or
recorded in any form or medium, that identifies or can readily be associated
with the identity of a patient and relates to the patient's health care. The
term includes any record of disclosures of health care information.

(7) "Health care provider" means a person who is licensed, certified, or
otherwise authorized by the laws of this state to provide health care in the
ordinary course of business or practice of a profession. The term does not
include a person who provides health care solely through the sale or dispens-
ing of drugs or medical devices.

(8) "Institutional review board" means a board, committee, or other group

formally designated by an institution or authorized under federal or state law
to review, approve the initiation of, or conduct periodic review of research
programs to assure the protection of the rights and welfare of human research
subjects.

(9) "Maintain", as related to health care information, means to hold, pos-
sess, preserve, retain, store, or control that information.

(10) "Patient" means an individual who receives or has received health
care. The term includes a deceased individual who has received health care.

(I1) "Peer review" means an evaluation of health care services by a com-
mittee of a state or local professional organization of health care providers or
a committee of medical staff of a licensed health care facility. The committee
must be:

(a) authorized by law to evaluate health care services; and
(b) governed by written bylaws approved by the governing board of the

health care facility or an organization of health care providers.
(12) "Person" means an individual, corporation, business trust, estate,

trust, partnership, association, joint venture, government, governmental sub-
division or agency, or other legal or commercial entity.

History En. See. 4, Ch. 632, I,. 1987.

Cross-References
Government heoth care inforatio - def

nition ofhaltare- in ifoat ion, 50-16-602.

50-16-505 through 50-16-510 reserved.

50-16-511. Duty to adopt security safeguards. A health care pro-
vider shall effect reasonable safeguards for the security of all health care
information it maintains.

H i stiy: Kin. See. 21, (Ch. 632, 1,987.

50-16-512. Content and dissemination of notice. (1) A health care
provider who provides health care at a health care facility that the provider
operates and who maintains a record of a patient's health care information
shall create a notice of information practices, in substantially the following
form:
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NOTICE

"We keep a record of the health care services we provide for you. You may
ask us to see and cOpy that record. You may also ask us to correct that
record. We wil at disclose your record to others unless you direct us to do
so or unless the law authorizes or compels us to do so. You may see your
record or get more information about it at .............

(2) The health care provider shall post a copy of the notice of information
practices in a conspicuous place in the health care facility and upon request
provide patients or prospective patients with a copy of the notice.

History: En. Sec. 18, Ch. 632, L. 1987.

50-16-513. Retention of record. A health care provider shall maintain
a record of existing health care information for at least t year following
receipt of an authorization to disclose that health care information under
50-16-526 and during the pendency of a request for examination and copying
under 50-16-541 or a request for correction or amendment under 50-16-543.
History: En. Sec. 22, Ch. 632, L. 1987.

Crooo-Rcfercnces Marinrenace and onfidentialty of reords
Roords and reperts required of health care concerning devoipoensally' disabled perons,

faeilia - confidentiality, 50-5-106. 53-20-161.

50-16-514 through 50-16-520 reserved.

50-16-521. Health care representatives. (1) A person authorized to
consent to health care for another may exercise the rights of that person
under this part to the extent necessary to effectuate the terms or purposes
of the grant of authority. If the patient is a minor and is authorized under
41-1-402 to consent to health care without parental consent, only the minor
may exclusively exercise the rights of a patient under this part as to informa-
tion pertaining to health care to which the minor lawfully consented.

(2) A person authorized to act for a patient shall act in good faith to
represent the best interests of the patient.

History: En. Sec. 19, Ch. 632. L. 1987.

50-16-522. Representative of deceased patient. A personal repre-
sentative of a deceased patient may exercise all of the deceased patient's
rights under this part, If there is no personal representative or upon discharge
of the personal representative, a deceased patient's rights under this part may
be exercised by the surviving spouse, a parent, an adult child, an adult sibling,
or any other person who is authorized by law to act for him.

History: En. Sec. 20, Cb. 632, L. 1987: amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 657, L. 1989.
Compiler's Comments adult sibling, or any other perso" or pesos";

1989 Amendment Near end subsouted "the and madc minor change in grannar
surviving spouse, a parent, an adult child, an

50-16-523 and 50-16-524 reserved.

50-16-525. Disclosure by health care provider. (1) Except as author-
ized in 50-16-529 and 50-16-530 or as otherwise specifically provided by law
or the Montana Rules of Civil Procedure, a health care provider, an individual
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130 I Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

who assists a health care provider in the delivery of health care, or an agent
or employee of a health care provider may not disclose health care informa-
tion about a patient to any other person without the patient's written author-
ization. A disclosure made under a patient's written authorization must
conform to the authorization.

(2) A health care provider shall maintain, in conjunction with a patient's
recorded health care information, a record of each person who has received
or examined, in whole or in part, the recorded health care information during
the preceding 3 years, except for a person who has examined the recorded
health care information under 50-16-529(1) or (2). The record of disclosure
must include the name, address, and institutional affiliation, if any, of each
person receiving or examining the recorded health care information, the date
of the receipt or examination, and to the extent practicable a description of
the information disclosed.

History- En. See. 5, Ch. E32. L. 1987; aid. Sir. 2, Ch. 657, L. 1989.

Compiler's Comments Release of Information by physician (toacem-
1989 Aiendo et Near end of first senence ing minor, 41-1-403.

of (?), after "except foe', deleted "an agent or Records and repors required of health care
employee of the health caie provider or" and facilities- donfidentialitiy, 50-5-06.
ter 50- 160529' ioserted"(1) oW, Cofideniiality' under 'Tumor Registry) Act,afterS0- 1-529 inseted (1)St-tv5- 5'704.

Cross-References Unutheorized divulgence of scrological test
Right of privacy, Art. 11, see. 10, Mont. Cout. infotmution, 50-19-108.
rcpstn ninan...esmtiinsfrptr..,Mitotoenanc ad onfidentiality of records

Rule 35, M, R. Cic.P. (see Title 25, ah. 20), o-aes . t20-1lp.o

Doctor-patient" privilege, 26-1-805. C53 dntolity of erredscoertingementl
Privileges, Rules 501 through 505, M. M.R.E illness, 53-2 1-166.

(se Title 26, oh. 10). Records of chemically dependent persons,
Gunshot or stab wounds - reporting by' intoxicated pereon, and famitly" members,

healh cam pructilonee, 37-2-302. 53-24-306.

50-16-526. Patient authorization to health care provider for dis-
closure. (1) A patient may authorize a health care provider to disclose the
patient's health care information. A health care provider shall honor an
authorization and, if requested, provide a copy of the recorded health care
information unless the health care provider denies the patient access to health
care information under 50-16-542.

(2) A health care provider may charge a reasonable fee, not to exceed his
actual cost for providing the health care information, and is not required to
honor an authorization until the fee is paid.

(3) To be valid, a disclosure authorization to a health care provider must:
(a) be in writing, dated, and signed by the patient:
(b) identify the nature of the information to be disclosed; and
(e) identify the person to whom the information is to be disclosed.
(4) Except as provided by this part, the signing of an authorization by a

patient is not a waiver of any rights a patient has under other statutes, the
Montana Rules of Evidence, or common law.
Histoy: En. See. 6. Ch. 632. .. 1987.

Cross-References
Pivileges, Rules 501 through 505, M.R, EV,

fwe Title 26, oh. 10),

50-16-527. Patient authorization - retention - effective period
exception. ( 1) A health care provider shall retain each authorization or
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Appendix B-Model Codes for Protection of Health Care Information 131

revocation in conjunction with any health care information from which disclo-
sures are made.

(2) Except for authorizations to provide information to third-party health
care payers, an authorization may not permit the release of health care infor-
mation relating to health care that the patient receives more than 6 months
after the authorization was signed.

(3) An authorization in effect on October 1, 1907, remains valid for 30
months after October 1, 1987, unless an earlier date is specified or it is
re-'eked under 50- 16-528. Health care information disclosed under such an
authorization is otherwise subject to this part, An authorization written after
October 1, 1987, becomes invalid after the' expiration date contained in the
authorization, which may not exceed 30 months. If the authorization does not
contain an expiration date, it expires 6 months after it is signed.

(4) Notwithstanding subsections (2) and (3), a signed claim for workers'
compensation or occupational disease benefits authorizes disclosure to the
workers' compensation insurer, as defined in 39-71-116, by the health care
provider. The disclosure authorized by this subsection relates only to informa-
tion concerning the claimant's condition. This authorization is effective only
as long as the claimant is claiming benefits,

History En. Sec. 7, Ch. 632. .. 1987; amd. Sc. 13, Ch. 333, L, 1989.
Compiler's Comments Retroactiveapplicabitity Section 16, Ch. 333,

1989, Anmedmnti: isered (4) atowing dis- L. 1989, pmvidd that This sciion applie ratro-
Closure health care in information by health cae actively, within the meaning of i-2-109, to all
provider to insrers . in information retinig requests for health c.re inroatisn in rkmien'
clainanro condition so long as claimant is compensation claims,
receiuieg beneits. Amendment fffectte Match
27, 1989,

50-16-538. Patient's revocation of authorization for disclosure. A
patient may revoke a disclosure authorization to a health care provider at any
time unless disclosure is required to effectuate payments for health care that
has been provided or other substantial action has been taken in reliance on
the authorization. A patient may not maintain an action against the health
care provider for disclosures made in good-faith reliance on an authorization
if the health care provider bad no notice of the revocation of the authoriza-
tion.

History: see. 8, Ch. 632, L. 1987.

50-16-529. Disclosure without patient's authorization based on
need to know. A health care provider may' disclose health care information
about a patient without the patient's authorization, to the extent a recipient
needs to know the information, if the disclosure is:

(1) to a person who is providing health care to the patient;
(2) to any other person who requires health carinformation for health

care education: to provide planning, quality assurance, peer review, or admin-
istrativee, legal, financial, or actuarial services to the health care protvider; for
assisting the health care prey'ider in the delivery of health care; or to a third-
part] health care payror who requires health care information and if the
health care provider reasonably believes that the person will:

(a) not use or disclose the health care information for any other purpose;
and
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132 I Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

(b) take appropriate steps to protect the health care information;
(3) to any other health care provider who has previously provided health

care to the patient, to the extent necessary to provide health tare to the
patient, unless the patient has instructed the health care provider not to
make the disclosure;

(4) to immediate family members of the patient or any other individual
with whom the patient is known to have a close personal relationship, if made
in accordance with the laws of the state and good medical or other profs-
sional practice, unless the patient has instructed the health care provider not
to make the disclosure;
(5) to a health care provider who is the successor in interest to the health

care provider maintaining the health care information;
(6) for use in a research project that an institutional review board has

determined:
(a) is of sufficient importance to outweigh the intrusion into the privacy

of the patient that would result from the disclosure;
(b) is impracticable without the use or disclosure of the health care infor-

mation in individually identifiable form;
(c) contains reasonable safeguards to protect the information from

improper disclosure;
(d) contains reasonable safeguards to protect against directly or indirectly

identifying any patient in any report of the research project; and
(e) contains procedures to remove or destroy at the earliest opportunity,

consistent with the purposes of the project, information that would enable the
patient to be identified, unless an institutional review board authorizes reten-
tion of identifying information for purposes of another research project;

(i') to a person who obtains information for purposes of an audit, if that
person agrees in writing to:

(a) remove or destroy, at the earliest opportunity consistent with the pur-
pose of the audit, information that would enable the patient to be identified;
and

(b) not disclose the information further, except to accomplish the auditor
to report unlawful or improper conduct involving fraud in payment for health
care by a health care provider or patient or other unlawful conduct by a
health care provider; and

(8) to an official of a penal or other custodial institution in which the
patient is detained.

History En. Sec. 9, Ch.632, L. 1987; amd. Se.3, Ch. 657,1. 1989.
Compiler's Comments Pharmacists not I liable for peer review,

1989 Aecndmen In 12), after "delivery of 37-7-1101.
health cae", inserted "or to at third-partyhealth Release of infoateon by physician concem-
care payer who requires health care informat- ing minor, 41-1-40.
ten"; aed made minor change in phraseolo. Maintenance and c..fidentility. r records

Cross-References concern i , g deveiopretally d i sa bled persons,
Daty o mental health professioals To sar 5-20-161.

of violent patients, 27-1-1102. Confidentiality of rec..d, cm.,-n,, mental
Nonviability for peer review, 37-2-201. illnei, 53-21-166.

50-16-530. Disclosure without patient's authorization - other
bases. A health care provider may disclose health care information about a
patient without the patient's authorization if the disclosure is:
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(1) directory information, unless the patient has instructed the health care
provider not to make the disclosure;

(2) to federal, state, or local public health authorities, to the extent the
health care provider is required by law to report health care information or
when needed to protect the public health;

(3) to federal, state, or local law enforcement authorities to the extent
required by law;

(4) to a law enforcement officer about the general physical condition of a
patient being treated in a health care facility' if the patient was injured on a
public roadway or was injured by the possible criminal act of another;

(5) in response to a request of the division of crime control for informs-
tion under 53-9-104(2)(b); or

(6) pursuant to compulsory process in accordance with 50-16-535 and
50-16-536.

History En. See. 10. Ch. 632. t.. 1987: and. Sec. 1, Ch. 6, L. 1989.
Compiler's Comments Act of Montana upon request by Division of
J989 Adndutent nred (5) alloning dis- Crime (Control' Amendment effective March 13,

elaure mwithou pateies ashosicaie of inf., 1989.
uat ion under The Crime Virtims compeation

50-16-531 through 50-16-534 reserved.

50-16-535. When health care information available by compulsory
process. (1) Health care information may not be disclosed by. a health care
provider pursuant to compulsory legal process or discovery in any judicial,
legislative, or administrative proceeding unless:

(a) the patient has consented in writing to the release of the health care
information in response to compulsory process or a discover)" request;

(b) the patient has waived the right to claim confidentiality for the health
care information sought;
(c) the patient is a party to the proceeding and has placed his physical or

mental condition in issue;
(d) the patient's physical or mental condition is relevant to the execution

or witnessing of a will or other document;
(e) the physical or mental condition of a deceased patient is placed in

issue by any person claiming or defending through or as a beneficiary' of the
patient;
(f) a patient's health care information is to be used in the patient's com-

mitment proceeding;
(g) the health care information is for use in any law enforcement proceed-

ing or investigation in which a health care provider is the subject or a party,
except that health care information so obtained may not be used in any pro-
ceeding against the patient unless the matter relates to payment for his
health care or unless authorized under subsection (i);

(h) the health care information is relevant to a proceeding brought under
50-16-551 through 50-16-553;
(i) a court has determined that particular health care information is sub-

ject to compulsory- legal process or discovery because the party seeking the
information has demonstrated that there is a compelling state interest that
outweighs the patient's privacy' interest; or
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134 I Protecting Privacy in Computerized Medical Information

()) the health care information is requested pursuant to an investigative
subpoena issued under 46-4-301.

(2)Nothingin this part authorizes the disclosure of health care informa-
tion bysa.npursor. legal process or discovery in any judicial, legislative, or
administrative proceeding where disclosure is otherwise prohibited by law.

History: Eq. 02.-l 1987. tOO?: See. 4, Ch.657, L 1989.

Cnmpilr'sCnmmcnts lam: corrected internal rrii~iuir. and mad.
19094,ti.e-, Inserted ( 10) r-)r(J r minor changes in iihaseli;and Irm

information request sd pursuant to subpoena;
inserted (2) regarding disclosure prohibited by Crss ReferrncesGovernmeni hect-'h came inomatin - eal

ptreiz .."g-,SO-t cc-I;O.

50-16-536. Method of compulsory process. (1) Unless the court for
good cause shown determines that the notification should be waived or modi-
fied, if health care information is sought under 50-16-535 (1)(b), (1)(d), or
(1)(e) or in a civil proceeding or investigation under 50-16-535 (l)(i), the
person seeking discovery or compulsory process shall mail a notice by first-
class mail to the patient or the patient's attorney of record of the compulsory
process or discovery request at least 10 days before presenting the certificate
required under subsection (2) to the health cam provider,

(2) Service of compulsory process or discovery requests upon a health care
provider must be accompanied by a written certification, signed by the person
seeking to obtain health care information or his authorized representative,
identifying at least one subsection of 50-16-535 under which compulsory pro-
cess or discovery is being sought. The certification must also state, in the case
of information sought under 50-16-535 (1)(b), (1)(d), or (1)(e) or in a civil
proceeding under 50-16-535 (l)(i), that the requirements of subsection (1) for
notice have been met. A person may sign the certification only if the person
reasonably believes that the subsection of 50-16-535 identified in the certifica-
tion provides an appropriate basis for the use of discovery or compulsory pro-
cess. Unless otherwise ordered by the court, the health care provider shall
maintain a copy of the process and the written certification as a permanent
part of the patient's health care information.

(3) In response to service of compulsory process or discovery requests,
where authorized by law, a health care provider may deny access to the
requested health care information. Additionally, a health care provider may
deny access to the requested health care information under 50-16-542(1). If
access to requested health care information is denied by the health care pro-
vider under 50- 16-542(1 ), the health care provider shall submit to the court
by affidavit or other reasonable means an explanation of why the health care
provider believes the information should be protected from disclosure.

(4) Where access to health care is denied under 50-16-542(1), the court
may order disclosure of health care information, with or without restrictions
as to its use, as the court considers necessary, In deciding whether to order
disclosure, the court shall consider the explanation submitted by the health
care provider, the reasons for denying access to health care information set
forth in 50- 16-542(1), and any arguments presented by interested parties.

(5) A health care provider required to disclose health care information
pursuant to compulsory process may charge a reasonable fee, not to exceed
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the health care provider's actual cost for providing the information, and may
deny examination or copying of the information until the fee is paid.

(6) Production of health care information under 50-16-535 and this
section does not in itself constitute a waiver of any privilege, objection, or
defense existing under other law or rule of evidence or procedure.

History En. Sec. 12, Ch. 632. .. 1987; amd. Sec. 5, Ch. 657, L. 1989.

g'mp..',',eic..eon -I :e ' ; :rr.n ic. ted( ci f']b " 0r: .,-: c.= ,-- .- .¢

50-16-537 through 50-16-540 reserved.

50-16-541. Requirements and procedures for patient's examina-
tion and copying. (I) Upon receipt of a written request from a patient to
examine or copy all or part of his recorded health care information, a health
care provider, as promptly as required under the circumstances but no later
than 10 days after receiving the request, shall:

(a) make the information available to the patient for examination during
regular business hours or provide a copy, if requested, to the patient;

(h) inform the patient if the information does not exist or cannot be
found;
(c) if the health care provider does not maintain a record of the informa-

tion, inform the patient and provide the name and address, if known, of the
health care provider who maintains the record;

(d) if the information is in use or unusual circumstances have delayed
handling the request, inform the patient and specify in writing the reasons for
the delay and the earliest date, not later than 21 days after receiving the
request, when the information will be available for examination or copying or
when the request will be otherwise disposed of; or

(e) deny the request in whole or in part under 50-16-542 and inform the
patient.

(2) Upon request, the health care provider shall provide an explanation of
any code or abbreviation used in the health care information. If a record of
the particular health care information requested is not maintained by the

health care provider in the requested form, he is not required to create a new
record or reformulate an existing record to make the information available in
the requested form. The health cam provider may charge a reasonable fee, not
to exceed the health care provider's actual cost, for providing the health care
information and is not required to permit examination or copying until the
fee is paid.

History En, ('h. 632, L. 1987.

50-16-542. Denial of examination and copying. (1) A health care
provider may deny access to health care information by a patient if the health
care provider reasonably concludes that:

(a) knowledge of the health care information would be injurious to the
health of the patient;
(b) knowledge of the health care information could reasonably he expected

to lead to the patient's identification of an individual who provided the infor-
mation in confidienee and under circumstances in which confidentiality was
appropriate e;
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(c) knowledge of the health care information could reasonably be expected
to cause danger to the life or safety of any individual;

(d) the health care information was compiled and is used solely for litiga-
tion, quality assurance, peer review, or administrative purposes;

(e) the health care information might disclose birth out of wedlock orpro-
vide information from which knowledge of birth out of wedlock might be
obtained and which information is protected from disclosure pursuant to
50-15-206;

(f) the health care provider obtained the in formation from a person other
than the patient; or

(g) access to the health cam information is other wise prohibited by law.
(2) Except as provided in 50-16-521, a health care provider may deny

access to health care information by a patient who is a minor if:
(a) the patient is committed to amental health facility; or
(b) the patient's parents or guardian have not authorized the health care

provider to disclose the patient's health care information.
(3) If ahealth care provider denies are quest for examination and copying

under this section, the provider, to the extent possible, shall segregate health
care information for which access has been denied under subsection (1) from
information for which access cannot be denied and permit the patient to
examine or copy the disclosable information.

(4) If a health care provider denies a patient's request for examination
and copying, in whole or in part, under subsection (l)(a) or (1)(c), he shall
permit examination and copying of the record by another health care provider
who is providing health care services to the patient for the same condition
as the health care provider denying the request, The health care provider
denying the request shall inform the patient of the patient's right to select
another health care provider under this subsection.

History: En, See. 14, Ch. 632, L. 1987; amd. See . Ch. g7, L. 1989.
Compiler's Comments
1989 Aendceit. Isertd (1h11) egardimg

information that might reeal birth asi of wed-
lock

50-16-543. Request for correction or amendment. (1) For purposes
of accuracy or completeness, a patient may request in writing that a health
cam provider correct or amend its record of the patient's health cam informa-
tion to which he has access under 50-16-541.

(2) As promptly as required under the circumstances but no later than 10
days after receiving a request from a patient to correct or amend its record
of the patient's health care information, the health care provider shall:

(a) make the requested correction or amendment and inform the patient
of the action and of the patient's right to have the correction or amendment
sent to previous recipients of the health care information in question;

(b) inform the patient if the record no longer exists or cannot be found;
(c) if the health care provider does not maintain the record, inform the

patient and provide him with the name and address, if known, of the person
who maintains the record;

(d) if the record is in use or unusual circumstances have delayed the han-
dling of the correction or amendment request, inform the patient and specify
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in writing the earliest date, not later than 21 days after receiving the request,
when the correction or amendment will be made or when the request will
otherwise be disposed of; or

(e) inform the patient in writing of the provider's refusal to correct or
amend the record as requested, the reason for the refusal, and the patient's
right to add a statement of disagreement and to have that statement sent to
previous recipients of the disputed health care information.

History: En. Sec. 15, Ch 632 1,. 1987.

50-16-544. Procedure for adding correction, amendment, or state-
ment of disagreement. (1) In making a correction or amendment, the
health care provider shall:

(a) add the amending information as a part of the health record; and
(b) mark the challenged entries as corrected or amended entries and indi-

cate the place in the record where the corrected or amended information is
located, in a manner practicable under the circumstances.

(2) If the health care provider maintaining the record of the patient's
health care information refuses to make the patient's proposed correction or
amendment, the provider shall:

(a) permit the patient to file as a part of the record of his health care
information a concise statement of the correction or amendment requested
and the reasons there for, and

(b) mark the challenged entry to indicate that the patient claims the entry
is inaccurate or incomplete and indicate the place in the record where the
statement of disagreement is located, in a manner practicable under the cir-
cumstances.

History: En. See. 16, (C h. 632, ..1987.

50-16-545, Dissemination of corrected or amended information or
statement of disagreement. (1) A health care provider, upon request of a
patient, shall take reasonable steps to provide copies of corrected or amended
information or of a statement of disagreement to all persons designated by
the patient and identified in the health care information as having examined
or received copies of the information sought to be corrected or amended.

(2) A health care provider may charge the patient a reasonable fee, not
exceeding the provider's actual cost, for distributing corrected or amended
information or the statement of disagreement, unless the provider's error
necessitated the correction or amendment.

H iso-: En. Sec. 17, Ch. 632,1,. 1987.

50-16-546 through 50-16-550 reserved.

50-16-551. Criminal penalty. (1) A person who by means of bribery,
theft, or misrepresentation of identity, purpose of use, or entitlement to the
information examines or obtains, in Violation of this part, health care infor-
mation maintained by a health care provider is guilty. of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction is punishable by a fine not exceeding $10,000 or imprison-
ment for a period not exceeding 1 year, or both.

12) A persnM who, knowing that a certificate ion under 511-lif.3is:
2

)or a
dil.:..:-c.-ria:.--, under 50-16-526 and .: -6-327 is false, purposely
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presents the certification or disclosure authorization to a health care provider
is guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction is punishable by a fine not
exceeding $10,000 or imprisonment for a period not exceeding 1 year! or both.

H istory: En. Cue. 23, (Ch. 632, L. 1987.

Ii.:.. .J." 17..

50-16-552. Civil enforcement. The. attorney general or appropriate
county attorney may maintain a civil action to enforce this part. The court
may order any relief authorized by 50-16-553.

History En. Sec. 14, ('h. 632, L,. 1987.

50-16-553. Civil remedies. (1) A person aggrieved by a violation of
this part may maintain an action for relief as provided in this section.

(2) The courtmay order the health care provider or other person to com-
ply with this part and may order any other appropriate relief.

(3) A health care provider whorelies in good faith upon a certification
pursuant to 50-16-536(2) is not liable for disclosures made in reliance on that
certification.

(4) No disciplinary or punitive action may be taken against a health care
provider or his employee or agent who brings evidence of a violation of this
part to the attention of the patient or an appropriate authority}'.

(5) In an action by a patient alleging that health care information was
improperly withheld under 50-16-541 and 50-16-542, the burden of proof is on
the health care provider to establish that the information was properly with-
held.

(6) If the court determines that there is a violation of this part, the
aggrieved person is entitled to recover damages for pecuriary losses sustained
as a result of the violation and, in addition, if the violation results from will-
fuil or grossly negligent conduct, the aggrieved person may recover not in
excess of $5,000, exclusive of any pecuniary loss.

(71 If a plaintiff prevails, the court may assess reasonable attorney fees
and all other expenses reasonably' incurred in the litigation.

(8) An action under this part is barred unless the action is commenced
within 3 years after the cause of action accres.

isur: IM .See. 25, (h. 632, L,. 19M7
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AMERICAN HEALTH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION

HEALTH INFORMATION MODEL LEGISLATION LANGUAGE

SEC. 101. PREAMBLE

The Congress finds that: -

(a) The right of privacy is a personal and fundamental right protected by the Constitution

of the United States;

(b) Health care information is personal and sensitive information that, if improperly used
or released, may do significant hanm to a patient's interests in privacy and in health care, and may
affect a patient's ability to obtain employment, education, insurance, credit, and other necessities;

(c) patients need access to their own health care information as a matter of fairness to

enable them to make informed decisions about their health care and correct inaccurate or

incomplete information about themselves;

(d) Persons maintaining health care information need clear and certain rules for the

disclosure of health care information;

(e) Persons other than health care providers obtain, use, and disclose health care
information in many different contexts and for many different purposes. A patient's interest in

the proper use and disclosure of the personal health care information continues even when the
information has been initially Disclosed and is held by persons other than health care providers;

and

(f) The movement of patients and their health care ircfrmtaion across state lines, access
to and exchange of health care informaticr from automated data banks and networks, and the

emergence of r'ntu'i-srate health care providers and payers creates a compelling need for Federal
law, rules and procedures governing the use and disclosure of healthcare information.

SEC. 102. GENERAL DEFINITIONS.

In this [Act] (except as otherwise provided):

(a) AUDIT. --The term "audit" means an assessment, evaluation, determination, or
investigation of a person maintaining health care information or health care rendered by such a
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person by a person not employed by or affiliated with the person audited to determine

compliance with-

(1) statutory, regulatory, fiscal, administrative, medical, or scientific standards;

(2) the requirements of a private or public program of payment for health care; or

(3) requirements for licensure, accreditation, or certification.

(b) COMPULSORY DISCLOSURE. --The term "compulsory disclosure" means any
disclosure of health care information mandated or required by Federal or State law in connection
with a judicial, legislative, or ach-ministrative proceeding, including but not limited to, disclosure

required by subpoena, subpoena duces teum, request Or notice to produce, court order, or any

other method of requiring a person maintaining health care information to produce health care

information under the criminal or civil discovery laws of any State or Federal government or

administrative agency thereof.

(c) HEALTH CARE. --The term "health care" means:-

(I) any preventive, diagnostic, therapeutic, rehabilitative, maintenance, or
palliative care, counseling, service, or procedure provided by a health care provider: --

(A) with respect to a patient's physical or mental condition; or

(B) affecting the structure or fiction of the human body or any part
thereof, including, but not limited to, banking of blood, sperm, organs, or any other
tissue; and

(2) any sale or dispensing of any drug, substance, device, equipment, or other iter
to a patient or for a patient's use, pursuant to a prescription.

(d) HEALTH CARE INFORMATION. --The term "health care information" means any
data or information, whether oral or recorded in any form or medium, that identifies or can
readily be associated with the identity of a patient or other record subject; and--

(1) relates to a patient's health care; or

(2) is obtained in the course of a patient's health care from a health care provider,
from the patient, from a member of the patient's family or an individual with whom the
patient has a close personal relationship, or from the patient's legal representative.
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(e) HEALTH CARE PROVIDER. --The term "health care provider" means a person w-ho

is licensed, certified, registered or otherwise authorized by law to provide health care in the

ordinary course of business or practice of a profession.

(f) INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD. -- The term "institutional review board" means

any board, committee, or other group formally designated by an institution, or authorized under
Federal or State law, to review, approve the initiation of, or conduct periodic review of, research

programs to assure the protection of the rights and Welfare of human research subjects.

(g) MAINTAIN--The term "maintain," as related to health care information, means to
create, collect, handle, hold, possess, preserve, retain, store, control or transmit such information.

(h) PATIENT. --The term "patient" means an individual who receives or has received
health care. The term includes a deceased individual who has received health care.

(t) PATIENT'S AUTHORIZATION. --The term "patient's authorization" means an
authorization that is valid under the provisions of Section 104.

('j) PATIENT REPRESENTATIVE. --The term "patient representative" shall mean am
individual legally empowered to make decisions concerning a patient's health care or the
administrator or executor of a deceased patient's estate.

(k) PERSON. -The term "person" means--

(1) an individual, corporation, business trust, estat, trust, partnership, association,
joint venture, or any other legal or commercial entity: and

(2) except for purposes of Section 111 and 112. a government, governmental
subdivision, agency or authority.

(1) SECRETARY. --The term "Secretary" means the Secretary of Health and Human
Services.

SEC. 103. DISCLOSURE.

(a) DISCLOSURE--NO person other than a patient or patient representative may disclose
health care information to any other person without the patient's authorization, except as
authorized in Section 105. No person may disclose health care information under a patient's
authorization, except in accordance with the terms of such authorization. The provisions of this
paragraph shall apply both to disclosures of health care information and to redisclosures of health
care information by a person to whom health care information is disclosed.
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(b) RECORD OF DISCLOSURE. --Each person maintaining health care information shall

maintain a record of all external disclosures of health care information made by such person
concerning each patient, and such record shall become part of the health care information

concerning each patient. The record of each disclosure shall include the name, address and
institutional affiliation, if any, of the person to whom the health care information is disclosed, the

date and purpose of the disclosure and, to the extent practicable, a description of the information

disclosed.

SEC. 104. PATIENT'S AUTHORIZATION; REQUIREMENTS FOR VALIDITY.

(a) To be valid, a patient's authorization must--

(1) Identify the patient;

(2) Generally describe the health care information to be disclosed;

(3) Identify the person to whom the health care information is to be disclosed;

(4) Describe the purpose of the disclosure;

(5) Limit the length of time the patient's authorization will remain valid;

(6) Be given by one of the following means--

(A) In writing, dated and signed by the patient or the patient

representative; or

(B) In electronic form, dated and authenticated by the patient or the patient
representative using a unique identifier; and

(7) Not have been revoked under paragraph (b).

(b) REVOCATION OF PATIENT'S AUTHORIZATION. -- A patient or patient
representative may revoke the patient's authorization at any time, unless disclosure is required to

effectuate payment for health care that has been provided to the patient, or other substantial

action has been taken in reliance on the patient's authorization. A patient may not maintain an
action against a person for disclosure of health care information made in good faith reliance on
the patient's authorization, if the person had no notice of the revocation of the patient's

authorization at the time disclosure was made.
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(c) RECORD OF PATIENT'S AUTHORIZATIONS AND REVOCATIONS .--Each

person maintaining health care information shall maintain a record of all patient's authorizations
and revocations thereof, and such record shall become part of the health care information
concerning each patient.

(d) NO WAIVER. --Except as provided by this [Act], the signing or authentication of an
authorization by a patient or patient representative is not a waiver of any rights a patient has
under other Federal or State statutes, the rles of evidence, or common law.

SEC. 105. DISCLOSURE WITHOUT PATIENT'S AUTHORIZATION.

A person maintaining health care information may disclose health care information about
a patient without the patient's authorization as follows: -

(a) DISCLOSURE TO THE PATIENT OR PATIENT REPRESENTATIVE. --Any
disclosure of patient information to the patient or such patient's patient representative;

(b) DISCLOSURE BY FAMILY AND FRIENDS. --Any disclosure of health care
information by a family member or by any other individual with whom the patient has a personal
relationship, provided that: --

(1) the health care information was disclosed to such individual by the patient or
otherwise not in violation of this [Act]; and

(2) the health care information was not disclosed to the individual making the

disclosure in the course of providing health care to the patient;

(c) DISCLOSURE TO EMPLOYEES AND AGENTS --Disclosure, to the extent
necessary for the disclosing person to carry out its lawful activities, to the disclosing person's
agent, employee, or independent contractor who is under a legal obligation to hold the health care
information in confidence and not to use such health care information for any purpose other than
the lawful purpose for which the health care information was obtained by the disclosing person;

(d) DISCLOSURE TO ANOTHER HEALTH CARE PROVIDER. --Disclosure to a
health care provider who is providing health care to the patient except as such disclosure is
limited or prohibited by the patient;

(e) DISCLOSURE TO AVOID DANGER. --Disclosure to any person to the extent the
recipient needs to know the information, if the person holding the health care information
reasonably believes that such disclosure will avoid or minimize imminent danger to the health or
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safety of the patient or any other individual, or is necessary to alleviate emergency circumstances

affecting the health or safety of any individual;

(f) DISCLOSURE TO FAMILY. -- Disclosure to a member of the patient's immediate

family, or to any other individual with whom the patient is known to have a close personal
relationship, if such disclosure is made in accordance with good medical or other professional

practice, except as such disclosure is limited or prohibited by the patient;

(g) DISCLOSURE TO SUCCESSOR IN INTEREST. -Disclosure to a person who is
successor in interest to the person maintaining the health care information, provided, howe-'er,

that no person other than a licensed health care provider or the spouse of a deceased health care

provider shall be considered a successor in interest to a health care provider;

(h) DISCLOSURE TO GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITIES .--Disclosure to Federal,

State, or local governmental, authorities, to the extent the perwn holding the health care

information is required by law to report specific health care information: --

(1) when needed to determine compliance with State or Federal licensure,

certification, or registration rules or laws; or

(2) when needed to protect the public health;

(i) DISCLOSURE FOR AUDITS. -- Disclosure to a person who obtains health care

information solely for purposes of an audit, if that person agrees in writing: --

(1) to remove from the health care information or destroy, at the earliest

opportunity consistent with the purpose of the audit, information that would enable

identification of the patient;

(2) not to disclose in any public report any medical information; and

(3) not to further disclose the health care information, except to accomplish the

audit or to report unlawful or improper conduct involving health care payment fraud by a

health care provider or a patient, or other unlawful conduct by the health care provider;

(j) DISCLOSURE FOR RESEARCH. --Disclosure for use in a research project:

(1) that an institutional review board has determined: --

(A) is of sufficient importance to outweigh the intrusion into the privacy

of the patient that would result from the disclosure;
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(B) is reasonably impracticable without the use or disclosure of the health
care information in individually identifiable form;

(C) contains reasonable safeguards to protect the information from
redisclosure;

(D) contains reasonable safeguards to protect against identifying, directly
or indirectly, any patient in any report of the research project; and

(E) contains procedures to remove or destroy at the earliest opportunity,
consistent with the purposes of the project, information that would enable
identification of the patient, unless the institutional review board authorizes
retention of identifying information for purposes of another research project; and

(2) if the person agrees in writing: --

(A) to remove from the health care information or destroy, at the earliest
opportunity consistent with the purpose of the research project, information that
would enable identification of the patient;

(B) not to disclose health care information in any public report; and

(C) not to further disclose the health care information, except as necessary
to conduct the research project approved by the institutional review board.

(k) COMPULSORY DISCLOSURE. --Compulsory disclosure in accordance with the
requirements of Section 108;

(1) DISCLOSURE TO LAW ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITIES --Disclosure to Federal,
State or local law enforcement authorities to the extent required by law;

(in) DISCLOSURE DIRECTED BY A COURT. --Disclosure directed by a court in
connection with a court-ordered examination of a patient; or

(n) DISCLOSURE TO IDENTIFY A DECEASED INDIVIDUAL. --Disclosure based on
reasonable grounds to believe that the information is needed to assist in the identification of a
deceased individual.
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SEC. 106. STANDARDS FOR INFORMATION PRACTICES.

(a) PROMULGATION OF REQUIREMENTS---

(1) IN GENERAL. --Between July 1, 1994, and July 1, 1995, the Secretary shall
promulgate requirements for information practices of persons maintaining health care
information. Such requirements shall be consistent with the provisions of this [Act] and
shall be in accordance with the principles set forth in paragraph (h).

(2) REVISION. --The Secretary may from time to time revise the requirements
promulgated under this paragraph.

(h) PRINCIPLES OF FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES. --The requirements
promulgated under paragraph (a) shall incorporate the following principles:

(1) PATIENT'S RIGHT TO KNOW. --The patient or the patient representative has
the right to know that health care information concerning the patient is maintained by any
person and to know for what purposes the health care information is used;

(2) RESTRICTIONS ON COLLECTION. --Health care information concerning a
patient must be collected only the extent necessary to carry out the legitimate purpose for
which the information is collected;

(3) COLLECTION AND USE ONLY FOR LAWFUL PURPOSE. --Health care
information must be collected and used only for a necessary and lawful purpose;

(4) NOTIFICATION TO PATIENT. Each person maintaining health care
information must prepare a formal, written statement of the fair information practices
observed by such person. Each patient who provides health care information directly to a
person maintaining health care information should receive a copy of the statement of the
person's fair information practices and should receive an explanation of such fair
information practices upon request;

(5) RESTRICTION ON USE FOR OTHER PURPOSES. --Health care
information may not be used for any puposes beyond the purposes for which the health
care information collected, except as otherwise provided in this [Act];

(6) RIGHT TO ACCESS .--The patient or the patient representative may have
access to health care information concerning the patient has the right to have a copy of
such health care information made after payment of a reasonable charge, and, futher, has
the right to have a notation made with or in such health care information of any amendment
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or correction of such health care information requested by the patient or patient
representative;

(7) REQUIRED SAFEGUARDS--Any person maintaining, using or
disseminating health care information shall implement reasonable safeguards for the
security of the health care information and its storage, processing and transmission,
whether in electronic or other form;

(8) ADDITIONAL PROTECTIONS. --Methods to ensure the accuracy, reliability,
relevance, completeness and timeliness of health care information should be instituted; and

(9) ADDITIONAL PROTECTIONS FOR CERTAIN HEALTH CARE
INFORMATION --If advisable, provide additional safeguards for highly sensitive health
care information (such as health care information concerning mental health, substance
abuse, communicable and genetic diseases, and abortions, as well as health care
information concerning celebrities and notorious individuals, and health care information
contained in adoption records).

SEC. 107. OBLIGATIONS OF PATIENT REPRESENTATUTS.

(a) AUTHORITY OF PATIENT REPRESENTATIVES .--A person authorized to act as a
patient representative may exercise the rights of the patient under this [Act] to the extent
necessary to effectuate the terms or purposes of the grant of authority; but a patient who is a
minor and who is authorized to consent to health care without tie consent of a parent or legal
guardian under State law may exclusively exercise the rights of a patient under this [Act] as to
information pertaining to health care to which the minor lawfully consented.

(b) GOOD FAITH OBLIGATION--A patient representative shall act in good faith to
represent the best interests of the patient with respect to health care information concerning the
patient.

SEC. 108. COMPULSORY DISCLOSURE.

(a) LIMITS ON COMPULSORY DISCLOSURE.--NO person may be compelled to
disclose health care information maintained by such person pursuant to a request for compulsory
disclosure in any judicial, legislative or administrative proceeding, unless:

(1) The person maintaining the health care information has received a patient's
authorization to release the health care information in response to such request for compulsory
disclosure;
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(2) The patient has knowingly and voluntarily waived the right to claim privilege
or confidentiality for the health care information sought;

(3) The patient is a party to the proceeding and has placed his or her physical or
mental condition in issue;

(4) The patient's physical or mental condition is relevant to the execution or
witnessing of a will;

(5) The physical or mental condition of a deceased patient is placed in issue by
any person claiming or defending through or as a beneficiary of the patient;

(6)Health care information concerning the patient is to be used in the patient's
commitment proceeding;

(7) The health care information is for use in any.- law enforcement proceeding or
investigation in which a health care provider is the subject or a party; provided, however, that
health care information so disclosed shall not be used against the patient, unless the matter relates
to payment for the patient's health care, or unless compulsory disclosure is ordered as authorized
under subparagraph (9);

(8) The health care information is relevant to a proceeding brought under
Section 110, 111, or 1 12; or

(9) The court or Federal or State agency or Congress or the State legislature has
determined, after hearing any objections made pursuant to paragraph (d), that particular health
care information is subject to compulsory disclosure because the party seeking the health care
information has demonstrated that the interest that would be served by disclosure outweighs the
patient's privacy interest,

(b) NOTICE REQUIREMENT. Unless the court, or Federal or State agency or Congress
or State legislature, for good cause shown, determines that the notification should be waived or
modified, if health care information is sought under subparagraph (2), (4) or (5), or in a civil
proceeding or investigation pursuant to subparagraph (9), the person requesting compulsory
disclosure shall serve upon the person maintaining the health care information and upon the
patient, the patient's legal guardian or other person legally authorized to act for the patient in
such a matter, or on the patient's attorney, the original or a copy of the compulsory disclosure
request at least thirty (30) days in advance of the date on which compulsory disclosure is
requested and a statement of the right of the patient and of the person maintaining the health care
information to have any objections to such compulsory disclosure heard by such court, or
governmental agency or Congress or State legislature prior to the issuance of an order for such
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compulsory disclosure and the procedure to be followed to have any such objection heard. Such
service shall be made by certified mail, return receipt requested, or by hand delivery, in addition

to any form of service required by applicable State or Federal law. The notice requirements of
this paragraph shall not apply to a request for compulsory disclosure of health care information

relating to a patient if made by or on behalf of a patient.

(e) CERTIFICATION UNDER OATH.

(1) A person seeking compulsory disclosure of health care information about a

patient under this section shall provide the person maintaining the health care information from

whom compulsory disclosure is sought with a written certification under oath by the person

seeking such compulsory disclosure or an authorized representative of such person :--

(A) identifying each subparagraph of paragraph (a) under which

compulsory disclosure of health care information is being sought; and

(B) stating that notice has been provided in accordance with the

requirements of paragraph (b) or is not required by paragraph (b) with respect to

any of the health care information sought.

(2) A person may sign a certification described in subparagraph (1), only if the

person reasonably believes that the subparagraph or subparagraphs of paragraph (a) identified in

the certification provide an appropriate basis for the use of a request for compulsory disclosure.

(d) OBJECTION TO COMPULSORY DISCLOSURE --If the person maintaining

health care information or the patient or the patient's legal guardian or attorney or other person
legally authorized to represent the patient in such a matter files in the manner set forth in the

notice described in paragraph (b) such person's objection to the request for compulsory

disclosure prior to the date on which such compulsory disclosure is sought, the burden shall be
on the person requesting such compulsory disclosure to seek an order from the appropriate court

or Federal or State agency or State legislature or Congress an order compelling such disclosure,

and the person or persons filing such objection may defend in any proceeding to compel such
disclosure.

(e) MAINTENANCE OF NOTICE AND CERTIFICATION. Unless otherwise ordered

by the court, State or Federal agency, Congress or State legislature, a person maintaining health

care information shall maintain a copy of each request for compulsory disclosure and

accompanying certification as part of the patient's health care information.
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(f) NO WAIVER. --Disclosure of health care information pursuant to compulsory
disclosure, in and of itself, shall not constitute a waiver of any privilege, objection, or defense
existing under any other law or rle of evidence or procedure.

SEC. 110. CIVIL REMEDIES.

(a PRIVATE RIGHT OF ACTION. --A person aggrieved by a violation of this [Act] may
maintain an action for relief as provided in this section.

(b) JURISDICTION. --The district courts of the United States shall have jurisdiction in
any action brought under the provisions of this section.

(c) RELIEF. --The court may order a person maintaining health care information to
comply with this [Act] and may order any other appropriate relief.

(d) DAMAGES--If the court determines that there is a violation of this [Act], the
aggrieved person is entitled to recover damages for any losses sustained as a result of the
violation; and, in addition, if the violation results from willful or grossly negligent conduct, the
aggrieved person may recover not in excess of [$ 10,000], exclusive of any loss.

(e) ATTORNEYS' FEES.--If a plaintiffprevails in an action brought under this section,
the court, in addition to any other relief granted under this section, may award the plaintiff
reasonable attorneys' fees and all other expenses incurred by the plaintiff in the litigation.

(f) STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS --Any action under this [Act] must be brought within
two years from the date the alleged violation is discovered.

SEC. 11. CIVIL MONEY PENALTIES.

(a) Any person that knowingly discloses or health care information in violation of this
[Act] shall be subject, in addition to any other penalties that maybe prescribed by law--

(1) to a civil money penalty of not more than [$1 ,000] for each violation, but not
to exceed [$25,000] in the aggregate for multiple violations, except as provided in
subparagraph (2); and, in addition--

(2) to a civil money penalty of not more than [$1,000,000] if the Secretary finds
that violations of this [Act] have occurred in such numbers or with such frequency as to
constitute a general business practice.
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SEC. 112. CRIMINAL PENALTY FOR OBTAINING HEALTH CARE INFORMATION
THROUGH FALSE PRETENSES OR THEFT.

(a) Any person who, under false or fraudulent pretenses or with a false or fraudulent
certification required under this [Act], requests or obtains health care information from a person

maintaining health care information or a patient's authorization shall be fined not more than

$10,000 or imprisoned not more than six months, or both, for each offense.

(b) Any person who, under false or fraudulent pretenses or with a false or fraudulent
certification required under this [Act], requests or obtains health care information from a person

maintaining health care information and who intentionally uses, sells or transfers such health care
information for remuneration, for profit or for monetary gain shall be fined not more than

$50,000, or imprisoned for not more than two years, or both, for each offense.

(c) Any person who unlawfully takes health care information from a person maintaining

health care information and who intentionally uses, sells or transfers such health care information

for remuneration, for profit or for monetary gain shall be fined not more than $50,000, or
imprisoned for not more than two years, or both, for each offense.

SEC. 113. PREEMPTION OF STATE LAWS.

(a) Effective as of the effective date of this [Art], no State may establish or enforce any
law or regulation concerning the disclosure of health care information, except as provided in

paragraph (b).

(b) This [Act] does not supersede any restriction on the disclosure or use of health care
information under: --

(I) any Federal, or State law on the inspection of, or disclosure or use of

health care information relating to alcohol or drug abuse, or health care for such abuse;

(2) any Federal, 7 or State law concerning the disclosure or use of health

care information relating to psychiatric, psychological, mental health or
developmental disabilities health care;

(3) Section 1106 of the Social Security Act;

(4) Section 1160 of the Social Security Act; or

(5) any Federal or State law making information. including but not limited
to health care information, that is maintained, used or generated in the course of
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peer review, quality assurance, or similar activities or functions privileged or
confidential.

(c) Nothing in tisis [Act] shall be construed to make any Federal Government authority or
any Federal agency subject to any State or local law not otherwise applicable.

SEC. 114. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

(a) SEVERABILITY--If any provision of this [Act] or its application to any person or
circumstances is held invalid, the invalidity does not affect other provisions or applications of
this [Act] that can be given effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this end the
provisions of this [Act] are severable.
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